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CHAPTER I

The Problem and Its Background

Problem and Purpose

To what extent do different types of religious behavior

vary with different levels of inner- and other-direction?

Religious behavior is multi-dimensional in nature, with

several qualitatively distinct dimensions.

Hypothesized rela

tions between different dimensions of religious behavior and
inn�r/other-direction, together with the assumed shift from

inner-direction to other-direction, have been formulated to

explain the now familiar, but nevertheless cont�oversial, reli
gious revival in American society.

This revival is controver

dimensions, of religious behavior.

There have been increases

sial in the sense that it extends only to certain types, or

in church membership, identification, and ritual observance,
but not in other types of religiosity, such as doctrinal

orthodoxy or others calling for a deeper personal commitment.
The theory that explains this limited revival generally

holds that church membership and observance are types of reli

gious behavior that are consonant with other-directed values,
but that other dimensions are contradictory to them.

With in

creases in other-direction, therefore, there would be higher
levels of religiosity for the former dimensions, but no in

creases for the latter.

1

2
To test this theory, six dimensions of religiosity will
be examined:

religious identity, religious self-concept,

ideological religiosity, socio-religious communality, ritual
religiosity, and consequential religiosity.
In terms of these six dimensions, other-direction should
lead to high levels of religious identity and ritual religiosity,
and relatively lower levels of religiosity on the religious
self-concept, ideological, communality, and consequential dimen
sions.

The theory holds that inner-directed religiosity will

vary with the content of the values internalized in an inner
directed sense.
Hypotheses are tested with data from 162 respondents to a
self-administered questionnaire.

The respondents are Catholic

students at a medium sized, non-sectarian, state-supported
university.
Background
In recent decades the United States has been characterized
by a renewed interest in religion.

Church membership among

persons over twelve years of age has increased from about half

in 1940, to over sixty per cent in 1962.1 American people have
increasingly come to identify themselves as religious.

About

ninety per cent of the population describe themselves as either
1charles Y. Glock and Rodney Start, Religion and Society
in Tension, (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1965), p. 79.

3

"deeply religious" or "somewhat reiigious.11

2

Over ninety per

cent consider themselves members of either the Protestant,
Catholic, or Jewish faiths.3 In addition, traditionally non
religious areas of our culture have steadily acquired religious
4
.
symbo1s and practices.

At the same time the secular and materialistic orientation
of our society has been noted, and it has led some observers to
question the nature of the religious "reviva.1," or, indeed,
whether there has been one at all. They point to the seemingly
shallow nature of the "revival" and note that it goes little
beyond an increased willingness of Americans to join a church
or identify themselves religiously.

This question has been

summarized by Williams in American Society: 5
••• much disagreement exists as to the meaning of these
changes. For one thing, the ''religion'' to which many
2

Louis Harris Poll, Kalamazoo Gazette, August 16, 1965, p. 7.

3will H�rberg, Protestant-Catholic-Jew {Anchor Books Edition,
rev.; Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1960),
p. 47.
4
Ibid., p. 5 9.
5

Robin Williams, American Society: A Sociological Interpre
tation {2d ed.; New York: Knopf, 1960), p. 348. A more complete
analysis of views regarding the current state of religion in the
United States is provided in Chapter 4 of Glock and Stark's
Religion and Society in Tension. Here the authors discuss four
views: that there has been a definite post-World War II revival
in American Religion; that the religious revival represents only
a continuation of a longer term upward trend; the contrary view
that there has been an increase, not in religiousness, but in
secularism; and finally, the view that the distinctive element
in America is not an increase or decrease in religiosity, but
its stability.

4
people have returned itself may be highly secularized-
vague belief in the sacredness of the ''American Way of
Life, 11 or a kind of spiritual tranquilizer, or a recipe
for easily attained ''peace of mind.'' No one knows how
deeply religious the new participants are • • •• There
is not yet convincing evidence of a mass revival of super
natural beliefs, or of intense commitment to the search
for salvation as the primary goal of life, or the infu
sion of religion into all aspects of daily living.
Although various interpretations have been given for this
seeming religious-secular "paradox," a central one would seem
to be the confusion of definitions of religiosity that have been
used in the various observations.

One who defines religious be-

. havior in terms of personal religious identification or church
membership would observe a definite post-war revival of religion
in the United States, based on published statistics.

On the

other hand, one who defines religious behavior as knowledge of
the Scripture, and who observes that 53 per cent of a sample
could name none of the first four books of the New Testament, as

one study showed,6 certainly would question any religious
revival.

Yet, both of these religious definitions would seem to be
valid indicators of the religious person, assuming that a per
son who joins a church and/or identifies himself in terms of
this church would normally be religious, and being religious,
would attempt also to gain some knowledge of his religion.
One could even assume that the two might correspond.
f,

The fact

Herberg, op. cit., p. 58 citing Public Opinion News Service,
Gallup Poll, March 31, 1950.

5

that they apparently do not illustrates a point about religious
behavior that has been recognized for some time and on a number
of analytical levels:
havior and forms.

the multi-dimensionality of religious be

The church-sect typology of Troeltsch on an

institutional level, the religious personality typology of James,
and the breakdown of behavioral types of religiosity by Glock
and Fukuyama are only a few examples of this observation.
Implicit in these multi-dimensional formulations is a con
ception of religious behavior, or what may be termed the individual 's "religiosity," as a variable type of concept. As Glock7
presents this conception:
Religion is not the same to all men--neither in modern
complex societies nor in even the most homogeneous of
primitive ones. Even within a single religious tradition,
many variations can be found.
This variability arises from three conceptual sources.

First,

"religiosity" itself can be conceived in terms of a number of
qualitative dimensions--that is, religious behavior is manifested
in several distinct areas, such as belief, ritual behavior, and
so on.

These several dimensions can be isolated, and any individ

ual can be classified in terms of each.

Quantitative measurement

distinguishes persons who are more or less "religious" than
others, in terms of several dimensions.

That is, some attend

religious services daily, while others do only rarely; some are
• strong believers while others confess their confusion or
dis7

Charles Glock, "On the Study of Religious Commitment,"
Research Supplement to Religious Education, July-August, 1962,
p. 98.

6

belief of religious doctrine; and so on for all dimensions of
religious behavior.

This is the second element of variability.

A third element contributing to variability in religious
behavior lies in the fact that these various analytically dis
tinct dimensions of religiosity are manifested in combination
in concrete situations.
belief

.Q!.

That is, it is not a question of

ritual activity, nor even of high or low belief and

ritual activity, but the concurrent manifestations of these
dimensions in combination by the individual.
of variability encompasses the first two.

This third element

Quantitative differences,

the relative degrees of high or low religiosity, are conceived in
terms of several different qualitative dimensions, such as belief
or activity.

Finally, persons differ in the combinations of di

mensions on which they manifest high or low religiosity; that
is, they may be highly religious in belief but low in activity,
or vice versa.
Despite the recognition of these factors, practical l y all
of the investigations deal ing with rel igiosity, by centering
on only one or two aspects of religiosity, such as church mem
bership, or religious attitudes, have been grounded upon the
implicit notion of unidimensionality.

With the multi-dimen

sional nature or religiosity, and the possible lack of direct
correspondence between the dimensions, it is not surprising
that the various studies of religiosity, using various dimen
sions, have not produced comparable results.

This is true be-

7

cause, as Demarath 8 notes:
Theoretically, it is possible to be highly involved on
one dimension but not on another. One may be a believer
but not a participant. One may both believe and partic
ipate, but with little emotion and with little effect on
his activity outside the church.
Relating this to the religious "revival" in the United
States, some observers feel, and in this paper it is largely
assumed, that the "revival" is not so much a manifestation of
quantitative change in general religious behavior, but only in
one or two of its dimensions, resulting from a qualitative
change of stress among these various dimensions of religiosity.
In other words, different aspects or dimensions of religiosity
have received greater stress than others in different periods.
At this time, it seems that church membership and participation
have received more stress than the others.
What will be attempted here is an investigation of reli
gious behavior in terms of a number of separate dimensions, ex•
amining on the one hand how they "fit together, .. and on the
other some of the factors that affect them individually and in
combination.

Assuming that a qualitative change has occurred

in the stress placed on the different dimensions, certain hy
potheses will be tested.

These hypotheses, it is hoped, will

reflect qualitative changes in religiosity, and changes in non
religious spheres of society.
8 N.

(Chicago:

J. Demarath, Social Class in American Protestantism
Rand McNally & Company, 1965), p. 31.

8

Related Literature
Introduction:

Since Comte, the acknowledged "Father" of

sociology, whose "positive philosophy" itself had religious
overtones, religion has been an important element of sociological
inquiry.

Glock9 has summarized and evaluated the history of this

concern:
Sociological inquiry into religion has had a checkered
career. At times, it has been central to the most im
portant work being done in sociology, e.g., the golden
era of Troeltsch, Weber, and Durkheim at the turn of
the century. At other times, notably during the period
between World Wars I and II, religion has apparently
been considered too insignificant a social force to
warrant serious attention. The undulations in sociol
ogical interest in religion have not been conducive to
the development of a systematic body of knowledge about
religion's place in society. Rather, they have produced
a heterogeneous combination of work which at one extreme
borders on the superb and at other times is, at best,
mediocre.
By his phrase the "golden era" Glock obviously does not
have quantity in mind, for other eras have been marked to a
greater degree by a quantity of work in the sociology of reli
gion, but rather the quality �f the work. Weber, Durkheim, and
their contemporaries were not the first to deal with this subject.
Yet, they were the first to bring to their inquiries a genuine
sociological.viewpoint. Their work was not empirical as we
tend to characterize empirical work by modern criteria. Yet,
their theoretical formulations, and the theoretical work of
others that followed, was and is, by Glock's evaluation, superb.
9 charles

Glock, "The Sociology of Religion," in Robert
Merton, Leonard Broom, and L. Cottrell (eds.), Sociology Today
(New York: :Basic Books, 19 59 ), pp. 154-155.

9

One is led to conclude, however, that the empirical work in the
sociology of religion, for the most part, should be characterized
as "at best, mediocre."
The following discussion includes some items not directly perti
nent to the specific hypotheses of this research.

They are included

to provide a background for the development of the research aims.
Theoretical Formulations:

We have concluded that if there

are superior and mediocre elements in the sociology of religion, the
superiority must lie in its theoretical aspects, for some of the
best theoretical formulations in the general field of sociology have
10
.
been in this area of religion.
These formulations may be classed
in two broad, non-exclusive groups:

the functional analysis of

religious behavior, and the development of religious typologies.
The former is represented, for example, by Durkheim's11 The Elemen
12
tary Forms of the Religious Life; Weber's The Protestant Ethic and

the Spirit of Capitalism, The Religion of China, and Ancient Judaism;
lOThis statement is based on a conception of theory as some
thing other than a taxonomy of abstract concepts. Rather, implied
is the element of theoretical propositions--that is, some meaning
ful relation between concepts which bear fruitful hypotheses, which
are, in turn, open to test. See: Hans L. Zetterburg, On Theory and
Verification in Sociology (2d. ed., rev.; Totowa, New Jersey:
Bedminster Press, 1963), pp. 5-11 .
11
Emile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life
(London: Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1915).

1 2Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism
(New York: Scribner, 1930); The Religion of China (Glencoe, Illinois:
Free Press, 1951); Ancient Judaism (Glencoe: Free Press, 195 2).

10

Malinowski's13 Magic, Science and Religion; Radcliffe-Brown's14
Structure and Function in Primitive Society; and Goode's15 Religion
Among the Primitives. While these works, being for the most part
centered on historical or primitive religion, are not of irect
concern, we may note that it forms, even today, the basis of

ch

of the theoretical work in this area. Weber's concept of the Protestant Ethic, for example, and its relation to economic and political
institutions and behavior, is the framework for a large number of

theoretical and empirical inquiries. 1 6
13

Bronislaw Malinowski, Magic, Science and Religion (Garden
City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1955).

1 4A. R. Radcliffe-Brown, Structure and Function in Primitive
Society (Glencoe: Free Press, 1952).
15

william Goode, Religion Among the Primitives (Glencoe:
Free Press, 1 951 ).
16
some examples of these are: Otis Duncan, "Relation of
Tenure and Economic Status of Farmers to Church Membership," Social
Forces, XI (May, 193 3), 541-547; E. Fischoff, "Protestant Ethic and
the Spirit of Capitalism: The History of a Controversy," Social
Research, XI (February, 1944 ), 53 -77; A. Hyma, "Calvinism and Capi
talism in the Netherlands, 1555-1700," Journal of Modern History,
X (September, 1 938), 321-343; C. T. Jonassen, "Protestant Ethic and
the Spirit of Capitalism in Norway," American Sociological Review,
XII (December, 1 947), 676-686; Raymond Mack, R. Murphy, and S. Yellin,
"The Protestant Ethic, Level of Aspiration, and Social Mobility: An
Empirical Test," American Sociological Review, XXI (June, 1956),
295-300; A. Mayer and H. Sharp, "Religious Preference and Worldly
Success," American Sociological Review, XXVII (April, 1962), 21 8227; J. Photiadis, "American Business Creed and Denominational Identi
fication," Social Forces, XLIV (September, 1965), 92-1 00; Kurt
Samuelsson, Religion and Economic Action: A Critique of Max Weber
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1957); R. Tawney, Religion
and the Rise of Capitalism (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.,
1 926); I. Thorner, "Ascetic Protestantism and the Development of
Science and Technology," American Jo�rnal of Sociology, LVIII (July,
1 952), 25-33 ; J. Veroff, "Achievement Motivation and Religious Back
ground," American Sociological Review, XXVII (April, 1 962), 205-217;
M. Wax,."Ancient Judaism and the Protestant Ethic," American Journal
of Sociology. LXV (March, 1960), 449-455.

11

In the area of typological constructions, much recent work
has utilized the formulations of these earlier theorists, espe
cially Durkheim and Weber.

As already noted, Weber's conception

of the Protestant Ethic has remained pertinent in this later
period.

But in addition, the church-sect typology, most often

connected with the name of his student, Troeltsch,17 has been
utilized as a basic theoretical framework from its introduction

•
18
by We ber to t he present time.

17Ernst Troeltsch, The Social Teachings of the Christian
Churches (2 vols.; New York: The Macmillan Company, 1931).

18For example: R. Bainton, "Sectarian Theory of the Church,"
Christendom, XI (No. 3, 1946), 382-387; R. Bordin, "Sect to Denomination Process in America: The Freewill Baptist Experience,"
Church History, XXXIV (March, 1965), 77-94; Peter Berger, "Sectarianism and Religious Sociation," American Journal of Sociology,
LXIV (July, 1958), 41-44; Peter Berger, "Sociological Study of
Sectarianism," Social Research, XXI (Winter, 1954), 467-485;
J. Borhek, "Role Orientations and Organizational Stability,"
Human Organization, XXIV (Winter, 1965), 332-338; E. Brewer,
"Sect and Church in Methodism," Social Forces, XXX (May, 1952),
400-408; Russell Dynes, "Church-Sect Typology and Socio-Economic
Status," American Sociological Review, XX (October, 1955),
555-560; Hans Gerth, "Midwestern Sectarian Community; Influence
of the Apostolic Christian Church on the Social Structure and
Social Psychology of Morton, Illinois," Social Research, XI
(September, 1944), 354-362; Benton Johnson, "Critical Appraisal
of the Church-Sect Typology," American Sociological Review, XXII
(February, 1957), 88-92; Benton Johnson, "Do Holiness Sects
Socialize in Dominant Values?," Social Forces, XXXIX (May, 1961),
309-316; Benton Johnson, "On Church and Sect," American Sociological Review, XXVIII (August, 1963), 539-549; .M. Marty, "Sects
and Cults," Annals, CCCII (November, 1960), 125-134; H.1 Richard
Niebuhr, Social Sources of Denominationalism (New York: Henry
Holt and Company, Inc., 1929); H. Pfautz, "Sociology of Secularization: Religious Groups,'·' American Journal of Sociology, LXI
(September, 1955), 121-128; Liston Pope, Millhands and Preachers:
A Study of Gastonia (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1942);
J. Scanzoni, "Innovation and Constancy in the Church-Sect Typol-·
ogy," American Journal of Sociology, LXXI (November, 1965), 320327; .B. Wilson, "Analysis of Sect Development," American Sociol
ogical Review, XXIV (February, 1959), 3-15.

12

Over the years there have been various other attempts to formulate
religious typologies, dealing with various aspects of religion.
James•

19

distinction between the "healthy minded" and the "sick

soul" types of religious persons is a typology based on personality.
Another example of an individual psychological typology is Wells 120
formulation of six types of religious personality:

the Fundamental

ist, the Modernist, the Progressive, all of whom remain active mem
bers in their religious institution, but vary in the nature of
their belief; and the Backslider, the Heretic, and the Individualist,
who are common in their inactivity in a specific religious organiza
tion, but who again differ in the nature of their belief.

The

marginality theories of Park were utilized by Cuber21 in his
typology of church participant behavior.

Allport22 has developed

a typology of religious believers, the "extrinsic believer" and
23
the "intrinsic believer." Fichter developed a typology of
Catholic parishioners:

the Nuclear Parishioner is the most

active participant and the most faithful believer; the Modal
Parishioner, the normal practicing Catholic, constitutes the
19william James, The Varieties of Religious Experience (New
York: The Modern Library, 19 02).

c. Wells, "Religious Personality Types," Sociology and
Social Research, XVI (January, 19 32), 23 2 -234 •.
20

21

John Cuber, "Marginal Church Participants," Sociology
and Social Research, XXV (September, 1940), 57-62.
22

{Fall,

Gordon Allport, "Religion and Prejudice," Crane Review, II
19 5 9 ).

23

Joseph Fichter, Social Relations in the Urban Parish
{Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954).

13
great mass of Catholic laymen; the Marginal Parishioner conforms
only to the bare minimum of patterns expected in the religious
organization; and the Dormant Parishioner in practice has "given
up" Catholicism but has not joined another religious denomination.
And finally, there is a typology of churches in urban areas formu

lated by Sullenger.24 This consists of six types of urban churches:

the downtown church, in the center of the city with a metropolitan
rather than a parochial orientation; the inner-city church, in
the heart of the city, holding only weakly to continued existence;
the residential church, which moves to follow its members; the
federated church, which results from an over-churched condition
in the city due to movement from the center, forcing churches
to combine; the community church, sometimes denominational,
sometimes not; and the institutional church usually connected
with settlement houses or other welfare organizations in city
slums ..
For the most part the typologies discussed above describe
traits of specific agents--such as individuals or organizations.
They are composed of various elements or dimensions which in
combination form the cells in the typology.

In most cases,

however, the specific dimensions and their place in the typology
have not been well specified, hindering the utility of the
typologies in empirical research.
24T. Sullenger, "Church in an Urban Society," Sociology and
Social Research, XLI (May, 1957), 361-366.

Perhaps because of this, recent typological work in the

sociology of religion has centered on the specification of ele

ments which might enter into such trait typologies. That is,

recent typological development has centered on different types

of religious behavior.

It is true that the elements specified

in this recent work enter to an extent in earlier formulations.

Yet, it is not aimed at some wholistic construct such as

"healthy-minded .. personalities, ''extrinsic" belief, or the

·•modal parishioner." At this point the aim is to specify the

different elements of religiosity which are only implicit in

earlier trait formulations.

The most systematic work in this direction is that of

Glock.25

He attempts to develop a typology of different dimen

sions religious behavior may include. He notes that among the
diversity of religious forms there exists 26

••• among the world's religions considerable con
census as to the more general areas in which religi
ousity ought to be manifested. These general areas
may be thought of as the core dimensions of religiousity •
• • • within one or another of these dimensions.all of
the many and diverse manitestations of religiousity
prescribed by the different religions of the world
can be ordered.
25

Glock, "On the Study of Religious Commitment,"
op. cit. An earlier version of Glock's typology appears
in his paper "Differential Commitment to Religion:
Some Sources and Consequences,'' a paper read at the
American Sociological Association Meetings in Chicago,
September, 1959.
26Ibid., p. 98.
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Glock's typology, which is basically an elaboration of Durkheim's 27
distinction between "beliefs" and "rites," forms five dimensions:
(1) Experiential -- the achievement ot "direct knowledge of
ultimate reality'' or the experience of religious emotion;
( 2) Ideological -- the expectation that the religious
person will hold to certain beliefs;
(3) Ritual -- specifically religious practices such as
prayer or worship;
(4) Intellectual

the expectation that a religious

person ''will be informed and knowledgeable about the basic
tenets of his faith and its sacred scriptures; 11
(S) Consequential -- "all the secular effects of religious

2
belief, practice, experience and knowledge on the individual.11 8

In his papers, Glock discusses these dimensions and notes
that each in turn may be subclassified.

The general form of

Glock' s typology will be used in this research.

Variations

from his formulation will be noted when concepts used in this
study are defined.
Empirical Formulations--Dimensions of Religiousity:
2

7ourkheim, op. cit.

28

Glock, "On the Study of Religious Commitment, 11
op. cit., pp. 98-99. Y. Fukuyama has developed a similar
typology of religious dimensions which differs in terminology,
but seemingly little in content. His dimensions are:
devotional, creedal, cultic, cognitive, and consequential.
(Y. Fukuyama, "The Major Dimensions of Church Membership,"
Review of Religious Research, II (Spring, 1961), 154-161.)
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Glock 1 s discussion of five dimensions of religiousity was the
first of its type intended as a theoretical formulation of a
dimensional typology centered in behavior rather than some
psychological trait of the individual or other ideal construct.
There have been a number of empirical studies, however, which
have used his general framework, the multi-dimensionality of
religious behavior, and have attempted to examine the dimen
sions; at times singly, and also at times as they relate to
other dimensions.

There have been numerous examinations of

church membership, attendance, and participation.

Some of

these will be examined more fully later in this discussion.
A few studies have been reported dealing with types of behavior
similar to Glock I s

11

experiential 11 dimension.29

There are also

a number of studies concerned with behavior similar to his
11

consequential" dimension, most notably Lenski 1 s

religiosity in Detroit,

11

30

analysis of

a sociological study of religion's

impact on politics, economics, and family life."
29see, for example: D. Elkind and S. Elkind, "Varieties
of Religious Experience.in Young Adolescents," Journal for the
Scientific Study of Religion, 11 (No. 1, Fall.1962), 102-112;
W. Salisbury, "Faith, Ritualism, Charismatic Leadership and
Religious Behavior," Social Forces. XXXlV (March, 1956), 241-245;
Hans L. Zetterburg, "The Religious Conversion as a Change of
Social Roles, 11 Sociology and Social Research, XXXVI (January
February, 1952), 159-166.
30

Gerhard Lenski, The Religious Factor (Anchor Books
Edition; Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, IPc.,
1961).
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Several studies found in the literature are centered on the
relationships between various dimensions of religious behavior
per�, though not necessarily of Glock's specific dimensions.
As early as

1 9 3 7,

for example, Woolston31 related orthodoxy,

attendance at services, religious fraternization, and attitudes
on church policy. He found considerable inconsistency within
catholic, Protestant, and Jewi.sh groups among the dimensions
he formulated. Eister32 studied the "relation ••• between
verbal expression of attitude toward an institutional organiza
tion and various kinds of overt behavior with respect to it."
He found inconsistencies between the two dimensions for some
groups and consistencies for others.

In The Religious Factor,

Lenski reports low association between dimensions of religi
osity he developed. 33

Photiadis studied orthodoxy of belief,

conformity to church behavioral prescriptions and group partici
pation among Mormons.

He found that belief leads to overt con

formity, but that group participation and the formation of a
social system will also lead to behavioral conformity but not
31

H. Woolston, "Religious Consistency," American Sociolo
gical Review, II (June, 1 93 7), 380- 388.

32A. Eister, "Some Aspects of Institutional Behavior With

Reference to Churches," American Sociological Review, XVII
(February, 1952), 64-69.
33

Lenski, The Religious Factor, p. 2 6. Lenski reported
a Taub of .05 between "doctrinal orthodoxy" and 11devotionalism."
This would correspond approximately to a product�moment
correlation coefficient of .25.

34
necessarily to orthodoxy of belief.
Another analysis of this
type is Demerath's, which analyzes the relations between
social status and class and Glock's earlier four-dimensional
typology. 35 The most recent and most extensive analysis of

this type is Faulkner's and DeJong's study of associations be.
36
tween their operationalized definitions of Glock's typology.
Empirical Formulations:

Correlates of Religiosity:

The sociology of religion has tended to follow two trends:
the use of religion as an independent variable with effects
on other aspects of behavior, and as a dependent variable influenced by non-religious conditions.

Also, religiosity will

be considered the dependent variable in this study, so the
former configuration is not completely pertinent.

However, we

might indicate some of the major areas investigated where some
aspect of religion is used as the explanatory variable, besides
34J. Photiadis, "Overt Conformity to Church Teaching as a
Function of Religious.Belief and Group Participation," American
Journal of Sociology, LXX {January, 1965), 423-428.
35nemarath, op. cit.

36 J. E. Faulkner and C. DeJong, "Religiosity in 5-D: An
Empirical Analysis," a paper read at the American Sociological
Association Meetings in Chicago, September, 1965. See also:
J. Photiadis, "Orthodoxy, Church Participation and Authoritarian
ism," American Journal of Sociology. LXIX {November, 1963), 244248;.W. Salisbury, "Religiosity, Regional Sub-culture and Social
Behavior," Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion, II
{No. 1, Fall 1962), 94-101; S. Putney and R. Middleton,
"Dimensions and Correlates of Religious Ideologies," Social
Forces, XXXIX (May, 1961), 285-290.
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those concerned with the Protestant Ethic concept.
The relation between religion and political preference and

voting behavior has been reported on recently by Baggaley,37

Cosman, 38 DeSantis, 39 Johnson,40 and Ringer and Glock,41 among

others.

In addition, connection between aspects of religion

and racial attitudes,42 juvenile delinquency,43 and marital and
37A. Baggaley, "Religious Influence on Wisconsin Voting, 19281960," American Political Science Review, LVI (March, 1962), 66-70.
38B. Cosman, "Religion and Race in Louisiana Presidential
Politics--1960," Social Science Quarterly, SLIII (December, 1962),
235-241.

39v. Desantis, "American Catholics and McCarthyism,"
Catholic Historical Review, LI (April, 1965), 1-30.

40Benton Johnson, "Ascetic Protestantism and Political Pref
erence in the Deep South," American Journal of Sociology. LXIX
(January, 1964), 359-366; ."Ascetic Protestantism and Political
Preference," Public Opinion Quarterly, XXVI (Spring, 1962), 35-46.

41
B. Ringer and c. Glock, "Political Role of the Church as
Defined by Its Parishioners," Public Opinion Quarterly, XVIII
(Winter, 1954-1955), 337-347.
42
For example, see: E. Campbell and T. Pottigrew, "Racial
and Moral Crisis: The Role of the Little Rock Ministers," Amer
ican Journal of Sociology. LXIV (March, 1959), 509-516; R. Fried
richs, "Christians and Residential Exclusions: An Empirical
Study of a Northern Dilemma," Journal of Social Issues, XV (No. 4,
1959), 14-23; W. Liu, "Community Reference System, Religiosity,
and Race Attitudes," Social Forces, XXXIX (May, 1961), 324-328;
J. Photiadis, "Religiosity, Education, and Ethnic Distance,"
American Journal of Sociology, LXVII (May, 1962), 666-672;
R. Prothro and J. Jensen, "Interrelations of Religious and Ethnic
Attitudes in Selected Southern Populations," Journal of Social
Psychology, XXXII (August, 1959), 45-49; A •. Rosenblum, "Ethnic
Prejudice as Related to Social Class and Religiosity," Sociology
and Social Research, XLIII (March, 1959), 272-275.
43For example, see: W. Kvaraceus, "Delinquent Behavior and
Church Attendance," Sociology and Social.Research, XXVIII (March,
1944), 284-289; W •. Wattenberg, "Church Attendance and Juvenile Mis
conduct," Sociology and Social Research, XXXIV (January, 1950),
195-202.
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family behavior,44 among others, have been examined.

This paper, however, is concerned more with religion as a

dependent variable, with the focus on elements which influence
the manifestation of religious behavior.

Previous research with

this orientation, and the information it has provided, falls

into several groupings.

The findings having special pertinence

to the problem of this research will be stressed.

One factor

known to influence individual religiosity is sex status.

Women have consistently been shown to be more "religious" than
men on a variety of religious dimensions.

Laz�rwitz45 f�und

that females, either working or non-working, are more frequent
church-goers than men.

Lenski,

46

using responses to the

question "How much have you been interested in religion since
marriage?" as a measure of religious interest, found women,

generally, are more religious than men, but that the extreme

44For example:
L. Burchinal, "Marital Satisfaction and Reli
gious Behavior," American Sociological Review, XXII (June, 195 7),
306-310; J. Landis, "Religiousness, Family Relationships, and
Family Values in Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish Families,"
Marriage & Family Living, XXII (November, 1960), 341-347; P. Wallin,
Religiosity, Sexual Gratification, and Marital Satisfaction,"
American Sociological Review, XXII (June, 195 7), 300-305 .

45
B. Lazerwitz, "Some Factors Associated with Variations in
Church Attendance," Social Forces, XXXIX (May, 1961), 302-303.
See also
:
L. Bultena, "Church Membership and Church Attendance
in Madison, Wisconsin,".American Sociological Review, XIV
(June, 1949), 384-389 •.
46
Gerhard Lenski, "Social Correlates of Religious Interest,"

American Sociological Review, XVIII (October, 195 3),
4 7Glenn

5 37.

Vernon, "Background Factors Related to Church Ortho
doxy," Social Forces, XXXIV (March, 195 6), 25 3.
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believers, or non-believers, were men.

Telford,48 who studied

Mormon students, found that women were more religious than both
in terms of Church attendance and in attitudes toward the church.
Another tactor suspected of influencing rates of religiosity
has been social status. Here the findings have not been so con
sistent. An early study by Cantril49 indicat�d a direct relation
ship between increasing proportions ot Protestant church member
ship and education and income increases, especially in the
middle income ranges.

Lazerwitz50 tound a direct relationship

between church attendance rates and educational and occupational
levels, but no association with income.

Lenski's51 study of

religious interest showed little association between interest
and occupational or educational levels, and a slight tendency
for persons of middle income to be more highly interested.
Lenski also found in this study that "interest tended to vary
·nversely with degree of upward mobility ••••" In his later

book, The Religious Factor, Lenski52 reports that among Catholics
48c. Telford, "Study of Religious Attitudes, 11 Journal of
Social Psychology, XXXI (May, 1950), 21 9 -222.

49Hadley Cantril, "Educational and Economic Composition of
Religious Groups: An Analysis of Poll Data," American Journal
of Sociology. XLIII (December, 1 94 3), 574 -57 9 .

'f

OLazerwitz, op. cit., p. 305.

51Lenski, "Social Correlates of Religious Interest," p. 540.
52Lenski, The Religious Factor, p. 58.
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evotionalism ''increases the farther up the social scale one
goes; but orthodoxy is not affected by changes in status."
He is speaking here of vertical social mobility, and reports
Curtis, 53 on the

a similar pattern for white Protestants.

other hand, found that upward mobility was associated with
church attendance in a positive direction.

Demerath's study,

the most complete in terms of the scope of religiosity dimen
sions considered, and the best illustration of the inconsistency
of social status-religiosity findings, showed an inverse rela
tionship between socio-economic status and number of close

--

friends in the church, an inverse relationship between status
and the degree the individual feels his church to be a help in
various life problems, no relationship with church attendance,
and a direct relationship between status and number of parish
activities.54

�)Othan-rural

differences, and their effect on religious be-

havior, have also been investigated. In an early study, Wells55
investigated religious loyalty and found that a move from a
rural to an urban setting was crucial.

He felt that weakened

53R. Curtis, "Occupational Mobility and Church Participation,"
Social Forces, XXXVIII (May, 1960), 315 -319.
�4Demerath, op. cit., p. 206.

c. D. Wells, "Effects of Urban Experience on Religious
Loyalty," Sociology and Social Research, XVI (November, 1931),
157-163 •.
55

social heritage in the home and community led to weakened

religious loyalty.

Zimmer and Hawley,56 studying a somewhat

different aspect of the problem, and at a later date, found

higher church attendance rates among city residents than among
those in suburban areas.

Lazerwitz studied national poll data

on church participation rates among four residential belts:

the central city, suburban areas, adjacent areas (fifty miles

from the central city), and rural areas.

Among Protestants,

adjacent areas and rural areas were slightly higher in partici
pation.

Among Catholics the reverse trend was found.

Upon

controlling for education, however, Lazerwitz found that in both

groups adjacent areas and rural areas were higher in church

participation than suburbs and the central city.

Lazerwitz felt,

however, that since most differences were slight, rural-urban
differentials in participation were not important.57

The final area of previous empirical research in religiosity

of particular concern to us is the effect of the college milieu

on religious behavior.

Here we find many of the differences in

religiosity already discussed present among college students.

In addition to Telford's finding that female students were more

56B. Zimmer and A. Hawley, "Surburbanization and Church
Participation," Social Forces, XXXVII (May, 1959), 349-354.

57Bernard.Lazerwitz, "National Data on Participation
Rates Among Residential Belts in the United States," American
Sociological Review, xxvtI (October, 1962), 691-696.
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highly religious than male in attendance and attitudes, for
example, Vinacke, et al. found a similar pattern in church
attendance, and also that women reported a greater need of a
religious orientation or belief in achieving a mature philosophy

of life. 5 8 More important, however, are those studies indicat
ing the effect of the college experience itself on religious
behavior.

Here the findings are inconclusive.

Maier and Spinrod59 found that

98

In one study,

per cent of the students in

their sample felt a need for or the general desirability of
religion, indicating that college students seemingly share the
value placed on religion by the population as a whole.

E ister , 60

studying students at Southern Methodist University, found little
change in attendance habits among students upon their entrance
into college.

Reporting on differences between seniors and

freshmen on a religious thinking test, Mull61 indicates that
seniors were slightly higher than freshmen on this aspect of
religiosity, though the differences were not statistically

I )()
/

58

vinacke, et al, "Religious Attitudes of Students at the
University of Hawaii, 11 Journal of Psychology, XXVII (July, 19 49),
161-1 79.
59 J. Maier and W. Spinrod, "Comparisons of Religious Beliefs
and Practices of Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant Students,
Phylon Quarterly, XVIII (January, 195 8), 355-360.

60E.1.ster, op. cit.

61K. Mull, "Comparisons of Religious Thinking of Freshmen
and Seniors in a Liberal Arts College," Journal of Social
Psychology, XXVI (August, 1947), 1 21-1 23.

significant.

Gilliland,

62
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on the other hand, studying student

attitudes toward God, found that seniors were slightly less
religious than freshmen, though the differences again were not
statistically significant.63
We may conclude from this review of factors influencing
religiosity, and which may influence relationships in this study,
that only sex differences are consistent.

Findings regarding

social class and religiosity were inconclusive, as were those
of urban-rural background influences, and the influence of the
college milieu.

Presumably, of course, some of these contra

dictions may lie in the diversity of religious dimensions analyzed,
as the data from Demareth's study of socio-economic status and
religiosity most clearly illustrates.
No studies were found specifically relating the Riesman
Directional Typology to religious differences.

Several questions

regarding this typology will arise in a later discussion.

A review

of the previous literature regarding it will be undertaken at
that point.
62A. Gilliland, "Changes in Religious Beliefs of College
'/:>.
�
I� Students," Journal of Social Psychology. XXXVII (February, 1958), 115.
� 63Fo� other studies of student religiosity, see: M. Bonmey,
"Study of Friendship Choices in College in Relation to Church
Affiliation, In-Church Preferences, Family Size, and Length of
Enrollment in College," Journal of Social Psychology, XXIX (May,
1949), 153-166; E. Horne and W. Stender, "Student Attitudes Toward
Religious Practices," Journal of Social Psychology, XXII (November,
1945), 215-217; H. Lantz, "Religious Participation and Social
Orientation of 1,000 University Students," Sociology and Social
Research, XXXIX (July, 1955), 401-403.
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As the review above indicated, then, religion has been con
ceived differently by different investigators.

The task now is

to outline what will be meant by religion and religiosity in
this study.
Definition of Concepts
1) Religion:

This study begins with definition of religion

that has met criticism among other writers.

It has been argued

that an inclusive definition of religion should be used, such
as " • • • a system of beliefs about the nature of the force{s)
ultimately shaping man's destiny .

Such a definition,

it is felt, is superior because it rises above any specific
organized body and its religion to a point where any normal
individual or any society is religious.

For certain purposes

a definition such as this is useful, but the nature of the
problem taken up here precludes the acceptance of this defini
tion simply because it is too inclusive.

This study is primarily

concerned with organized religion, with fairly specific theologi
cal statements and practices.

Thus, the definition of religion

used in this study, in most cases,65 largely assumes an organized
religious body, with implicit or explicit beliefs and expected

'religious practices.
641enski, The Religious Factor, p. 331.
bSAn exception to this generalization will occur for the
Religious Self-Concept dimension, where general statements ot a
religious nature, not necessarily tied to definite religious
labels, will be interpreted as religious responses.
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2) Religious Dimensions:

66

a) Religious Identification -- In almost any sociological
research, regardless of how far removed the central focus is
from religious behavior, a question regarding the religious
preference of the respondent is included.

Its inclusion is

almost automatic, under the "usual demographfc variables."
Also, in numerous studies in the area of religious sociology,
denominational identification is the central religious variable.
Respondents are simply asked to indicate the major faith with
which they identify.

Other studies ask respondents to judge

their interest in religion, rank their degree of religiousness,
1

state how important religion is or has been for them, and other
items of a similar nature.
The common element in these techniques is their relatively
objective and straightforward approach to religion.

Questions

regarding identification rarely go beyond this into the saliency
of the identification, and questions dealing with rating of in
terest or importance ask for little more than this.

Yet, behavior

of this type, increases in church membership, identification, or
statements of reported importance have been interpreted as a
religious revival.

And, as noted earlier, such behavior has been

66As noted earlier, the most systematic work in this area
of dimensional religiosity is that of Glock. His paper "On the
Study of Religious Commitment" presents a conceptual description
of his dimensional typology. The dimensions formulated for
this study do not correspond exactly to those of Glock. The
"ritual" and "ideological" dimensions are quite similar, however.
The differences will be discussed in connection with the separate
dimensions.
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judged by others as mere surface manifestations--with little
underlying content.
This is the nature of the first dimension of religiosity,
then, the respondent's reported preference for some religious
faith, and his manifest judgment of his religion' s importance
in his life.
b) Religious Self-Concept67 -- The self, one of the central
concepts of
_ sociologists and social psychologists, has been

characterized since its introduction by problems of definition,

conceptual and operational.

It has typically been defined as

"the individual as known by the individual," or ''the sum total
of those attitudes which have as their object the individual
holding these attitudes.11 68

Central to an understanding of

the self is an awareness of its social origins.

In the process

of socialization the individual becomes familiar with objects
in his environment, and learns certain ways of acting in certain
situations, and incorporates certain attitudes toward himself-
his self-concept.

Individuals socialized in different environ

ments, then, are likely to incorporate different self-concepts.
67

Glock does not include "religious self-concept" in his
typology of dimensions. It would seem, however, to be conceptually
closest to his discussion of "experiential religiosity," an element
which all religions stress to.some degree--the "value on subjective
religious experience as a sign of individual religiosity." (Glock,
"On the Study • • • ,". p. 99.)
68

Glenn Vernon, "Religious Self-Identifications," Pacific
Sociological Review, V (No. l, Spring 19 6 2), 40.
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This can be conceptualized in terms of Merton's discussion of
status-set.

Individuals have any number of different statuses,

and the collection for any one individual comprises his
status-set.

Included in any single status are any number

of roles that the person must play, and a number of recip
rocal role partners corresponding to the roles.

This is

what Merton terms the role-set and sets of role partners.
An individual tends to relate himself to his social
environment in terms of the statuses he holds, and comes
to incorporate in his self-concept certain attitudes toward
the various statuses.

If this is the case, and assuming

that the individual ranks his statuses in some way in terms
of their importance to him, he would be likely to identify
himself most strongly in terms of the status from his status
set that holds the most significance for him.

If the

status of a student is more important to an individual's
self-conception and how relates to the environment than
some other status, he will tend to identify himself most
saliently as a student.
the same manner.

Religious status functions in

If a person considers himself religious,

or a member of some organized religion, and considers
this aspect of his self more important than others, he
will conceive of and identify himself in terms of his
religion.
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c) The Ritual Dimension69 of religiosity takes into
account specifically religious practices.

It refers to the

faithfulness of the individual in performing the duties of
his religion, such as church attendance or other practices.
d) The Socio-religious Communality Dimension refers to
the attitude of almost all organized religious bodies of the
preference for a united in-group solidarity, where a large
amount of the individual members everyday activity is with
other members of the religion.

Different religions place

different stress on this dimension, but virtually all recom
mend it--in choosing companions and in dating and marriage,
for example.
e) The Ideological Dimension70 of religiosity refers to
what the individual believes of and about his religion.

It

refers to whether the individual knows of and agrees with
69The ritual dimension, as defined in this study, is con
ceptually similar to Glock I s "ritualistic dimension, 11 which
encompasses the specifically religious practices expected of
religious adherents. "It comprises such activities as worship,
prayer, participation in special sacraments, fasting, and the
like." (Glock, "On the Study • • • , 11 p. 9 9.)
70

This dimension is similar to Glock's ideological dimen
sion, which he describes as 11 • • • constituted • . • by the
expectations that the religious person will hold to certain
beliefs • • • • the content and scope of them will vary not
only between religious but often within the same religious
tradition. Every religion, however, sets forth some set of
beliefs to which its followers are expected to adhere. 11
Glock formulates another dimension of religiosity which is
implicit in my definition of the ideological dimension. This
is his intellectual dimension, which, he notes, 11 • • • has to
do with the expectations that the religious person will be in-
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certain doctrinal points of the religion, of the religion's
role in the world, and of certain positions his religion may
take on secular issues in the light of its doctrine. The dim
ension as stated, then, refers generally to what a number of
observers have called "orthodoxy."
f) Consequential Dimension 71 -- What the individual does
/

as a result of his religious beliefs, identifications, and
practices is the referrent of this dimension. It is concep
tually distinct from the other dimensions in the sense that
it refers to secular behavior in addition to specifically
religious behavior.

Essentially, it is the extent to which

religion comes to be a "way of life" tor the individual.
Behavior in the course of social living inevitably presents
problems and necessary decisions for the individual. The

formed and knowledgeable about the basic tenets of his faith
and its sacred scriptures." He notes that the intellectual and
ideological dimensions are clearly related, but observes that
" ..• belief need not follow from knowledge, nor, for that
matter, does all religious knowledge bear on belief." (Ibid.)

71rdeally, a study of religious consequences or effects
should be anchored at two points--the religion itself and be
havior in non-religious spheres which may be influenced by reli
gion. This is essentially the meaning given the term by Glock,
and that assumed in various studies described earlier which use
religion as an independent variable. An empirical investigation
of consequential religiosity as a dependent variable, however,
largely precludes this type of analysis because it is difficult
to establish the need causal connections, that is, that a person's
behavior is the direct result of his religious orientation. For
this reason, the concept has been re-defined for the purposes of
this study in such a way that interpretation becomes straight
forward. This new definition, however, is much narrower than
Glock's.
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Consequential Dimension of religiosity, as here defined, refers
to the degree to which the individual considers religious prin
ciples, religion in general, his church, and so on, a relevant
guide or source of direction in these problems, and the extent
to which he is willing to reter to religion as an aid.
These, then, are the religiosity dimensions selected for
this study.

One could argue that they do not represent the

total entity, religiosity.

They probably do not.

But since

the attempt here is to investigate a problem connected specifi
cally to organized religion, and not to achieve an exact defini
tion of "religiosity, 11 these posited dimensions should be
sufficient.

The aim has been to achieve a scope of religious

behavior, a section of possibly contrasting dimensions, and
what will be attempted is the examination of some of the factors
which influence the individual in his stress on one or more of
them, and lack of stress on others.
3) Typology of Religious Behavior Types:

As was seen in

the previous discussion of religious typologies, prior work has
generally proceeded from the type--for example, the ''nuclear
parishioner"--to attempt to specify the behavior characteristics
of the type.

The typology to be constructed here proceeds in

the opposite direction.

The types of behavior in one sense are

already defined--the five dimensions of religiosity.
ways of manifesting these dimensions are possible.

Various
Most simply,

people may show high or low religiosity with respect to each.
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Putting these dimensions and degrees of religiosity together,
a
relatively complex property-space is constructed. Hopefully,

since the exact meaning and measurement of the types is obvious,

a typology constructed in t is manner will be more fruitful
than earlier attempts.

If it is legitimate, then, to consider these dimensions ele

ments of an admittedly nominally defined religiosity, another

question is the analysis of quantitative differences between them ,

and some corelates of these differences. In an earlier discussion
of variability in the manifestation of religiosity, three sources
were suggested.

The first was qualitative--the distinction be

tween ways people can be religious.

The preceding definitions of

the five dimensions represents this aspect of variability.

A

second source of variability is quantitative--that is, differ
ences in degrees of religiosity.
than others.

Some people are more religious

For this study we say that people may be more or

less religious on six dimensions.

The way these degrees of reli

giosity are expressed is to some extent arbitrary.

For the moment,

degree of religiosity will simply be considered a dichotomy, with
either high or low manifestation of the dimensions.
The third source of variability discussed earlier was the
combination of these first qualitative and quantitative elements.
The individual is not religiously classified high or low on only
one or another dimension, but on all six.
religious on some and low on others.

He may be highly

The third source of vari

ability enters, then, when the individual is classified accord-
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ing to this qualitative and quantitative configuration of dimensions.
Combining the qualitative and quantitative differences embodied
in the six dimensions defined above, and with the decision to dicho
tomize religiosity into high and low, sixty-four ways an individual
may be religious result.

This "typo ogy" is shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1.-- List of Religious Behavior Configuration Types
from Religious Dimensions Property-Space

Type
Number

Degrees of Religiosity
on Separate Dimensions
Relig.
Identity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low
high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low
high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low
high
high

Relig.
Self-Con
high
high
low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high

Creedal
Orth.

S-R
Commun

Ritual
Relig.

Conseq.
Relig.

high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low

high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high

high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low

high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
low
low
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Table 1. -- Continued
Relig.
Identity
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

high
high
low
low
low
low
high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low
high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low
high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low
high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low

Relig.
Creedal
Self-Con
Orth.
low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high
low
low
high
high
low
low

high
low
high
low
high
low
high
lol1
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low

'S-R
Commun

Ritual
Relig.

Conseq.
Relig.

high
high
high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low

low
low
low
low
low
low
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low

low
low
low
low
low
low
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low

Sixty-four separate types of religiosity would be very complex,
and in this case virtually impossible, to analyze.

Fortunately,
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only certain of the types are important in the analysis of
factors influencing religiosity to follow.

Instead of a delin

eation of these particular cells, now, we will proceed to a
discussion of factors felt to explain why persons fall in
certain cells of the typology rather than others.
4) The Riesman Directional Typology:
a) Riesman defines character as

11 •

•

•

the more or less

permanent socially and historically conditioned organization
of an individual's drives and satisfactions--the kind of 'set'
with which he approaches the world and people." After Fromm,
Riesman conceives of "social character" as

11 •

•

•

that part of

'character' which is shared among significant social groups
and which • • • is the product of the experience of these
72
groups."
As Riesman notes, the concept is closely akin to
the work of Kardiner, Benedict, and others in the area of cul
ture and personality.

Riesman conceived of the link between

"social character" and society as the way in which the society
ensures "some degree of conformity from the individuals who
make it up.11

73

· He connected this to the type of training the

72
oavid Riesman, The Lonely Crowd (New Haven: Yale Univer
sity Press, 1961). This book was first published in 1950 by the
Yale University Press. An abridged edition was published in
1953 by Anchor Books, New York. Another abridged edition with
a new preface was published in 1961 by the Yale University Press.
All page references in this paper are to the 1961 Yale edition.
73

Ibid., p. 5.
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individual receives in childhood, and the cultural prescriptions
instilled into his character.

For Riesman, then, social charac

ter would seem to be a personality variable, though he does
note that societies themselves could be characterized in terms
of the typology.
The typology describes three basic modes of adjustment to
society:

tradition-direction, inner-direction, and other-direc

tion. In the type of society dependant on tradition-direc

tion,74 for example,

. • • the type of social order • • • is relatively un
changing, the conformity of the individual tends to
reflect his membership in a particular age-grade, clan
or caste; he learns to understand and appreciate patterns
which have endured for centuries, and are modified but
slightly as the generations succeed each other. The im
portant relationships of life may be controlled by care
ful and rigid etiquette, learned by the young during the
years of intensive socialization that end with initiation
into full adult m�mbership. Moreover, the culture, in
addition to its economic tasks, or as part of them, pro
vides ritual, routine, and religion to occupy and to
orient everyone. Little energy is directed toward find
ing new solutions of age-old problems, • • • the problems
to which people are acculturated.
According to Riesman's hypothesis, for societies dependent

75
.
"
.
on inner-d irection,

• • • societies • • • cannot be satisfied with behavioral
conformity alone (as in tradition-directed societies).
Too many novel situations are presented, situations which
a code cannot encompass in advance. Consequently, the
problem of personal choice, solved in the earlier period
of high growth potential by channeling choice through
74

Ibid., p. 11.

75Ibid.,

pp. 15-16.
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rigid social organization, in the period of transitional
growth (inner-direction) is solved. While any society
dependent on inner-direction seems to present people with
a wide choice of aims--such as money, possessions, power,
knowledge, fame, goodness--these aims are ideologically
interrelated, and the selection made by one individual
remains relatively unalterable throughout his life•
• • . the source of direction for the individual is
('inner 11 in the sense that it is implanted early in life
by the elders and directed toward generalized but none
theless inescapably destined goals.
The individual is still bound by traditions:

" • • • they

limit his ends and inhibit his choice of means. The point is
• that a splintering of tradition takes place • . .• "
The inner-directed person, then does not follow all of
the definitions given by society as legitimate, but only cer
tain ones.

Life may be just as rigid, but in a special sense

there are more possibilities for flexibility than in tradition
direction.
Finally, Riesman discusses other-direction: 76 ,

77

What is common to all the other-directed people is that
their contemporaries are the source of direction for the
individual--either those known to him or those with whom
he is indirectly acquainted, through friends and through
the mass media. This source is, of course, uinternalized 11
in the sense that dependence on it tor guidance in life
is implanted early. The goais toward which the other
directed person strives shift with that guidance: it is
only the process of striving itselt and the process of
paying close attention to the signals from others that
remain unaltered throughout life• • • • his need tor
approval and direction trom others--and contemporary
others rather than ancestors--goes beyond the reasons
that lead most people in any era to care very much what
others think of them. While all people want and need to
76rbid., p. 21.

7 7 Ibid., p. 22.

(Italics removed.)
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be liked by some of the people some of the time, it is
only the modern other- irected types who make this their
chief source of direction and chief area of sensitivity.··
These characterological descriptions of personalities and
societies are ideal types, and Riesman stresses that most soci
eties and individuals represent a mixture of social characters,
although one usually does tend to predominate.

Contemporary

United States supposedly has small pockets of tradition-direction,
mainly among certain ethnic and racial groupings.

On the whole,

however, conditions felt to be necessary for the development of
tradition-direction are not found in this country.

For this

reason tradition-direction will not be considered further in
the investigation of the specific problem of this paper.
Instead, inner-direction and other-direction will be considered,
and, of course, it was Riesman's hypothesis that while our
society has histerically been characterized by inner-direction,
there has been a continuous expansion of other-direction as a
result of societal structural changes.
b) The publication of Riesman's directional typology in
The Lonely Crowd was met with considerable critical comment.

78

78The most extensive analysis of Riesman's concepts appears
in Seymour Lipset and L. Lowenthal (eds.), Culture and Social
Character: The Work of David Riesman Reviewed (New York: Free
Press, 1961). Some others are: c. Degler, "Sociologist as
Historian;" Riesman's The Lonely Crowd, "American Quarterly, 'XV
{Winter, 1963), 483-497; Rudolf Heberle, 11 A Note on Riesman I s
The Lonely Crowd," American Journal of Sociology, LXII (July,
1956), 34-36; David Riesman, "Psychological Types and National
Character," American Quarterly, V (Winter, 1953), 325-343;
David Riesman, "Some Observations on the Study of American
Character," Psychiatry, XV (August, 1952), 333-338; David
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An aspect of this criticism that has been perhaps the most
persistent is concerned with Riesman's designation of the
typology as characterological.

A number of observers have

noted that the typology could perhaps more accurately be con
sidered as contrasting patterns of value or normative orienta
tions.

Elaine Sofer noted in her empirical study of the typo

logy a "fundamental re-interpretation" of Riesman's theory.
She stated that of the "possible translations of Riesman's
terms from their social-historical context .

the writer

has chosen to deal with them at the level of conscious valuepatterns."

Gutman and Wrong comment that

11

• Riesman's

typology is not really a typology of character at all.
what he calls character types are really contrasting
value systems rather than character structures in the psycho
analytic sense.11

79

This position is most comprehensively

8
stated by Parsons and White. °

For them the value-system of

Riesman, "The Saving Remnant: An Examination of Character Struc
ture," in Individualism Reconsidered (New York: The Free Press,
1954); David Riesman, "The Study of National Character: Some
Observations on the American Case,'' Harvard Library Bulletin,
XIII (Winter, 1959), 5-24; Walter Williams, · 1Inner-Directedness
and Other-Directedness in New Perspective," Sociological
Quarterly, V (Summer, 19 64), 19 3-220; Dennis Wrong, "Riesman
and the Age of Sociology," Commentary, XIX (April, 19 56), 331-338.
79

R. Gutman and Dennis Wrong, "David Riesman's Typology of
Character," in Lipset and Lowenthal (eds.), ibid., pp. 306-310.
80Talcott Parsons and W. White, "The Link Between Character
and Society," in Lipset and Lowenthal. (eds.), ibid., pp. 99 -100.
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a society is fairly general and

11 •

•

•

it can define only the

generic type of society in relation to a generic type of situ
ation."

Without specification this general value-system cannot

serve as a guide for behavior in that society.

Normative

specification is thus the central element in Parsons' and
White's position. It is their hypothesis that while the gen
eral value system has remained the same from periods in which
inner-direction was dominant to that in which other-direction
is dominant, structural differentiation has taken place in the

society.81

We believe that a major part of the phenomena that form
the center of the analyses of Riesman • • . are the
results of these structural changes and can be analyzed
in terms, not of the breakdown or disappearance of the
component normative order, or of a new one at the gen
eral value level, but of new specifications of the
general value-system, in relation to new structural
and situational conditions • • ••
Parsons and White then go on to apply this orientation to
Riesman's problem.

Structural changes in the period of tradition

direction, such as the rise of industrialism, changes the specifi
cations of the general value-system, promoting the rise of an
"inner-directed" specification. With the familiar "routinization"
of industrialism, and the growth of collectivities and organiza
tions through which it functions, social structure is changed
once more, with a consequent change in the value specification.
·
·
·
82
0ther-d.irec t.ion comes to d.isp 1 ace inner- direction.

81Ibid., p. 103.
82

1bid., pp. 103-108.

In all

4. Z
of these phases, however, t e general value-system has remained the
same, a point which has been made in criticism of Riesman.83 What

Riesman describes in terms of character, then, Parsons and White
describe as changes in the specif.cations of a general value system. 84
The re-interpretation of Riesman's categories in terms of
"value-systems" can hardly be considered a major modification of
the theory, because Riesman is vague from the beginning about
the specific nature of his typology.

Riesman even concedes

that the re-interpretations may have some validity: 85
When, however, we start talking about the character types
I have labeled inner-directed and other-directed • • • it
is arguable that we are talking somewhat less about two
somewhat contrasting, somewhat overlapping patterns of
value, possession, belief, and so on, which can be differ
entiated in America--patterns of culture which • • • are
not necessarily "carried" by equally differentiated
character types.
83

seymour Lipset, "A Changing American Character?," in Lipset
and Lowenthal (eds.), ibid., pp. 136-171; C. Degler, op. cit.
84

A logical extension of Parsons' and White's position,
which is also implied in Riesman, is that inner/other-direction,
and ultimately tradition-direction, reduce to the same thing-
internalized values. Thus, tradition-direction represents the
situation where a total, non-complex, culture has been inter
nalized by the individual. Inner-direction comes about when
this culture has become so complex, and division of labor so
extensive, that it is difficult to maintain a consistent or
non-contradictory value system. In this case, only certain
aspects of a "specified" cultural pattern are internalized.
In other-direction the goal that is internalized is "accept
ance'' by peers, and the individual is driven just as. rigidly
as the tradition-directed and the inner-directed by this
goal. The mechanism of direction is identical in the three
patterns, but the content of the patterns differ.
85

p. 339.

Riesman, "Psychological Types and National Character,''
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Whether inner/other-direction is defined as a characterolo
gical or a cultural concept, however, has little bearing on the
problem of concern in this paper--where the focus is on the
descriptive content of the concept, not its theoretical base.
Whether it is conceived as charac er or culture would also have
little bearing on the way the concept is operationized, tested,
and interpreted for this specific problem, since the ultimate
focus with both interpretations is the individual.
Although the above discussion seems to reduce to the same
point, another criticism

ust still be considered.

This is

the view that inner/other-direction patterns are not as per
vasive as Riesman seems to imply.

Messinger and Clark,86 for

example, note that
• we believe that • . • it is fruitful to view the
directed types as conduct types that need to be linked
to the situations in which they occur. We think that
these types are best seen as descriptions of roles or
systems of conduct organized in terms of situational
exigencies, rather than in terms of individuals "drives
and satisfactions."

Along similar lines is Williams•87 restatement of the theory not
in terms of character or value patterns and the content of these
value patterns, but in terms of contextual connections between
86s. L. Messinger and B. Clark, "Individual Character and
Social Constraint: A Critique of David Riesman's Theory of
Social Conduct," in Lipset and Lowenthal (eds.), op. cit., p. 82.
8 7w. Williams, "Inner-Directedness and • •

•

, 11

op. cit.
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values and specific situa ions.
II

His basic argument is that

with the same personality and character type and with

the same values, different people may perform inner- or other
directed acts because of diffe::ent structural situations."
Stated too simply, perhaps, Williams begins with the idea
that behavior is geared to the reception of social approval, and
that the reception of approval depends on whether the individual's
behavior is "correct'' in various interpersonal situations.

This

aspect of his theory is still conceptually close to Riesman's
description of inner/other-direction as contrasting ways the
society ensures "some degree of conformity from the individuals
who make it up."

Williams goes on to note that there are two

mechanisms for the definition of ''correct" behavior:

a clear-

cut "cultural prescription" or a "discernable modal action."
Whether an individual is inner-directed or other-directed in
Williams' framework depends on the situational context.

In a

situation where there is a clear-cut cultural prescription to
define the correct behavior, there will be inner-direction.
In another situation where there is no cultural prescription,
the same individual would have to discover what others are doing, search for a "modal action," to receive a cue for the
correct behavior.
Williams· approach, then, alters the conceptual difinition
of inner-direction only slightly--that is, the rigid centering
of behavior around some cultural goal or norm; a norm, however,
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that is not internalized with as wide a scope as Riesman implies.
Other-dir�ction for Williams is no longer the internalization of
the specific goal of acceptance by peers, aside from the very
general type common to inner-direc ed persons also, but rather
is behavior defined by the situational context where there is
no explicit norm.

Determination of whether an individual is

inner-directed or other-directed, then, cannot be separated
trom the situation or context of action, and the definition of
''direction" is not solely in terms of the internalization ot
ditterent values but in terms of whether any value has been
internalized.

It is Williams· hypothesis, not that character,

values, or value specifications have changed, thus accounting
for the shift in direction patterns, but rather that " • • •
changes in the American social structure make for fewer and
fewer clear-cut norms. 11 88
It could just as easily be argued that changes in American
values, or "value specifications'' have caused more conflicts in
norms, making for fewer clear-cut cultural prescriptions.

If

this line of thought is followed, it would seem that Williams'
arguments are parallel to Riesman's that people have internalized
different norms, accounting for the difference between inner
direction and other-direction.

In the other-directed case, if

conflicting norms are internalized, the only clear-cut prescrip
tion is "acceptance by others" which assumes increased importance
in the absence of other norms.
88Ibid., p. 198.

In the inner-directed case, of
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course, a different norm has been internalized.

Thus, Williams'

reinterpretation does reduce to the point where there is agree
ment between his views and those of Riesman.
Williams does point out a need for clarification in previous
work with inner/other-direction, however.

This is the concern

with the content of the internalized values.

All previous work

has conceived of inner/other-direction in a very general sense-a person is either inner-directed or other-directed.

This may

have resulted from Riesman's own concentration on what might be
called "general" inner/other-direction, and his lack of atten
tion to different internalized values.

In most cases Riesman

speaks of inner-direction as the internalization of the familiar
"economic success goal" of our society.

Nowhere, however, does

he state that inner-direction is always characterized by the
internalization of this economic goal.

Indeed; when tradition

was fragmented with the increase in societal complexity, numerous
elements or fragments were available for internalization.
And Riesman does anticipate the possibility of other
11

internal goals," such as intellectualism, and perhaps religion.

In his conceptualization of the typology, he states that inner
direction as a type is a single entity and for his purposes does
not require further specification.

In Faces in the Crowd, 89

however, he does note that further subtypes could be constructed.
This could be interpreted to mean the construction of sub-typologies
89oavid Riesman, Faces in the Crowd (New Haven:
University Press, 19 52), p. 9 .

Yale
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differentiated in terms of the specific content of the inter
nalized goal.

Therefore, it does seem inappropriate, as Williams

has noted, to speak of a general inner-directed type, whose be
havior is exactly like all other inner-directed types.

It is

also at this point that Williams' discussion of contextual
situations becomes more relevant.
If it is true that there are numerous inner-directed types,
different only in the nature and content of their internalized
values, it is, indeed, possible, as lvilliams believes, for a
person to be inner-directed in one situation, guided by an
internalized norm pertinent in tha_� situation, and other
directed, or guided by the cues of those around him, in situations
where his particular internalized values do not indicate the
correct behavior, that is in situations where no clear-cut
internalized prescriptions are relevant.

Thus, a person who has

an internalized value of religiousness, one who may be called
"religiously inner-directed," will in a religious context be
guided by this internalized value.

A person with an internalized

goal of "secular success 11 in a religious context, however, will
not have this internal cue.

In this situation, it is possible that

what Williams describes as the general goal of acceptance by others
takes over, and the secularly inner-directed person assumes some
other-directed characteristics in this situation.

Still, this

type of cue does not become all-important because the situation
itself does not have particular meaning for this individual except

insofar as it had bearing for his real concern--secular success.
The person who has internalized no values, however, the
prototypical other-directed type, will rely completely in this
situation, and all others, on the cues of others for guidance.
Here the generalized goal of acceptance assumes the same stature
as internalized goals of religiousness or secuiar success.
The implication of this discuss·on is that while it is
valid to speak of a generalized other-direction--the seeming
internalization of a specific goal of acceptance by all others-
it is not the case for inner-direction.

In inner-direction,

both the content of the internalized goal, and the situation
where it may be applied is important, and must be specified.
In this paper, the situation or context is clearly religion and
religious behavior.

For purposes of simplification, only two

sub-types of inner-direction will be used--inner-direction with
an internalized goal of secular success.

The most realistic

secular goal for the purposes of this study, with a student popu
lation, would seem to be academic success.
Three types of inner/other-direction are, therefore, used
in the conceptional model.

First, there is general inner/other

direction, included to indicate those seemingly other-directed.
Next, two sub-types of inner/other-direction--one religious90
inner/other-direction and the other academic inner/other-direction.
90rt could easily be argued that what has here been termed
"religious inner-direction" is simply another aspect of religiosity.
The author would agree that analytically 11 religious inner-direction''

t.-9

It may be more useful to refer to the sub-types as religious or
academic inner-direction, s·nce, as we have seen, it may not be
entirely correct to refer to a person in a rel·gious context
without an internalized re igious value, but who has an inter
nalized value in some secular context, as completely other

directed. 91

could be considered a dimens·on of religiosity, and that of actual
concern here are interrelations between religious dimensions. If
this conception is followed, it is .:.r..portant to thoroughly distin
guish religious inner-direction f m the six dimensions of religi
osity. The author feels that this has been done by defining reli
gious inner-direction as a conception of the behavioral ideal,
rather than actual behavior. This interpretation is in line with
Riesman's general definition. As seen earlier in his definition
of inner- irection, the person is directed "toward generalized
but nonetheless inescapably determined goals." The goals are
often internalized in an ideal form and are often removed from
actual conditions, and sometimes from the actual behavior.
Examples of this conception in Riesman's work are many. Some
references are found in The Lonely Crowd on p. 116, and pp. 123125. Also see 11The Saving Remnant, 11 p. 103. In the measures
for inner/other-direction, then, the items refer to behavioral
ideals.

91No research was found which measured inner/other-direction
in specific contexts, although this procedure is indicated by
both Riesman and later theorists. Some of these empirical
studies of "General inner/ other-direction 11 are: R. Bendix,
11Compliant Behavior and Individual Personality," American
Journal of Sociology, LVIII (November, 1952), 292-303; A. Brodbeck,
P. Nogee, and A. DiMascio, "Two Kinds of Conformity: A Study of
the Riesman Typology Applied to Standards of Parental Discipline,"
Journal of Psychology, XLI (January, 1956), 23-45; Richard Centers,
''An Examination of the Riesman Social Character Typology: A Metro
politan Survey, 11 Sociometry, XXV (September, 1962), 231-240;
S. Dornbusch and L. Hickman, "Other-Directedness in Consumer
Goods Advertising: A Test of Riesman's Historical Theory,"
Social Forces, XXXVIII (January, 1960), 99-105; Richard Centers
and M. Horowitz, "Social Character and Conformity: A Differ
ential in Susceptibility to Social Influence,' Journal of Social
Psychology, LX (July, 1963), 343-349; E. Gaier and Y. Littunen,
11 Modes of Conformity in Two Sub-Cultures:
A Finnish-American
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Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework for this study may best be dis
cussed in terms of the type of behavior the various normative
and value patterns of inner/other-direction might lead to in
connection with each of the dimensions of religiosity.
Inner-Direction:
man as

11

erberg

92

describes the· inner-directed

work conscious, intent upon achievement, not afraid to

stand on his own feet and if necessary agai st the crowd, in
terested in 'results,' not 'personalit·es. 111

From this des

cript·on the conceptual simi ar·ty of Riesma.n's inner-direction
to Weber's Protestant Ethic is clearly evident.

Indeed, Riesman's

discussion of the development of inner-direction contains many
patterns found in Weber's description.

As Riesman conceived it,

inner-direction began to develop arou d the time of the
Renaissance when men
••• were forced to face a world of changed dimensions,
changed social relations, and changed meanings. As a re
sult some felt increasingly helpless and alone. The
Calvinist doctrine appealed to them because these doctrines

Comparison,11 Acta Sociologica, V (No. 2, 1961), 65-75; E. Guba
and J. Getzels, "The Construction of an Other-Directedness In
strument, With Some Preliminary Data on Validity,11 American
Psychologist, IX (July, 1954), 385-386; D. Kallen, 11 Inner
Direction, Other-Direction, and Social Integration Setting, 11
Human Relations, XVI (February, 1963), 75-87; W. Kassarjian,
"A Study of Riesman I s Theory of Social Character, "Sociometry.
XXV (September, 1962), 213-230; M. Olmstead, "Character and
Social Role," American Journal of Soci.:,logy, LXIII (July, 1957),
49-57; Richard Peterson, "Dimensions of Social Character: An
Examination of the Riesman Typology," Sociometry, XXVII (June,
1964), 194-207.
9�erberg, op. cit., p. 58.
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stressed man's . elplessr.ess tc secure 3r2.ce, t .e "chosen·'
being predestined by a e�rify��g and inscr\!table God.
=:�e pract.:cal Calv"nist, however, did not merely wait
for the ay of judgc�nt; e tr� d to force God's hand
by a ritual. 'I\ is ri tu l • • • was symbolized by ha:cd
work in a wor_dly process of production--eve. hough
t e ultin:ate aim was ot�er-worldly. The result for
many was success in rr.u:-:gane pcrsui s--which ,,as regarde
as a sign of election.9J
T'1.is is close
came .:o be

o Weber's thesis that success in a "calling"

psycho ogical support for the individual Puritan

who, with no possibility of "earning 11 salvatio. because of predestination, considered success in t e world an indication that
he was among the chosen.

Weber stresse

the informal and psycho

logical effect of t.e doctrine, r�ther than the doctrine itself.
Of cencral importance here, however, Weber also felt that with
the deve opment of 1'worldly success" the for�l religious
doctrine, and perhaps the Protestant Ethic itself, gradually
diminished in importance, "giving way to utilitarian worldliness • • •

1194

Riesman's formulation of inner-direction suggests essen
tially the same thing.

Inner-direction begins with the instil

lation of some i ternal goal in the individual's character.
Riesman usually stresses the success goa .

The internal goal

comes to serve as a strong drive:
93Riesman, "The Saving Remnant,"

pp. 102-103.

94weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism 2
p. 174.
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Driven by these inter .21 voices, the inner- irected person
is often ambitious--fcr fame, for goodness > for accomplish
ment in the world . • • By -.:heir ovm efforts at self
discipline and self- eve opnent ) t1ese men helped "prod ce"
t".eir ovm characters •
In time the concept of p�e estination became attenuated
o_ forgotten, t':1ese n:::. dle cl.asses developed an ideology
of liberalism and individua:�e� t 2t proclaimed for all
rr.en the values of free o�.1 and elf-reli-cmce compatible
with characterological i ner-direction. The inner-directed
person came to feel free and feel self-�a e • • • Moreover,
t e inner-directed person, living in a time of expanding
frontiers, could in fact achieve a s�All degree of the
freedom he felt. Many :nner-directed persons achieved
a measure of psychic autono y and independe.ce as theo
cratic controls decline in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. 9 5
Logically, then, if we proceed upon the premises out ined
in both Weber's and Riesman's work, that religiousness declined
for the inner-directed with the internalization of the "success
goal, 11 it would seem that the co. nection between inner-direction
and some of the dimensions of religiosity would be negative.
Although the internalization of the economic success goal
does seem to be the dominant concern, as soon in Riesman's own
discussion of the development of inner-direction, and while
Parsons notes " . • • that the pro�otype of Riesman's inner
directed man is the nineteenth century entrepreneur,1196 as was
noted earlier, nowhere has Riesmau states that economic success
is the only goal internalize

in inner-direction.

possibility of other internalized goals.

9 5Riesman,

96

"The Saving Remnant," loc. cit.

Parsons and White, op. cit., p. 115.

There is the
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Two internalized goals are used in t'.is study--religious
ness, and acade�ic success.

It is quite possible, then, that

if an individual internalized not the success goal of contem
porary society, but instead a goal of religiousness, inner
direction could lead to the stress of all religiosity dimensions.
For the investigation of inner-di�ection and its connec
tion to the religiosity dimensions with the value-internaliza
tion i1 terpretation of the typology, the specific goal which
is internalized must be determined.

For purposes of simplifi

cation this sub-typology of inner-direction may be divided
into the goal of "success" in some secular area, and the
goal of success in a religious area on the other hand.
The inner-directed person who internalizes the "secular" goal,
we would theorize, would be less apt to stress the various
dimensions of religiosity.

This would follow from Weber's

and Riesman's discussion, and also from various observations
that work in a career many times calls for actions and decisions

that are counter to religious ethics.97

On

the other h nd, the

inner-directed person with an internalized goal of religious
success may be the most religious person of all in terms of
the six dimensions outlined earlier.
�t would be necessary to determine the specific content of
the inner-directed internalized values before hypotheses could
97Lenski, "Social Correlates of Religious Interest," p. 539.

be formed.

o:r: the purposes of t:.::.s study t ere are eit .er

inner- irected values conn�cted wit. religion, or with some
sec

ar area,

ere acade�ic success.

T e hypot' .eses for ir.ne::-direc tion are:
H a

Religious Identification will be positively related
to religio s inner-direct:.o .•

H1b-- Religious dentifica�ion w:.11 be negatively related
to academic inner- i:r:ection.
H2a-- Religious Self-Concept will be positively related
to religious inner- irection.
H2b-- Religious Self-Co:i.ce;;,t will be negatively related
to academic inner-d:rect·on.
H3a-- Ideological Religiosity will be positively related
to religious inner-direction.
H3b-- Ideological Religios:ty w:'..11 be negatively related
to academ·c inner-direction.
H4a-- Ritual Religiosity will be pos:tively related
to religious inner-direction.
H4b-- Ritual Religiosity will be negatively related
to academic inner- irection.
H5a-- Socio-Religious Comcunality will be positively related
to relig·ous inner-direction.
H5b-- Socio-Religious Cow.rJunality will be negatively related
to acade�ic inner-'irection.
H6a-- Conseque:i. ial Religiosity will be positively related
to rel·gious inner-direction.
H6::,-- Consequential Religiosity will be negatively related
to aca emic inner-direction.
Other-Direc ion:

According to Riesma.n, the formerly inner

directed middle classes are becoming more and more other-directed.
Herberg feels that this develo). ent is a major factor in the
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cha. ges in re igios · ty we have discusse •
.
98
other- d.1rect�on:

As

erberg descri·.Jes

T'.e other- 'irected man is a man who is concerned with
adjust,nent rather than acl ieve:r.ent; .e is personality
co�1.scio-i.:s rather th.:-..: work-co:i.sc::.ous, b ·and, tolerant,
co-operative, "civilized' 1 --but af::a::. of be:... g too
" :::.ffere:-.t, 11 of get ·i:-.g too ml!cl-. out of l:::.ne with his
"pee_ grou?." Indeed, :ie gre&tes ho .. ror of the
other-dLec·.:e man • • • is to feel 11 una justed" and
11
u. sociable 11 •
T .e operative aw of life of the
other-directe man is conformity ar.d adjustment • • •
The other-directe
an

man seeks security, a feeling of adjustment

identificat·on, or a place in soc·ety. In contemporary

America, bei g "religious" and joL ing a c. urch is a fundamental
way of gaining: e tificatio1. This occurs as the result of
cwo converging inf uences.

On the one hand, with the dee ine

of ethnic status, and others, as re evant referents for identi
fica�·on, nembership in one of the three main religious faiths
becoces the dominant means of identif"cation.99

The other-

directed man, seeking a source of i e tification, is drawn to
it.

On the o her hand, the o�her-d·rected crave conformity

with peers, and accept their definitions of what is proper.
Rel:gion then becomes '' • • • almost automatic as an obvious
. , requirement,
.
1 i· ke entertaining
. .
or cu 1ture.
socia�

Both of these motivations work o.

11 100

he other-directed person

and the result is a marked trend toward religious identification
98Herberg, loc. cit. Mos oft.is discussion regarding
other-direction an religiosity was taken from erberg.
99rbid., pp. 6-23.
lOOibid., pp. 6-23.
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an

church a£fi iatio:i., factors wl:ic:1 have been inter?rete"- ':,y

sor::e as a re_igious reviva:.
vival for o.ly two

Note, :,cweve:::, tn2.t it is a r,2;-

i�ensior.s of �e ig�osity, religious ide.ti-

fication, and tte r:tua

di�e�sic�s of :::e igiosi y.

Seeming:y, :,owever, tl:e ideo:og::.cal, se £-co .cept,
cor....:::.unality, c.::

co:1.seque:1·.:ia

i. i:npor�[;. .ce with the
tion.

This

prising.

dirr.ensio s :-:ave no

y-po.:::-.esiz d

increase

ncrease of ot'.er-direc-

evelopment with other- irection is not so sur

The oth r- ·rected r:ian is looking for some ground

on which to "a just" in society, a neans of conformity to
the definitions of .is peers.
to

be single

He coul

b�r

y be expected

out, and to sta.d against t e worid as doctrinal

orthodoxy in a biblical creed req· i4es.

e feels uncomfortable

with a religion that is seem::i.gly a peroanent declaration of
resistence to the claims of the worl.
The religion he avous is stEl for. .3lly the Christian
or Jewish faith rooceC: in prop�,e.:ic t_ac.:tion; it is,
howev-2:r, so ::.:-ansforr.,ed as it passes t' rough the prism
of the other-directed mind t�� i emerges as somethi g
quite different, in a way, i�s opposite.
it is an other- irected gospel of adjustment, soci
ability, and comfort, designed to g�ve 01e a sense of
11 b longin
�
I{t of being at home i c .e soc· e y and the
universe. 1
Re igiosity of this type seemingly would not result among per
sons whose self-attitu es were oriente
religious status.

saliently around their

For the ot er-directed, then, religion comes

. 01Ibid., p. 59.
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to be a source of identification, and a so largely a way of conforming

o the expectatio s of others.

func ion as a

�eligion

oses its

finite body of beliefs, a real community of

interactio�, o= a source of i. porta t irection in the worl .
This latter fu ction is now
by w at

ight be considere

arge y f

filled by peers, or

"professionals" or experts.

Thus,

while there may be an increase in the ·dentification and ritual
dimensions of religiosity, t.ere are no consequent rises in
doctr�nal orthodoxy, communa1·�y, t.z role of religion in
prob em situations, or in the develo?ment of the church into
a sa ient position in the self-concept.
The hypotheses for other-direction are:
H7-- Persons high in other-direct·on will be high in
religious identity.
3-- Persons high in ot er-direction will be low in
religious self-concept.

H9-- Persons high in other-direction will be low in
creedal orthodoxy.
H10-- Persons high in other-direction will be low in
socio-religious communality.
H11-- Persons high in other-direction will be high in
ritual religiosity.
H12-- Persons high in other-direction will be low in
consequential religiosity.
Religious Behavior Types:

Referring now to the Typology

of Religious Behavior Types, we noted earlier that only certain
cells of the typology would receive principal attention.

And

from the hypotheses derived above we see that this is the case.
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By considering each of the religio�s

imensio s in relation to

direction patterns, we see certain groc?ings.
size

It was hypothe

::ha re ig:..o;.is inner-cirection wou d lead to high relig::.

osi y on eac

o:'.: the s ·x

1

imensions.

. so, i

was hypothesized

tha· ac cemic in er-direction would lead to low re igiosity on
all

ir.ie:-. .:; o. s.

wou d

It was predicted :::1cit ger.era

ead to a mixed patter� of rel:.g:osi y:

other-direction
high religious

identification and ritual rel:!.giosi.ty, but low religiosity on
socio-religious cc�:r:: na ity, ideolog·cal, consequential, and
relig�ous se f-co.cept dimens:ons.
s:nce all possible pat er s oi re�igios·ty as we have
efined it are included i
consi
on a

red ideal types.
imensions.

on all dimensions.

t.e typology, t ree cells may be

Type . mber one has high religiosity

Type nu.her sixty-four has low religiosity
Type nu her forty-four has high religious

identification and ritual behavior, but low socio-religious
com.�unality, ideology, self-concept, an
osity.

These, then, are idea� types.

consequential religi

Persons characterized

by high religious inner-direction s ould manifest religiosity
in the pattern of type o .e.

Those academically inner-directed

should have a religiosity pattern li'e those in type sixty-four.
Those "generally" other-directed, on the other hand, should fall
in type forty-four.
If the theory is correct then, we would predict that the
ideal religious types we have selec·::ed should be characterized
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by persons with correspo�d:�g
sons who fall in eels
s o 1

irection patterns.

cvi2. ing fro� the ide2l religious cype,

correspo. ingly differ in

ideal.

Those per

irect·on pa terns from

There are, of course, rages _

from the rel · gious ide2.l.

he

the degree of deviacion

Wi t'.:l s ·x religious dimensions, the

degree of deviation r2.nges =�orn o.e, where the types are similar
in all but one dimens:::.on, to six dev:.ztions, w ere the type is
co plete y opposite to the ideal.

There are, of course, various

combinatio s of religious pat· er ..s w. ich could constitute one
to five deviations.

For the present t· ese differences will

not be considered.
From the above, then, we may derive three general hypotheses
regarding the religious be�avior �ypology:
Persons falling into religious behavior type� will
be characterized by religious inner-direction. Persons
falling into cells with o e deviation in religiosity
will be lower in religious inner-direction. Persons
falling in cells with two through six deviations will
be progressively lower in religious inner-direction.
H14-- Persons falling into rel"gious behavior type sixty-four
will be characterized by academic inner-direction.
Persons falling into cells with one deviation in
religiopity will be lower in academic inner-direction.
Persons�falling in cells with two through six devia
tions will be progressive y lower in academic inner
direction.
H 15 -- Persons falling into religious behavior type forty-four
will be characterized by general other-direction.
Persons falling into cells with one deviation in
religiosity will be lower in other-direction. Persons
falling in cells with two through six deviations will
be progressively lower in other-direction.
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esearc

Desig. and 1-:etho ology

T e previous discussion of re�igio
sent.:::

in very general terms.

of t:

stu y.

in America was pre-

=his was the conceptual model

An empirical test of

ce hypotheses derived from

thac discussion hinges on t e specifica�ion of the model into
operationally manageable terms.
model presented in Chapter

T e shift fro.

w·11

he conceptual

e r::ace in th·s chapter.

The concrete research case, or the po? la ion studied, will be
discussed, a d sampling procedures an

the measurement of prop

erties will also be presente .
=here are three broad elements in the conceptual model:
the research case, properties of the case, and relationships

between these properties.1

1aterial prese.ted in Chapter I

will be specified here to systematize

.e model.

Operational Definition of Concepts:
1) Research Case:

This refers to the actual unit in terms

of which date is gathered and hypot eses tested. In the discus
sion of previous typological constructions in the related liter
ature several alternatives were discussed.

The Church-Sect

1Matilda W. Riley, ...;.S...;;.o....;.c..:..:i...c.o_l-'og i_ca_ _l_R'"'"e_s_e_ a_rc
_ _h_: _A
__C_a_s_e_A.._p_._p_r_o_a_c_h
..._'(2 vols.; New York: Harcourt, Brae & World, 1963), I, Chapt. 1,
pp. 2-31.
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typology has most often been · se

as a character�zation of

religious o=�anizations, or groups.

Other typologies, sue

as

tlose of James or Allport, refer reore S?ec�fically to individual
personalities.

The behavioral typclog:.es oi Gloe< and Fu.·uyama

most often are taken

o refer to i�dividual behavior.

A sim·1�� �lter�at·ve is presented by R"esman's directional
typo·ogy.

Riesman speaks of inner- an ot er-directed societies.

e also uses

he typology to refer

er theorists and researc ..ers

o individual character.

ave u ed the typology as a

theoretical construct refer_ing to t.e con ent of individual
va ue and behavior patterns.
The research case c .osen for this study was the individual.
And, in terms of the hypotheses derived in Chapter I, there was
no important factor dictat�ng t .e study of one individual more
han any other.

That is, che hypotheses could be tested in

practically any populatio.•

Matters of expediency, therefore,

accounted to a degree in the actual decision.

The most easily

reached group was a student population, so the subjects for
this study were students at a medium-sized Midwestern university.
Since college students are certainly not typical of some
"general population," questions of representativeness and gen
erality arise.
of a

11

For that matter, of course, no group is typical

general population."

Yet, it could be argued that

students are more atypical than others.
be the case.

This may or may not

Even assum·ng thzt it is, we must determine, in
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light of the aims of the research, whether the unrepresentativeness is a cn.:cial
it is not.

imi�a ion.

:.::: the aut:--,or 's judgment,

The types of characteristics an

beb.&.vior focused

on in this s udy (religiosity a�d di�ec�·on pa te��s1 are
ge eral, c aracteristic of a:..: groe�s in so::::e ;:zr.: er.
this sti;dy intended as a descr:otio� of this
in a general group.

Therefo�e, ifs udents

,.or ::.s

ype of be av·or
iffer in their

relig·ous behavior, and in di�ect:o� patterns, from other groups,
the study is not hi. ered.

The focus o� the study is on the

relationships between these genera::. e e en-::s, not on the elements
chemselves.

Also, as they a�e stated, the relatio�ships are

general, and, therefore, do not exclude any groups.

Whether

these re ationships are indeed general and representative of
other groups is another question, one .ot a swerable at this
time.

This, however, is ·n the nature of the scientific method,

and can be determined on y by replication areong different types
of populations.
2) Properties of the Research Case:

The second element in

the conceptual model refers to those aspects of behavior, atti
tudes, norms, statuses, and so on, characteristic of the
research case.

In this study the research case is the indivi

dual, and the properties of the case are of roughly three types:
behavior, attitudes, and statuses.
conceptually in Chapter I.

These properties are defined

Here the operational definitions,

or how they were measured, are given.
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A) Religiori.:

As :.,.:ited

i.

C-:c::.?�c:.:- I, -.:his st dy is co:1cerne

primarily with organized �e :gion--the individual's manifestation
of different types of religious betavior in connection with
some organized body.

I eally, a �csearc

problem of the type

under concern would inc u e tests of hypot eses among different
orga.ized re igious groups.

?..e�e .:re, however, over 200

Protestant denom·nation and sects a one in the United States.
Wh'le a sma l�r number of these sects wou

certainly be found

among t e stud nts at the univers��y stu ied, it would be very
difficult, given the somew.at lic�te

scope of the study, to

con rol for more than one or two of them at a time.

For this

reason, although it was realized t at the generalizing power
of t e st

y would be reduced, only one organized religious

boy was analysed.
preta ion, bu

This not only aids analysis, and inter

it also permits more tha. a surface examination

of behavior expected by this body, in the sense that more
vigoro s :nstruments can be designed.
Members of the Roman Catholic Church were selected as
subjects for this stu y.

To an extent this selection was

arbitrary, yet substantive characteristics of this group did
enter into the decision.

First, it has been noted that the

type of religious behavior interpreted by some as a "revival,"
what has been called "religion in general," is a character
istic of Catholicism as we 1 as other groups.

Thus, as

Herberg

2
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puts it:

What is new •
is t::.2.t t ,::..s is r_o longer true merely
ot Protestant:s , it �s jeco�::..ng �ore and more true of
C tholicism an Juda::..c,:1 .:.s \12:..1, precise y because
c�t�olicism arid udais, have bcco�e Amer·can, integral
p2rts oft e three-rel:..gion P��e ica • • • • With the
loss oft eir foreigness, of t_e:r im:nigrant o�rgina ity,
these two religious groups seer., to be osing their capa
ci y to resis �issol�t::..oa i� �c cu tura. :n becoming
A.erican, they have appa:..- nt:..y beco::r..e l.r,:ericai. all
e
way.
Hudson3 agr es w:t

:lerberg in esse:1se:

•··�'l:..s ::nood--"religion in general" it has been called-
.a.s penetrated om3.n Cetholicis and Judaism as well
as Protestantism, and to the extent thet it has penerated these co��unities their :.nfl�e ce has been
emasculated. But, because of '-::2olog:.cal eros · on to
which it has been subject d end because of the absence
of social factors tendiLg to create a group conscious
ness and solidarity, Protesta�tism has suffered most
from this pervasive cli��te of opinion.
Thus, while both Herberg an

Hudson conclude that Catholicism

has been influenced by these new tren s, ·erberg implies and
Hudson states explicitly that ·t
Catholicism.

as not a vanced as far in

For this reason ·t is f

t tha

studying a

Catholic group, as against a Protestant group, would provide
a greater range of religiosity, in a quantitative sense, and,
therefore, comparisons would be facilitated.
2will Herberg, "Religior. .d Culture in Present Day America,"
in Thomas McAvoy (ed.), Roman G2tholicism and the American Way of
Life (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 1960,
pp. 13-14.

3w.

p. 26.

Hudson, "Protestanti�o in Post-Protestant America, 11 ibid.,
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In add{tion, in one of the few published research articles
on the Riesman typology whict reports religious data, it was
found that Cat_ o ics te�,d � -co b
Protestar_ts,

o;::

slightly inner-directed.

t' e other hc.r..c!., C:2s"'.)ii:e uide var·ations between

.
.
deno!ll:i.na·::ions
an

�
sects, ten1....e

.

4
.
d.irected •
;,::::-e or:n.:.1.ant y to b e other-

Selection of a Catholic group, t.erefore, would seemingly frovide
more variability in inner/ct .er-d�rection patterns, as well as
in religiosity, than a Protestent group, though there may be a
slig.t wa·g:.cing on the inner-directed s�ce of the continuum.
B) .eligiosity o·�ensio.s:
i) Religious Ident·ficetion:

In Chapter

chis dimension

was defined as the indiv· d al I s o�m evaluation of his religious
preference, his interest in it, or its importance to him.

In

this study all respondents were asked to i .dicate their re·igi
ous preference.

By design, only perso .s of Catholic preference

were intentionally sampled.

This question, then, while it is

central to the content of this di ension, serves only as a
check a

control of samp

ng procedures.

The actual measure

of this dimension was the responde ts' reply to the question:
''Do you feel that religion has been an important influence in
your development?"
were provided:

Five structured responses to the question

very important, important, undecided, not too

important, not important at all.
4Peterson, op. cit., p. 205.
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These responses were assigned the following weights:

very

important -- 2; i�portant -- l; uncecide , .ot too important,
not irq-)rta :. at :211 --

0.

A

scor of two, the. L dic�tes

igh

rel·giosity on tis dimensio�.
ii) Re igious Se f-Co�cep�:
as

T�·s dinension was defined

he salience of the perso�'s relig·ous status in his con-

ception of self.

It was mea ured by a somewhat projective

tee.: ·'que variously called the Twenty-Statements or "Who Am I?"

......

Te e:,-'- 5
The test, developed by Kuhn a:-:d k?artland, 6 asks for twenty
responses to the question

11

1 .o am I? 11

Kuhn and McPartla d describe

the Twenty Statements Test (ts=) as a test of self-attitudes, one
of th� main designations in definitions of the self-concept.
5some previous uses of this test ��y be found in the following articles: Car· Couch, "Far2ily Role Specialization and Self
Attitudes in Children, "Sociological Quarterly, III (April, 1962),
115-121; W. Garretson, 11 The Co:.-i.sensual De:E:.nition of Social Objects, 11
Sociolo�ical Quarterly, III (April� 1962), 107-113; Manford Kuhn
and 'E .omas HcPartland, "An Enp.:..rical Investigation of Self-Attitudes, 11
American Sociological Revieu, �'IX (February, 1954), 68-78; Manford
Kuhn, "Self-Attitudes by Age, Sex, and Professional Training, 11
Sociological Quarterly, I (January, 1960), 39-55; Thomas McPartland,
J. Cumming, and W. Garretson, 11Self-Conception and Ward Behavior in
Two Psychiatric Hospitals, 11 Sociometry, X.XI (June, 1961), 111-124;
Thomas McPartland and J. Curo.ming, "Self-Conception, Social Class and
Mental Health," Human Organization, XVII (No. 3, 1958), 24-29;
H. Mulford and W. Salisbury, "Self-Conceptions in a General Popula
tion," Sociological Quarterly, V (April, 1964), 35-46; Kent Schwirian,
11 Variations in Structure of the Kuhn-l1cPartland Twenty-Statements
Test and Related Response Differences," Sociological Quarterly, V
(April, 1964), 47-59; Glenn Vernon, ''Religious Self-Identifications, 11
op. cit.; F. Waisanen, "Self-Attit des and Performance Expectations,"
Sociological Quarterly, III (July, 1962), 208-219.
6Kuhn and McPartland, op. cit.
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The test

11

•

•

•

rests on the self-theo_y view that the self is

an interiorization of one's position in tte special system.
One may assune for this orien.-::ation that variations in such
self-i entifications are equiv.:ilent of variations in the ways
in w :ch the individuals i.
lo
t tat

2

soc�ety such as ours cast their

within the range of possible groups. 1 17
II

•

They also note

the salience of a self-reference w�y be un er-

stood as the relative spontaneity with which a particular
reference will be used as an orie�cation in the organization
of be:.avior. 118
Extendi�g this to our pro0len of religiosity, persons who
make a religious response w"thin t�e twenty statements seem
to "cast their lot" with a religious reference status.

The

sa iency of this selection, or its ''importanct 11 to the indi
vi ual's self-conception, is further indicated by the spon
tane·ty of the respo se.

The concept is measured, then, by

the presence or absence of a religious reference, and the
spontaneity of the reference, or its placement within the
twenty numbered possibilities.

By a "religious response" is

meant t ose types of references to a specific religious orientation or organization, such as "Christian," ''Catholic," and
also those responses which do not refer to specific religious
7Ibid., p. 72.

8Ibid., p. 74.
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bodies, but w.ich do indicate a re igious orientation, sue

as

"sinner" or "chi d 0£ Gcd."
iii)· i ua_ Re ig:osity:

T::s pertains to those specifically

religious practices expected of t�e T.e. ber of a religio s or�anization.

Tree aspects of t: ·s dime.s�on were measured:

attendance, private prayer, a�d f:.�ancial support.

churc:

First, respon

dents were asked to report t:-:e freque. cy of th.::!ir church at endance.
Persons wl:o at e
two,

ed more tha.:1 once a week received a score of

hose who a ··ten

o�ce a wee

were scored one, and those

who attended _ess �: an once a. wee�-c rece:.ved a score of zero.
Next, t· e rG.sponde

s were scored accordi .g to the propon:ion

of t'1eir income they felt was a s ff· cie t contribution to their
church.

Those who felt that ten per cent or more was the proper

amo nt received a score of two; those who reported a figure be-.
twee. six and nine per cent were scored o e, and those who did
not indicate a specific figure, b t did note that a person
should give according to his means, or as much as he can, were
given the middle score of one.

T ose w.o felt that five per

cent or less was a proper amount uere assigned a score of zero.
The final item used to measure this aspect of ritual religiosity
was the frequency of the respondent's reported frequency of
prayer to God for help, aside from religious services.

Those

who prayed at least once a day received a score of two; several
times a week was given a score of one, and "only at specific
/
crises" or 11 not a a ::. ' 1 was scored z.z:ro. Scores from these
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three items were then si�?lY £ddec to3ether, forming an index
wit. a �oss�b:e r��gc :ro_ ze�o to s�x.
iv) Socio-Religious Con!eunality:
vi

T.is refers to the in i-

2.l Is exte. t of ingroup co::-.:-.:u .2l�ty--t� at is,

wnet

.er he

i .te:::-acts with persons o:: ·.:r..e sa�.:e :.eligious pr £ere .ce as .::'..mTwo :tees were �se· to �easu�e socio-religious religiosity.

self.

First, respo. cents were asked hou r:.:.ny of their close friends
were of

e same religious prefere�ce as t�e�selves.

who re?orted that all or
sa:r.e preference,

r.:10s t

of the· r frie.

s

Persons

w..::re of t e

ere Cat:olic, '7ere given a score of two;

t ose w o reported t at abc�t: half of their friends were of
the same preference were scored or.e; and less than half received
a score of zero.

Next, the respondents were asked how many of

the persons they had dated were of the sa:-.1e faith as themselves.
Th� weighting of responses to this question were the sa□e as
above:

"all or most'' were scored tuo, "about half 11 was scored

one, and less than half zero.

Again the scores on these items

were added together, forming an index ranging from zero, indica
ting low religiosity, to four.
v) Ideological Religiosity:

This refers to what the indi

vidual believes of and about his religion.

As was noted earlier,

all religious bodies have a belief system which members are
expecced to know and aff:rm.

Acceptance of the dogma of a

religious body is general_y =efer=e
measure of orthodoxy

to as orthodoxy.

The

�s usu _ y cc�s·sted of a person's belief
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in, or whether he agrees w:.th or disagrees w:::.-·
state:::ients refl.;cting a ::-8::.i:;ioi.:s cc-gma.

"'1e :::easLre use

Th:i.s was also che

co .sis.:ed of respor.de:r:::s

-��t o� "isagre T.ent wit

c:.g:t sc&te�ents

various

9

I

state

agree-

felt to reflect

t�ei_ Chr::.$tian-Catholic religio�s background.

Respondents

cou cl express tb:.::.r agreenent or cisagrecment along a seven
po.:.�,-c Likert typ.:! scale, ranging from 11 very strongly agree"
to "very strongly disag:-ee."

Agreer.lent with so:.ne statements,

a:1.d di s.greer.:e:i.

wi h others, was considered an orthodox

response.

i ems wer2 selected as a measure from a

Eigh

number the respondents answered.
d"chotomized.

Responses to the items were

They were t en ar.alyzed according to the Guttman

scaling technique 10 and for:ed a u�i i�e sional scale, with a
reproducibility co-efficie.t of .92.
These i terns, and their
1)

11

ort' .odox" responses follow:

There is an immensely wise, omnipotent, three-person God
Who created the universe and Who maintains an active con
cern for hu.-nan affairs. (Orthodoxy= very strongly agree,
strongly agree.)

9Hany of t'.ese items were originally formulated and used
in a study of co�lege student religious opinion published by
the Educational Rev:.ewer, Inc., in 1960. See: "A Survey of
the Political and Religious Attitudes of American College
Stu ents," Educational Reviewer, pp. 280-301.
10

s. Stouffer, et al, _S_t_ud_ i_ _e_s_i_·n__So_ c_ i_ a_ _l _P_ s_y�c_h_o_lo_ -g-y_i_n
World War II (4 vols.; Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1 949), IV, Chapt. 4.
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2)

In all probability Chr:st never lived at all, but is
purely a myth.'..ca!. f:'..2_;1..:::�. (0:.:-t:,odoxy== V(;;ry strongly
disagree, stro.gly cisa3:.:-ee.J

3)

I be2.iev2 ::�:.2..: t' .e-::-e ::..s a :..:::.£;:; after dea.:h in Hhich
some ?eO?le wil be ?:.:�ishec .-:.;.-.cl others rewer ·(;;d by
God. (Orthodoxy== very stro�gly agree, strongly agr�e.)

t., 1

Christ should be regayc.ed as divine, that is, the Word
�ade flesh, the absolutely u.i.ue incarpation of the
Godhead. (Ort odoxy== very strc�gly agree, strongly
agree.)

5)

Christ shoulc be rega::c�d o��y as a g:.:-e�� prophet or
teacher, much as r-:-::-:1arc.:-::ed2�,s accept I-l:-::-::i.ar:.:::1-2d, or as
the Cc·:-,fucians accept Co'1fuc:!.us. (Or the' oxy= very
stro .g y disagree, stro�gly cisagree.)

)

Co:::.:-ect ethical prir.c:?:es a::c grounded on r�ligio s
belief an a genuine :mowledze of man's moral obliga
tion necessar'ly involv�s a belief in God. (Orthodoxy=
very strongly agree, s�:.:-ongly agree.)

7)

I believe that God will sonetines al er what would other
wise be the natural course of events to answer a prayer.
(O�thodoxy= very strongly agree, strongly agree.)

8)

Mz.rriage is a religious ace and the church has ulti�zte
responsibility for its regulation. (Orthodoxy= very
strongly agree.)

These items form a nine-point scale, ranging from zero, indicat
ing low ideological religiosity, to eight, or high ideological
religiosity.
vi) Consequential Religiosity:

This, generally, refers to

the extent to which the individual co siders religion, or his
church, to be a relevant referrent or source of guidance for
life, particu arly when he finds himself in a problem situation.
Ideally, a ,easure of the concept should reflect actual behavior.
This was not possible, however.

Ins�ead, a ser::.es of five prob

lem situ.::.t::.ons in varying contexts, in which the indivi ual
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could possibly find himself, was constructed, and respondents
were asked to imagine the�s8!ves :.n
we:::-e told tbz.t they must cc:�:e to �
ask2d to i:-.d.:.cate :.

f-::-0::1 2

�ese situations.
ecisio_ •

They

'!'i:ey were then

st::-uct..::::-ed l::.st of sct::::-ces, w:,at

re::er:::.-e_-.: t:.ey uou:..' consider

11

:-:.ost im;?o-::-tant" an' "nex

i:r:?ortant" in coming to a decis.:.o....

cost

These situations, and

t: eir context, follow:
1) Dating a�d Y.;.::-.::-r::.�s�
=f you had a prob!cm i:1 eating, or in your marriage if
yo:.i are !!'.a::-::-:.ed, w�·..:>.t: would oe ir::portan for you in
coming to e dec·sion?
2) Occupational Status o:'.: Student -Suppose you were enro:: ec in a course, and near the end
of the term you eit.e::- �� to use a term paper sor::eo�e
else ha done or fai d:e coT::-se. What would be irapor�ant
for you in coming to a cecisio:..?
3) Member of a Cor:..::-,...:r..:-..ty -If you were involved i:1 a se:::-:.ous accident in which you
were at fault and fo:c which you could be prosecuted, and
you could either leave tie sc��e of the accident wit out
being seen, or stay end help a� injured person, what do
you think would be important in your decision?
4) Primary Relationships -A person is sometimes put in the situation where he must
choose between following some of his close friends, and
losing others. What do you think would be important in
your decisio of w�t to do if this happened to you?
5) Secondary Relationships -If a club you belonged to dec.:.ded to do something you did
not agree wi.th, and you had to decide whether to go along
with the group or drop out, what do you think would be
important in influencing your decision?
Again, respondents were asked to indicate what they felt
would be "most important" and "next most important 11 consider
ation on each of the £iv� problem s�tuations.

Their possible
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choices were structured into ::::::.ve categories:
family would ss.y; 11 w: c:t an
or lawyer we _

say;

11

11

what your

xpert, sue:, as a ;:eacher, counselor,

what yc-:.:r cb.u::ch or pas�or w,mld say; 11

"w <2t your frie ds woulc. say;,: anC:., ::inally, an "ot er" category,
which res?o.de�ts were aske
A re ponse of

11

to specify if they c.ose it.

church o:- !?asto:-" w.2.s co:1.sid red a conse

quentia ly religious respons�.

An index was ::or�ed from

responses to t .e five iterr.s.

An i. dication of

was given a score of two, an

"next �()St important 11 was scored

one.

1

1

most important 11

T.e measure of co sequential ::e:igios·ty co�sists of an

index ra :i.g r-g from a sco:-e of ten, for those who c ose
or pasr:or' 1 mos

important in al

11

c u_ch

five situations, co a score

of zero for those who did not choose this response for any of
the items.11

This score was ·hen ranked in comparison to scores

for the other four possible r sponse choices.

The rank of the

conse�� ntial religiosity score is used to measure religiosity
on �his dimension.
C) Inner/Other-Direction:
this co�cept were discusse

Two conceptual definitions of

in Chapter I.

The conclusion was

that three inner/other-direction n!easures are necessary:
general inner/other-direction, religious inner-direction and
academic inner-direction.
11Four other indexes were constructed in the same manner.
These refer to importence of facily, expert opinion, friends,
and the respondent hinself, ,l,ich ,Jas the n:ost frequent
11 other 11 response specificat:.on.
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i) General Direction ?attern:

There have been several

attempts to fo::-mula te 1::e.:1s-.:::e.:: fo:: i::mer/ other-direc-cion.
The measure used in tl::is stucy wc:s ·chat deve::.oped ;)y
- ?

Peters0�. -

Ee derived this sca:e in a factor analytic study

of previous inner/other-direction i dexes.

Peterson factor

analyzed 67 items from five separate scales, three of them
specifically co .ce::ned wit: iL�er/o��er-di::-ection. · The other
two were not taken directly �::on tie Ries�an text, but were
felt to be indicative of ele�ents i

his hypotheses.

ite�s Peterson reduced his scale to nineteen items.

Of t.ese
In the

factor analysis, he found t12.-c inner/othe:c-dircction was not
a unidimensional concept.

This :ad been noted before, but had

not been empirically de�onscrated.
separate factors.
are given below.

Peterson extracted five

These factors, and their respective items,
The ite�s are :n the form of statements to

which respondents were asked to indicate their agreement or
disagreement along a seven-point Li:ert type continuum.
five factors, their items, an
by an

11

The

the direction pattern indicated

z..g::ee 11 response are given below.

A disagree response on

the ite� indicates the opposite direction pattern to that
indicate .
Fac�or I:

Affiliation-Ac .ievement

a) The most valuable talent a person can have is the ability
to get along with others. (agree� other-direction.)
12Peterson, op. cit., pp. 2 0-201.
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"o) One should be concernect more about one's ach1.evement:1:1
tba•.1. about mak.i.1g friends. (a6ree= inner-directl..:m.)
...::,, : beheve chat being able to make iriendt. u a grea.:
acc...;,,np ... 1..., :.i:,1.::ac 1.n and of itself. (agree= other-direction.,
a;.. the pe.:'sons I admire most are those who have pleasing
per-�nal1.c1.es. (agree= other-direction.)
a) It is more desirable to be popular and. we:..1-b.�"-"' i,y
ever_1body than to become famous in the field o � one's choice.
(a� ·.ae= ocner-direction.)
·;•ace :.,r II:

Principle

a� Jne should hold on to his opinions even though they may
be radically different from those of others. (agree• inner
dir� ... tion.)
o) You should always stand up for what you think is right.
(ag-..:.!e= inner-direction.)
c) To me it is very important what one is ana does regard
less of what others think. {agree= inner-direction.)
.:l� I have more respect for the person who lives up to 'n.:...i
ideo�s and principles regardless of what ochers think cb.an
for ..:he person whose prime consideration is to be con.sidera,:�
of vthers and be well thought of. (agree= inner-direction.1

w�cor III:

Task Focus

-�, What ma.teer& is what one can accomplish.
dix .. . :.i.on.)
�> I dislike anyone who is loud and noisy.
dir... �. .::.on.

(agree= inner
(agree• inner

�, I dislike anyone who doesn't take work seriously.
(agree= inner-direction.)
ic.ccor IV:

Ext\:.� c.a:i. �onformity-Individuality

J I would �eel conspicJous if I were not dressed the way
mosc ,:,i my friends are dressed. (agree= other-direction.)
o) It is all right co be an individual but I wouldn't want
to ·ow very differ11:?nt from those around me. (agree• other-direction.)
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c) I like to wear clothes which stress my individuality
and are not those which everybody else is wearing. (agree•
inner-direction.)
Factor V:

Extroversion-Introversion

a) I'd rather be with a group of friends in my free tL1e
than to read an interesting book. (agree= other-direction.)
b) As leisure-time activity I would rather choose some
thing you do alone such as painting or photography rather than
something you do with people such as play cards or talk.
(agree= inner-direction.}
c) I am perfectly happy when I am left alone.
inner-direction.}

(agree•

d) If I had more time, I'd rather spend more evenings out
wi c.-. my friends than staying at home doing things Y e:.:.joy.
(agree= other-direction.)
These questions were duplicated in this study, as were Lhe
response choices, a seven-point agree-disagree continuum.

The

res�onses were weighted in such a way that inner-direction con
siscently received a low score, and other-direction � nigh
score. That is, a response of "very strongly agree" on"'
question where an agree response was indicative of other-direc
tior, was scored seven.

A "very strongly disagree" :cespons-=. on

the same item, indicating inner-direction, was dcoreQ one.

�he

scoring was reversed where an "agree'' response indicatea inner
dire�tion.
The respondent's score on the items for the respective
factors were then simply summed.

Since all of the factors did

not have equal numbers of items, the sums were divided by the
numuer of items in the factor.

Thus, the indiviaual's sum

sco:ce on Factor I was divided by five.

Likewise, ·..:ae 1:1cores
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on Factors II through V were divided by their respective numbers
of items.

The result was a mean score of the individual's inner/

other-direccion response.

This scoring technique did not affect

the range of the continuum, but it did standardize the scores of
one factor relative to scores on the others.
As a measure of General Inner/Other-Direction, the scores
on the five factors were simply added, and the resulting sum
was divided by five to produce a mean inner/other-directed
response.

The distribution of these mean scores ranging from

highly inner-directed to highly other-directed were divided
into three roughly equally sized groups--inner-directed, what

might be called marginally-directed, and other-directed.13

Since it was necessary to specify the content of inner
direction in order to test the hypotheses, the specificacion
and construction of two other inner-direction scales was
aecessary, one for religious goal content, another for academic
goal content.

The battery of questions for each was formed by

modifying some of the questions from the Peterson index.

The

wording was changed from a general context to contexts of
131t might be argued that this is a relatively crude technique
of determining direction pattern, and that a more valid measure
would be the construction of a property-space for inner/other
direction from the five factors. The author agrees that the
technique used is relatively unsophisticated. A property-space
was constructed because of this. A chi square was computed
between the two scoring techniques, however, and the resulting
chi square of 149.5 and a C' value of .859 indicated that there
was little difference in the resulting 1/0-D measures from the
two me:hods. The simpler scoring method was used for the
analysis for this reason.
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religion and academics.

The two batteries, together with the

coding given an "agree" response follow below.

The questions

again were in statement form, with a seven point agree-disagree
response continuum.
Religious Inner-Direction Index-a) I would rather be cut off from other people than to
moderate my religious views. (agree= high inner-direction.)
b) Strict religious views are all right for some, but I
wouldn't want to be too different in this respect from
the people around me. (agree= low inner-direction.)
c) It's better to object to something your religion doesn't
allow, and be ridiculed for it, than to keep quiet about
it. (agree= high inner-direction.)
d) I think religious duties must be fulfilled no matter
what other responsibilities you have to pass over.
(agree= high inner-direction.)
e) I would rather be rejected by other people than have
them stop me from doing what I think I should do
religiously. (agree= high inner-direction.)
f) If my religious views are going to cause trouble with
the people around me, I would rather moderate them.
(agree= low inner-direction.)
g) I don't think it is right to sacrifice friends and com
panionship just to follow some religious viewpoint.
(agree= low inner-direction.)
Secular (Academic) Inner-Direction Index-a) Studying all the time, and getting good grades really
isn't important if you want to get the most out of
college. (agree= low inner-direction.)
b) Dedicating yourself to school work is all right, but I
don't want to be too different from other students
around me. (agree= low inner-direction.)
c) I think that right now it's better to make good grades
than to make friends or be popular. (agree= high
inner-direction.)
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d) If you are trying to study and some others are bothering
you, the best thing to do is simply to tell them to be
quiet. (agree= high inner-direction.)
e) I think it is more important to have friends and be
sociable than to sacrifice these things completely
for high grades. (agree= low inner-direction.)
f) I cannot respect the person who does not put his studies
above all other considerations, (agree= high inner
direction.)
g) Events that come up at school, like dances or games, should
be passed up for high grades. (agree= high inner-direction.)
Responses on both of these indexes were assigned weights, high
score for other-, low score for inner-direction, and the seven
item scores were summed.

The scores were then divided by seven,

providing a mean inner/other-direction response on both scales.
Scores were then ordered on each, and three equal sized groupings
were formed.

Persons were high in inner-direction, low, or marginal.

It was also necessary to form a combined scale contrasting
academic inner-direction with religious inner-direction, since it
would be possible to be inner-directed on both scales, and their
use singly might obscure some information in the test of the
hy\10 theses.
Table 2.-- Religious - Secular I/0-D Coding Patterns
Score on:
(secular)
(religious)
1-D
1-D
Low
Low

Religious - Secular
Inner-Direction
Low Inner-Direction

Marginal

Low

Low Religious Inner-Direction

Low

Marginal

Low Academic Inner-Direction

Table 2.
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-- Continued

Marginal

Marginal

Marginal Inner-Direction

Low

High

High Religious Inner-Direction

Marginal

High

High Religious Inner-Direction

High

Low

High Secular Inner-Direction

High

Marginal

High Secular Inner-Direction

High

High

Multi-Goal Inner-Direction

There are thus five nominal categories in the typology, low
inner-direction on both scales, marginal-direction, religious
inner-direction, secular inner-direction, and inner-direction
on both scales.
D) Control Variables:

Previous research has demonstrated

correlates of religiosity which are not directly relevant to
this study, but which may influence relationships on which we
will focus.

Four of these correlates, here termed control

variables, will be examined in this study.
i) Sex -- Respondents were asked to indicate their sex on
the'questionnaire.

Responses to this question will be used as

a measure.
ii) Social Class & Social Status -- The use of the term
"social class" in this context is a misnomer, for the central
operational focus will be social status, which we assume is
indicative of what might be called social class.

Respondents

were asked to indicate the educational level of their fathers.
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This measure was used to indicate social status.

Note, however,

that it is not specifically social status of the student, but
rather his status background.

The assumption is that he would

be socialized in his developmental years in a pattern connected
with the status of his parents.

Thus, this control variable

will be referred to as "social status-background."
iii) Urban-Rural Background -- Previous findings of rela
tions between this concept have been inconclusive.

The incon

clusiveness with respect to religiosity may be due to methodolo
gical inconsistencies, however.

In addition, we suspect that

it may affect inner/other-direction patterns.

Lack of evidence

in this respect stems mainly from previous neglect.
As a measure of urban-rural background the respondents
were asked to indicate their hometowns.

Population estimates

of these cities were available, but it was decided that these
measures were not the soundest indicator of urban-rural charac
teristics.

This is evident when it is considered that a con

siderable proportion of the respondents lived in relatively
smal� cities, as measured by population size, but cities which
were for the most part residential suburbs· of a single large
metropolitan area of slightly over 3.5 million persons.

It

seems inappropriate, therefore, to consider these cities as
close to the rural end of the continuum.
It was decided that a somewhat less rigorous measure for
urban-rural background would be substantively more relevant.
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The county in which these reported home cities were located was
determined.

From this, the respondents were classified by the

density of population in the county in which they resided.
Persons per square mile was used as the measure.

This measure

ranged from a low of twenty persons per square mile, a seemingly
14
rural area, to a high of 4,396, a highly urban area.
iv) College Status -- The effect of college status on
religiosity has also been inconclusively demonstrated.

Since

this variation may be traced to methodological and conceptual
inconsistencies, the variable will be examined in this study.
Respondents were asked to indicate their current student classi
fication--senior, junior, sophomore, and so on.

These responses

were used to measure college status.
Description of Sample & Data Collection
A) Sampling Procedures-A s noted earlier, two respondent characteristics were set
to determine the parameters of the study. First, respondents
had to be students at the university in question. Secondly,
.
they had to be of the Catholic faith. The problem, then, in
drawing the sample was to determine the sample space, or all
those who were students and also Catholic.

The Student Directory

of the university provided a relatively complete listing of all
14Bureau of Business and Economic Research, Graduate School
of Business Administration, Michigan Statistical Abstract (3d. ed.;
East Lansing: Michigan State University, 1960), p. 10.
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persons who were students, together with their sex, marital
status, home and campus address, student classification, and
curricula.
At the time students registered for classes they were
asked to complete a card indicating various personal character
istics, including religious preference.
used to formulate the Student Directory.

The same card was
Information on the

students' religious preferences is provided to the various
campus ministers.

The university in question had a Catholic

Student Parish, with a priest connected with it full-time.
The pastor of this parish was contacted and generously provided
the list of students who had indicated their religious preference
as Catholic.

This list comprised close to 3,500 names.

It was

somewhat outdated in that it was published the previous semester.
It was recognized, therefore, that some of the persons on the
list were no longer students at the university, and also that
the universe of Catholic students at the university included
some persons not on the list.

It was felt, however, that these

were relatively minor deviations from the correct sample space.
From the list of Catholic students an eleven per cent
systematic random sample was drawn by taking every ninth name.
While the list of Catholic students did not include their
campus addresses, their names were included in the Student
Directory in all cases, and addresses were obtained in this
manner.
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Financial and time limitations precluded interviewing each
case in the sample separately, so a variation on a mailed
questionnaire technique was used.

A mailed questionnaire would

have been possible, but it was felt that some of the. measures
used in the study required supervised administration.

These

were mainly the TST used to measure religious self-concept, and
the measure for consequential religiosity.

It was important

that the respondents not see the latter part of the questionnaire,
which contained quite specific and obviously religious items,
before they completed these two tests placed in the beginning
of the questionnaire.

It was also important that respondents

not turn back to these sections.

For these reasons, it was

decided that the most efficient method was the mailing of a
letter to the persons drawn in the sample requesting them to
come to a university classroom, which had been reserved for
this purpose, and fill out a short questionnaire.

While this

method was akin to a mailed questionnaire technique, which has
not been noted in the past for its methodoligical rigorousness,
and it was recognized that only a proportion of the sample
would respond to our request, it was hoped that a sufficient

number would respond.15

15A previous study using this technique reported that be
tween fifty-five and sixty per cent of those contacted responded
to the request for cooperation. See: D. Nichols, Social Dis
tance of College Students Toward Three Minority GrouEs, (unpub
lished master's thesis, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo,
Michigan: June, 1965). On the basis of an estimated fifty per
cent response, we hoped to have a total number of respondents
of appro�imately 200.
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A first letter was sent in mid-March, about four weeks be
fore the end of the Winter Term, over the signature of a
Sociology and Anthropology Department faculty member.

On the

first mailing a letter was sent to all 379 names drawn in the
sample. The letter requested the persons sampled to report to
a designated room and complete a questionnaire during the third
week in March.

Of the 379 letters sent, 28 were returned

undelivered. We assume in the majority of these cases that
the person had withdrawn from the university. To our knowledge,
then, 361 persons were contacted.16

A second letter was sent on the day after the last inter
viewing session in the third week of March, to those persons
who had not yet responded. They were requested again to fill
out the questionnaire during the last week of March.

It was

possible to contact those who had not responded because persons
who did report during the first week were asked to put their
names on a blank card.

The reasons why their name was needed,

and the fact that it would not be collated with their particular
questionnaire, was made clear to the respondents, so they were
assured that their responses would be confidential.
The total number of people who responded was 179. This
represents a response of 49.6% of the 361 person& we assume
16This figure may be an overestimation since some of the
undeliverable letters may not have been returned. It is also
possible that those perscns who were contacted, while students
at the time the Directory was published, were not students at the
time letters were sent. The extent of these cases is not known.
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were contacted, and is reasonably close to the expected figure
of fifty per cent.

Of these 179 respondents, 162 questionnaires

were suitable for analysis.

It might be questioned whether the

sample finally attained was a random representation of the
universe of Catholic students generally, or even at the university
studied.

In the author's judgment it is not •. With a self

selection factor of fifty per cent., the sample hardly conforms
to random criteria.

This is not serious in that inferential

statistics are not used as an estimate of generalizing power of
the study.

Regarding representativeness, since respondents'

names were taken it was possible to compare the respondents
to those who did not respond on those items included in the
Student Directory:

sex, marital status, residence, academic

school, and student classification.17

No gross discrepancies

from representativeness were evident from these comparisons.
This, of course, says nothing for representativeness of
the respondents' religiosity or their value patterns.
question must remain unanswered.

This

As noted earlier, however,

the use of the sample was centered on an analytical task-
that is, relations between the concepts of the study, not a
descriptive task of showing the degree of religiosity of
17Every effort was made to conceal the true nature of the
research aims at least for the first sections of the question
naire. Once respondents had passed these sections they became
aware that questions on religion were included. They were asked,
however, to proceed through the questionnaire, not turning back .
to earlier sections.
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college students, or their inner/other-direction tendencies.
Representativeness, therefore, is not as crucial in this study
as it could be in others.
B) Collection of Data-As noted above, respondents were contacted through letters
requesting their participation in the study.

There was no

mention of the research aim, in specific terms, in either letter.
Therefore, as far as is known, the letters were not a source of
bias in that the respondents did not know the study was con
cerned with religiosity, and would, therefore, not be "set" to
respond in a religious manner to the two semi-projective
techniques measuring religious self-concept and consequential
religiosity.
Upon reporting to the indicated room the respondents were
given a blank questionnaire and were instructed to read the
cover page and the instructions on page two.

Page two contained

the TST, which they were instructed to complete.

They were told

that there was a definite time period alloted to this section,
and were asked that when they finished it they not go on to the
next sections until they were instructed.
given six minutes to complete the TST.

The respondents were

At the end of this time

they were instructed to complete the questionnaire, whether
they had finished the TST or not.
The rest of the questionnaire was of a structured nature,
designated for self-administration�

All questions had structured
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responses except the TST, and several items of a demographic
nature.

The complete schedule is presented in Appendix A.

CHAPTER III
Results
In this chapter the findings of the study will be reported.
Data referring to several topics are presented.

First, the main

research variables themselves will be examined.

The interrela-

tions of the dimensions of religiosity will be discussed, and
the interrelations between the various inner/other-direction
scales are presented and discussed.

The influence of the con

trol variables will also be examined.

Finally, data reflect

ing the research hypotheses will be presented.
Dimensions of Religiosity
One of the main conclusions of the discussion of religiosity
in Chapter I was its multidimensionality.

Essentially, there are

various ways of being religious, and high religiosity on one dimen
sion does not automatically mean a correspondingly high religiosity
on all the others.

This does not, of course, rule out the possi

bility that two or more dimensions are highly related and form a
cluster of high dimensional religiosity.

This study is only

indirectly concerned with this problem of clusters of dimensions.
Therefore, no hypotheses were formed regarding them.

Previous

research has shown, however, that certain dimensions are more or
less highly related to others.

Both Photiadis and Faulkner, for

example, found orthodoxy of belief

1

Above, p. 16
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1

a highly pervasive dimension
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in terms of its relations with other dimensions.

And, indirectly,

certain clustering patterns were implied in the discussion of
inner/other-direction and religiosity.
It was hypothesized that religiously inner-directed persons
would tend to be highly religious on all dimensions, while those
academically inner-directed would be low on all dimensions.
There is no indication, then, of possible clustering in these
hypotheses,

It was also hypothesized, however, that other

directed persons would be highly religious on the dimensions of
religious identification and ritual religiosity, but not on the
other dimensions.

These hypotheses seem to imply that while

there may not be extreme clustering in which certain dimensions
are negatively related to the others, there may be a cluster
formed by the dimensions of religious identification and ritual
religiosity in which these dimensions are highly related to
each other, but less highly related to the other dimensions.
Table 3 should clarify the picture somewhat regarding these
questions,

This table presents in matrix form estimates of the

strength of association between the dimensions and a combined
index of religiosity.

It can be seen that religious identity

and ritual religiosity are moderately related.

It also seems

that the earlier findings of Photiadis and Faulkner regarding
the importance of orthodoxy of belief are supported,

Creedal

orthodoxy is fairly highly related to all dimensions except
religious self-concept and socio-religious communality, and
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it is the most highly related of the dimensions to the comb ined
index of religiosity.
8

Table 3.-- Matrix of Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients
Between Six Dimensions of Religiosity and Com bined
Index of Religiosity b
Rel
!dent
Rel Ident

Rel Creed S-R
Self- Ortho Comm

Rit
Rel

.454

.149

.424

.312

.630

.210

.043

• 209

• 290

.499

.157

.382

.328

.659

.114

.111

.415

.365

.651

.195

Rel Self-Con

.195

Creed Ortho

.454 .210

S-R Commun

.149 .043

.157

Ritual Rel

.424

• 209

.382

.114

Conseq Rel

.312

• 290

.328

.111

.365

Dimen Index

.630

.499

.659

.415

.651

Cons Dim
Rel Index

.615
.615

aThe ordinal nature of the data does not meet the assumption
of interval data needed for product-moment correlation analysis.
Product-moment corr�lations were computed to aid interpretation,
and it was felt that the ordinality of the data did not cause
excessive distortion.
b

coefficients b etween the dimensions and the combined index
are inflated since the index includes the score of the separate
dimensions. This could have been avoided by su b traction of the
dimension score from the index. It was felt, however, that the
inflation was not a serious hindrance since absolute values were
not of direct concern, but rather the relative values.
This seems to indicate that if a person is highly religious
in a creedal sense, he is likely to be highly religious on the
other dimensions, and vice versa. This does not mean that
creedal orthodoxy leads to high religiosity on the other dimen-
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sions in a caus�l sense, of course.

Using this same criterion,

it seems that socio-religious communality is the least pervasive
dimension, or the most independent of the others.

On the whole,

the coefficients between tpis dimension and the others are the
lowest in the table, indicating that ingroup communality does
not stand on the same base as a religious variable as the others.
If any clusters may be discerned in the table, the most
obvious one consists of three dimensions--religious identity,
ritual behavior, and creedal orthodoxy.

This seems to indicate

that the most numerically frequent religious pattern is found
among persons who feel that religion has been important in
their life, who have a belief in the main tenets of the church's
doctrine, and who conform to the church's expectations regarding
devotional behavior.
Thus, the clustering tendency implied in Chapter One is
present only in a partial sense.

Religious identity and ritual

behavior are present in the only clear cluster.

A possible ex

planation for the clustering that does occur may be seen in
the content of the included dimensions.

In all cases the type

of behavior specified by the cluster seems to be individually
oriented, behavior where the development of group ties or an
especially deep commitment is not necessary.
The dimensions not included, consequential religiosity,
�eligious self-concept and socio-religious communality, which
seem to imply the everyday relevance of religion, a deep commit-
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ment and the development of group ties, would comprise the miss
ing elements.

Note, however, that the coefficients of .043 and

.111 between the two dimensions religious self-concept and con
sequential religiosity, and socio-religious communality indicate
that there is not a development of a second cluster in which
socio-religious communality might be included.
Inner/Other-direction
It will be remembered that three separate measures were
formed for diction patterns--general inner/other-direction,
academic inner-direction and religious inner-direction.

The

study is primarily concerned with comparison of differences in
direction pattern among different groups in the sample.

Yet,

the findings for the sample as a whole are somewhat interesting.
According to the scoring technique used, the middle score
of four (4) indicated an exactly marginal position between
inner-direction and other-direction on the general scale, and
a marginal position on inner-direction for the specified scales.
The median general inner/other-direction score for the sample
as a whole was 4.01, indicating that the sample is evenly
distributed on this variable.

The median academic inner-direc

tion score was 4.22, and median for religious inner-direction
was 3.20, with a lower score indicatin& higher inner-direction.
It seems, therefore, that as a whole, the sample tends to be
more highly inner-directed in a religious sense than it is in
an academic sense.

By centering on differences in direction

pattern, however, the study is actually concerned with rela

tive general inner/other-direction, and relative academic and

religious inner-direction.

This means that while a person may

respond in a more inner-directed way on the religious inner

direction scale than on the academic scale, he may still be

classified low in inner-direction on both in comparison with
the others in the sample.
f

No specific hypotheses were formed regarding interrelations

between the three direction scales used in this study.

Neverthe

' less, if our conception of inner/other-direction as outlined in
Chapter One is correct, there are implications that should be
reflected in these interrelations.

Regarding religious inner

direction and academic inner-direction, there is nothing in

the conception of inner-direction per se to indicate any pattern

of relationship.

That is, it is theoretically possible to be

inner-directed both religiously and academically, or inner

directed on one but not the other, or inner-directed on

neither, but perhaps on a goal not provided for in the model.

From our discussion of inner-direction and religious behavior,

and apparent changes in this behavior, however, we were led to

conclude that it would be unlikely that both goals could be
internalized in an inner-directed sense by a single person.
A second implication of previous discussibns regards

general inner/other-direction and the specified concepts of

religious and academic inner-direction.

The main implication
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here is that a person who is other-directed in a general sense
would be relatively unlikely to be inner-directed on the sub
scales of inner-direction.

These implications are reflected

in data from Tables 4, S, and 6.
Table 4.-- Relationship Between Academic Inner-Direction
and Religious Inner-Direction
Academic
Inner-Direction

Religious Inner-Direction
Medium

High
f

%

High

21

38.9

Medium

17

Low

11

f

Total

Low
f

%

f

20 37.0

13

24.1

54

100.0

29. 8

22

38.6

18

31.6

57

100.0

24.4

19

42.2

15

33.4

45

100.0

%

%

Table 4 shows the relation between academic inner-direction
and religious inner-direction.

Contrary to what was expected

from the theoretical discussion of these value patterns, there
is a slight tendency for people inner-directed on one to be
inner-directed on the other.

We may conclude, therefore, that

the assumption that religious and academic goals are incompatible
is not supported.

Instead, it seems that if there is any rela

tionship between the two, it is in the direction of a perhaps
generalized inner-direction effect overriding value content.
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Table 5.-- Relationships Between General Inner/Other-Direction
and Academic and Religious Inner-Direction
Specified
Inner-Direction

General Inner/Other-Direction
InnerDirected

Academic-InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low
Total

Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low
Total

OtherDirected

Marginal

f

%

f

%

f

20
23
7
50

40.0
46.0
14.0
100.0

22
21
16
59

37.3
35.6
27.1
100.0

9
12
20
41

22.0
29.3
48.7
100.0

20
19
12

39.2
37.3
23.5

20
23
16

33.9
39.0
27.1

9
14
21

20.5
31.8
47.7
100.0

51

100.0

59

100.0

44

Tables 5 and 6 reflect the second implication that those
other-directed in a general sense would likely not be inner
directed with a specific goal or value. Table 5 shows the
relationship between general inner/other-direction and academic
and religious inner-direction.

Here it can be seen that there

is a tendency for those other-directed in a general sense to
be low in inner-direction on the specified inner-cirection
scales. It would appear that this pattern is slightly stronger
for general inner/other-direction and academic inner-direction.
This finding may lend some support to Riesman's and the

Ta ble 6.-- Trivaria te Distribution of Academic Inner-Direction a nd
Religious Inner-Direction a nd Genera l Inner/Other-Directiona

General-Inner/Other-Direction
Marginal

Inner-Direction
Academic
Inner-Direction

Low

High

Medium

Low

High

Medium

Low

9

2

11

5

4

1

3

4

9

8

2

6

8

9

3

5

6

3

6

2

5

8

3

4

10

High

Medium

High

8

Medium

Religious
Inner-Direction:

Low

Other-Direction

s

aSince the figures presented in this table are much too small,
percentages were not computed. A commonly accepted base for the
computation of percentages is fifty or more cases. See: Hubert M.
Blalock, Social Statistics (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
1960), p. 28. The lack of percentages in this table is not crucial.
Percentages are computed on bases of less than fifty in later tables,
however. It should be noted a t this point that comparison of frequencies
may be the more valid procedure.

....,

\0
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position of others that the more dominant inner-directed goal
is secular success, while a religious goal seems more generally
distributed.
Table 6 shows the relationship between the three direction
scales together.

Frequencies are very small, so any conclusions

from the table must be made with caution.

The most important

aspects in the table are the extreme catagories.

It seems, for

example, that Riesman's description of his types as ideal-types,
with the majority of persons representing a mixture of both
inner- and other-directed tendencies is correct.

Only eighteen

people in the sample are consistent through all three scales-
eight of them being generally inner-directed, and highly inner
directed on both of the specified inner-direction scales.
Only ten persons were generally other-directed, and low in
'inner-direction on both inner-directed subscales.

Despite

this mixture, there is a patterning of general inner/other
direction, and inner-direction on the specific scales.

Only

two persons were generally inner-directed but low on inner
direction on both inner-direction subscales.

Only one respon

dent was generally other-directed but highly inner-directed on
the two inner-direction specified scales.

This indicates, on

the one hand, that the specified internalized values for inner
direction chosen for the study are fairly exhaustive.

On the

other hand, the view that a person who is other-directed in a
general sense would likely not be highly inner-directed in a
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specified sense is partially supported.
Research Variables by Control Variables
Previous research has demonstrated that both of the prin
cipal research variables, religiosity and inner/other-direction,
are manifested differently in different statuses.

Only four of

the numerous possible control variables were examined in this
�tudy--sex, social status background, rural-urban background,
�nd college class level.

Relations between the controls and

/religiosity will be examined first.

Then the interrelations

between inner/other-direction and the controls will be examined.
Religious Dimensions:
i) Sex:

The relations between sex status and the religious

dimensions are shown in Table 7.

Notice in this table that

females are more highly religious than males on all dimensions
except socio-religious communality.

These differences are

especially evident for religious identity and ritual religiosity.
Differences were smallest for consequential religiosity.

The

relations in this study, then, generally conform to previous
findings regarding religiosity and sex.

The fact that males

are higher in socio-religious communality than females may be
explained by the fact that dating patterns place the initiative
on males in a sense giving them greater control over their dat
ing and friendship choices.

This interpretation cannot be

tested by the available data though separate analysis of the
two questions dealing with dating and friendships showed that
the bulk of the difference observed above was due to differences
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Table 7.-- Religiousness on Six Dimensions of Religiosity
by Sex
Dimensions
of
Religiosity

Male

-

.

Female

%

% ·

f

38.8
42.6
18.6

46
24
12

82

100.0

Religious Identity:
High
Medium
. Low
Total

31
34
15
80

100.0

Religious Self-Concept:
High
Medium
Low
Total

19
15
46
80

23.8
18.8
57.4

100.0

29
21
32
82

35.4
25.6
39.0
100.0

15
31
34

80

18.8
38.8
42.4

100.0

27
33
22

82

32.9
40.3
26.8

100.0

19
. 23
36
78

24.4
29.4
46.2

100.0

37
16
23
76

48.6
21.1
30.3

21
33
25

26.6
41.8
31.6

31
38

Creedal Orthodoxy:
High
Medium
Low
Total

Ritual Religiosity:
High
Medium
Low
Total

Socio-Religious
Communality:
High
Medium
Low

'

79

100.0

Consequential Religiosi�
High
20
Medium
27
Low
33

25.0
33.8
41.2

Total

Total

80

100.0

13

56.1
29.3
14.6

100.0

15.9
37.8
46.3

82

100.0

24
27
31
82

29.3
32.9
37.8
100.0
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on the dating question with males indicating religiously
endogamous dating more often than females.

Differences between

males and females in religious endogamy in general friendships
were smaller.
ii) Social status background:

Previous research regard

ing relations between this concept and religiosity has been
i.ncons istent.

As

may be seen in Table 8, the inconsistency

is present also in this study.

A higher status background

leads to higher religious identity, creedal orthodoxy, and
ritual behavior.

Consequential religiosity and religious

self-concept tends to be higher among those with a lower
status background.

There was no association between status

background and socio-religious communality.

These findings,

on the whole, are similar to those previously reported.
iii) Urban-rural background:

Previous findings regarding

the relationship between urban-rural background and religiosity
have also been inconsistent.

Table 9 shows the relationship

between urban-rural background and the dimensions of religiosity
used in this study.

It is evident from the table that, as

other studies have shown, urban-rural background exercises an
inconsistent influence on religiosity, depending mainly upon
the type of religiosity in question.

It seems, for example,

that high religious identity is found most often among those
with a rural background.

A rural background also seems to

lead to higher ritual behavior.

Persons with a rural background
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Table 8.-- Religiousness on Six Dimensions of Religiosity
by Father's Education
Dimensions
of
Religiosity

12 yrs.

0 - 11 yrs
%

f

%

Over 12 yrs.
f

%

Religious Identity:
High
Medium
Low
Total

16
21
7
44

36.4
47.7
15.9
100.0

25
16
9

17
7
20
44

High
Medium
Low

9
15
20

50

50.0
32.0
18.0

100.0

35
19
11

65

100.0

38.6
15.9
45.5
100.0

14
8
28

50

28.0
16.0
56.0
100.0

16
21
28
65

24.6
32.3
43.1
100.0

44

20.5
34.1
45.5

100.0

14
19
17

so

28.0
38.0
34.0

100.0

19
27
19
65

29.2
41.6
29.2

100.0

Ritual Religiosity:
High
Medium
Low

11
14
18
43

25.6
32.6
41.8

100.0

19
12
18

49

38.8
24.5
36.7

100.0

25
13
21

59

42.4
22.0
35.6

100.0

Socio-Religious
Communality:
High
Medium
Low
Total

10
16
17
43

23.3
37.2
39.5
100.0

9
23
18
50

18.0
46.0
36.0
100.0

14
25
26
65

21.5
38.5
40.0
100.0

31.8
29.8
38.4
100.0

19
11
20
50

38.0
22.0
40.0
100.0

29
25
65

11

16.9
44.6
38.5
100.0

Religious Self-Concept:
High
Medium
Low
Total

Creedal Orthodoxy:

Total

Total

Consequential Religiosity:
High
Medium
Low
Total

14
13
17
44

53.9
29.2
16.9
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Table 9.-- Religiousness on Six Dimensions of Religiosity
by Urban-Rural Background
Dimensions
of
Religiosity
Religious Identity:

Urban
f

%

Urban-Rural
f

%

Rural
f

%

26
18
10
54

48.2
33.3
18.5
100.0

18
18
9
45

- 40.0
40.0
20.0
100.0

24
10
4
38

63.2
26.3
10.5
100.0

15
15
24
54

27.9
27.9
44.2

100.0

17
9
19
45

37.8
20.0
42.2

100.0

8
9
21

38

21.1
23.7
55.2
100.0

Creedal Orthodoxy:
High
Medium
Low

9
30
15
54

16.7
55.6
27.8

100.0

14
14
17
45

31.1
31.1
37.8

100.0

12
10
16

38

31.6
26.3
42.1

100.0

Ritual Religiosity:
High
Medium
Low
Total

19
7
26
52

36.5
13.5
50.0
100.0

14
16
43

32.6
37.2
30.2
100.0

14
8
13
35

40.0
22.9
37.1
100.0

Socio-Religious
Communality:
High
Medium
Low
Total

17
21
16
54

31.5
38.9
29.6
100.0

8
19
18
45

17.8
42.2
40.0
100.0

5
16
17
38

13.2
42.1
44.7
100.0

Consequential Religiosity:
High
Medium
Low
Total

12
20
22
54

22.2
37.0
40.7
100.0

12
16
17
45

26.7
35.6
37.9
100.0

10
10
18
38

26.3
26.3
47.4
100.0

I

High
Medium
Low
Total

Religious Self-Concept:
High
Medium
Low
Total

Total

13
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tend to center in the extremes of high and low creedal orthodoxy,
while an urban background seems to lead to a middle position in
orthodoxy of belief.

There seems to be only a slight difference

in consequential religiosity between urban and rural background,
a rural background leading to only slightly lower consequential
religiosity.
iv) School class level:

Again, previous findings regard-

ing this variable and various dimensions of religiosity have
been inconsistent.
as seen in Table 10.

The inconsistency is repeated in this study
Freshmen are more likely to be high in

religious identity, socio-religious communality, and consequen
tial religiosity than those who are juniors or above.

Upperclass

men, on the other hand, are slightly higher than freshmen in reli
gious self-concept, creedal orthodoxy, and slightly in ritual be
havior.

Freshmen, then, seem to be most religious on the more

active types of dimensions such as ritual religiosity and con
sequential religiosity.

Upperclassmen seem to be higher in

the less visible types of religiosity, such as religious self
concept and creedal orthodoxy.
own pattern.

Sophomores tend to follow their

In most cases, sophomores are neither the most

nor the least religious among school class levels, except in
ritual religiosity where they are high, and socio-religious
communality where they are low.
In conclusion, of all the control variables, sex status
seems to be the most consistently related to the dimensions of
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Table 10.-- Religiousness on Six Dimensions of Religiosity
by School Class Level
Dimensions
of
Religiosity

Freshmen

Sophomore

f

f

%

%

Junior & Above
f

%

Religious Identity:
High
Medium
Low
Total

30
12
13
55

54.5
21.8
23.7
100.0

19
14
6
39

48.7
35.9
15.4
100.0

28
32
8
68

41.1
47.1
11.8
100.0

Religious Self-Concept:
High
Medium
Low
Total

11
15
29
55

20.0
27.3
52.7
100.0

13

7
19
39

33.3
17.9
48.7
100.0

24
14
30
68

35.3
20.6
44.l
100.0

Creedal Orthodoxy:
High
Medium
Low
Total

13
21
21
55

23.6
38.2
38.2
100.0

9
15
15
39

23.0
38.5
38.5
100.0

20
28
20
68

29.4
41.2
29.4
100.0

Ritual Religiosity:
High
Medium
Low
Total

18
11
22
51

35.3
21. 6
43.1
100.0

16
8
14
38

42.l
21.1
36.8
100.0

22
20
23
65

33.8
30.8
35.4
100.0

16
22
16
54

29.6
40.8
29.6
100.0

17
17
39

5

12.8
43.6
43.6
100.0

25
30
68

13

19.1
36.8
44.1
100.0

Consequential Religiosity:
High
20
16
Medium
19
Low
55
Total

36.4
29.1
34.5
100.0

9

23.1
33.3
43.6
100.0

15
25
28
68

22.1
36.8
41.1
100.0

Socio-Religious
Communality:

High
Medium
Low
Total

13

17
39
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religiosity.

Females are more religious than males on all

dimensions except socio-religious communality, th0ugh dif
ferences are small for consequential religiosity.

Considerable

inconsistency in degrees of religiosity on the various dimen
sions were found for the other control variables.
Control Variables and Inner/Other-Direction:
Table 11 describes the relationships between the control
variables and general inner/other-direction patterns.

As seen

in the table, females are more likely than males to be inner
directed, while males are slightly more other-directed.
The relationship between social status-background and
inner/other-direction is less conclusive.

Those with a lower

status-background are more likely to be inner-directed than
those with higher status-background but are also more likely
to

be other-directed.

Those with a medium and high status

background tend to center more in the marginal direction
category.
A similar pattern is seen in the extremes of urban and
rural background.

Those with an urban background tend to

settle in the extremes of inner- and other-direction.
from a rural area center in the marginal category.

Those

Those from

medium sized towns are less likely to be other-directed, and
more likely to be inner-directed.

These patterns conform to

Riesman's hypothesis that other-direction is more a phenomena
of larger cities.
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Table 11.-- General Inner/Other-Direction by Four Control Variables:
Sex, Social Status-Background, Urban-Rural Background,
and School Class Level

Control
Variables

General
InnerDirection
f

..

%

Marginal
f

%

General
OtherDirection
f

%

Total
f

%

Sex:
Male
Female

21 27.6
31 39.2

31 40.8
28 35.5

24 31.6
20 25.3

76 100.0
79 100.0

16 37.2
15 31.9
20 32.3

13. 30.2
18 38.3
27 43.5

14 32.6
14 29.8
15 24.2

43 100.0
47 100.0
62 100.0

16 31.4
17 39.5
10 27.0

17 33.3
18 41.9
16 43.2

18 35.3
8 18.6
11 29. 7

51 100.0
43 100,0
37 100.0

19 36.5
15 41.7
18 26.9

17 32.7
9 25.0
33 49.2

16 30.8
12 33.3
16 23.9

52 100.0
36 100,0
67 100.0

Status-Background:
(Father's Educ.)
0 - 11 yrs.
12 yrs.
Over 12 yrs.
Urban-Rural
Background:
Urban
Urban-Rural
Rural
School Class
Level:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior & Above

Direction patterns for school class levels are not clear.
Freshmen settle in the extremes of inner- and other-direction.
Upperclassmen, however, tend to center in the marginal category.
Sophomores follow a pattern similar to freshmen, though their
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settlement in the extremes is slightly more pronounced than it
is for freshmen.
The clearest conclusion to be drawn from this discussion of
controls and the research variables is that sex status is the
most consistent of the controls in its effects on the major
research variables.

Females are more religious than males on

all religious dimensions but one, and the effect of sex status
on inner/other-direction conformed to a linear model much more
closely than the other controls.

In the tests of the hypotheses

to follow, therefore, only sex status will be used as a control
in the relations between direction patterns and religiosity.
Tests of Hypotheses:
The remainder of this chapter entails the test of the hypoth
eses derived in Chapter One.

Hypotheses for separate religious

dimensions will each be tested.

Trends will be examined and

summarized at the conclusion of the chapter by discussing the
separat� direction patterns and their relations to these
religious dimensions.
Religious identity:

Religious identity refers to the ex

--

tent to which the individual feels religion has been important
in his development.

It was hypothesized in Chapter One that

high religious identity would occur among persons high in
religious inner-direction, and among those high in general other
direction.

Low religious identity, however, was predicted among

those high in academic inner-direction.

Table 12 describes the
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Table 12.-- Religious Identity by General Inner/Other-Direction,
Academic Inner-Direction, Religious Inner-Direction,
and Academic-Religious Inner-Direction
Inner/OtherDirection

Religious Identity
High
f

General Inner/OtherDirection:
Inner-Direction
Marginal
Other-Direction

Medium
%

f

%

Low
f

Total
%

f

%

23 4l�.3
31 51.7
18 41.9

15 28.8
25 41.7
17 39.5

14 26.9
4 6.7
8 18.6

52 100.0
60 100.0
43 100.0

27 50.0
26 45.6
24 52.2

18 33.3
22 38.6
15 32.6

9 16.7
9 15.8
7 15.2

54 100.0
57. 100.0
46 100.0

33 64.7
30 49.2
13 26.5

15 29.4
21 34.4
22 44.9

3 5.9
10 16.4
14 28.6

51 100.0
61 100.0
49 100.0

17 80.9
16 31.4
28 59.6
5 33.3

3
22
14
7

14.3
43.2
29.8
46.7

4.8
1
13 25.5
5 10.6
3 20.0

21
51
47
15

Academic InnerDirection:
!7, High
Medium
Low
Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low
Academic-Religious
Inner-Direction:
Both high
Academic high
Religious high
Both low

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

relationship between religious identity and the separate direction
patterns.

It shows that the predictions were only partially sup-
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ported.

There is little difference between general inner-direction

and general other-direction in the proportion high on religious
identity.

It does seem, however, that there is a slight tendency

for more persons who are generally inner-directed to be low in
religious identity.

This latter tendency lends support to the

hypothesis that religion is an important source for other-dir�cted identification, though the support is very slight.
The only clear conclusion from the table is that those who are
/
marginally directed--with a mixture of inner- and other-directed
tendencies, are the highest on this dimension of religious
identity.
The hypothesis that those high in academic inner-direction
would be low in religious identity is not supported.

There is

essentially no difference in religious identity between those
high and low in academic inner-direction.

The relationship

between religious inner-direction and religious identity, how
ever, does support the hypothesis that high religious inner
direction would lead to high religious identity.
Academic religious inner-direction is a combined measure
from the specified inner-direction scales.

It was formed to

provide a clearer picture of the relation between the subscales
and the religious dimensions.

It consists of four categories-

high inner-direction combined with low or medium religious
inner-direction, high religious inner-direction combined
with medium or low academic inner-direction, and low inner-
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direction on both subscales.2 With this measure the hypothesis
is partially supported.

As expected, those high in religious

inner-direction and low in academic inner-direction are higher
in religious identity than those high in academic inner-direction
and low in religious inner-direction.

Note, however, that those

low in inner-direction on both scales, the pattern which pre
sumably would.most closely approximate other-direction, are
relatively low in religious identity, while those highly inner
directed on both inner-direction scales are high in religious
identity.
Table 13 shows the same relationships between religious
identity and general inner/ other-direction and the two specified
inner-direction scales controlled for sex.

It can be seen that

sex differences are very important in the relationships between
direction patterns and religious identity.

A very slight ten

dency among the total sample for other-directed persons to be
higher in religious identity is reversed for males.

Among males,

there is a tendency for those generally inner-directed to be
higher in religious identity.
2

Among females, however, the hypoth-

High inner-direction on one scale was combined with medium
and low inner-direction on the other mainly to increase the size
of the frequencies in these categories. The author feels that
the combination is justified since according to the hypotheses
the elements in the combined categories should be similar in
religiosity. High religious inner-direction, for example, should
lead to high religiosity, while those with medium and low academic
inner-direction should also be high in religiosity. Those persons
with "medium" scores on both subscales were not included in the
table.

Table 13.-- Religious Identity by General Inner/Other-Direction, Academic
Inner-Direction, and Religious Inner-Direction, Controlled by Sex.
Inner/OtherDirection

Male

Female

Religious Identity
High
f

General Inner/
Other-Direction:

%

Medium
f

%

Religious Identity

Low
f
%

Total
f

High
f
%

f

%

Total
f

25.8
32.1
30.0

8
2
2

25.8
7.1
10.0

31
28
20

4
4
3

14.3
13.3
14.3

28
30
21

3 11.1
5 14.7
4 20.0

27
34
20

Medium
f
%

38.1
41.9
29.2

7 33.3
16 51.6
11 45.8

6
2
6

28.6
6.5
25.0

24
31
24

15 48.4
17 60.8
12 60.0

10 38.5
9 33.3
12 48.0

11 42.3
13 48.2
9 36.0

5
5
4

19.2
18.5
16.0

26
27
25

17
17
12

60.7
56.7
57.1

7 25.0
9 30.0
6 28.6

62.5
40.7
17.2

9 37.5
11 40.7
14 48.3

24
27
29

18 66.7
19 55.9
8 40.0

6 22.2
10 29.4
8 40.0

Inner-Direction 8
Marginal
13
Other-Direction 7

8
9
6

Low

Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low
Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

15
11
5

-- ----

5
10

18.6
34.5

........N
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esis that general other-direction would be associated with higher
religious identity is supported.
Sex differences are also evident in the relationship between
the specified subscales of inner-direction and religious identity.
Here the predicted pattern of low identity among those with high
3
academic inner-direction is slightly present among males.
1

There seems to be little association between the variables for

females, however, The predicted pattern of high religious inner
/
direction with high religious identity is also clearly present
for males.

The pattern is present among females, but differ

ences are not as large.
Religious self-concept:

This refers to the extent to which

the individual defines himself in a religious manner.

It was

hypothesized that those who are generally other-directed, and
those who were inner-directed in an academic sense would be low
in religious self-concept.

It was predicted that those who were

highly inner-directed in a religious sense, on the other hand,
would be high in religious self-concept.

Table 14 shows the

relationships between this religious dimension and direction
patterns.
3Note, however, that the percentage difference of almost ten
points is produced by a difference of only two persons. If there
was a switch from low to high academic inner-direction by only one
case, there would be no relationship between the variables. Since
the size of the frequencies is reduced when the relationships are
controlled by sex, it may be important to closely examine the actual
differences in frequencies in addition to percentage differences.
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Table 14.-- Religious Self-Concept by General Inner/Other-Direction,
Academic Inner-Direction, Religious Inner-Direction, and
Academic-Religious Inner-Direction
Inner/OtherDirection

Religious Self-Concept
High
f

General Inner/OtherDirection:
Inner-Direction
Marginal
Other-Direction

Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

%

Medium
f

%

·tow
f

%

Total
f

%

15 28.8
19 31.7
11 25.6

13 25.0
12 20.0
8 18.6

24 46.2
29 48.3
24 55.8

52
60
43

100.0
100.0
100.0

14 25.9
21 36.8
12 26.1

10 18.5
11 19.3
13 28.3

30 55.6
25 43.9
21 45.7

54
57
46

100.0
100.0
100.0

18 35.3
21 34.4
9 18.4

10 19.6
13 21.3
12 24.5

23 45.1
27 44.3
28 57.1

51
61
49

100.0
100.0
100.0

5 23.8
25.5
16 34.0
3 20.0

3 14.3
12 23.5
12 25.5
3 20.0

13
26
19
9

61.9
51.0
40.5
60.0

21
51
47
15

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Academic-Religious
Inner-Direction:
Both high
Academic high
Religious high
Both low

13

In Table 14 there is a slight tendency for those generally
other-directed to be lower in religious self-concept. The differ-
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ences are quite small, however.

In addition, the main differ

ences between inner-direction and other-direction occur in the
lower levels of religiosity--medium and low religious self
concept.

There is also a slight tendency for those high in

academic inner-direction to be lower in religious self-concept-
though again the small differences that do appear occur mainly
in the lower ranges of religiosity.

The hypothesis that those

high in religious inner-direction would be high in religious
self-concept is supported by data in Table 13.
Patterns for the relationship between the combined measure
of academic-religious inner-direction and religious self-concept
are in the predicted directions.

That is, those high in religious

inner-direction are higher in religious self-concept than those
inner-directed in an academic sense.

Note, however, that while

those low in inner-direction for both subscales are low in
religious self-concept, as they were for religious identity,
those inner-directed in both religious and academic senses are
also low, though they were very high in religious identity.
Table 15 shows the same relationships above controlled for
sex.
ships.

Sex differences are again very evident in these relation
As with religious identity, generally inner-directed

males are higher in religious self-concept, and generally
other-directed females are higher.

The hypothesis regarding

low religious self-concept among those generally other-directed
is supported among males, therefore, but not among females,

Table 15.-- Religious Self-Concept by General Inner/Other Directionr---.A�ademic
Inner-Direction, and Religious Inner-Direction, Controlled by Sex.
Inner/OtherDirection

High

Male

Female

Religious Self-Concept

Religious Self-Concept

Medium

t

%

Low

r

rotal
t
7o

f

7o

8
6
4

38.l
19.4
16.7

4 19.0
6 19.4
3 12.5

9 42.9
19 61.3
17 70.8

6
7
6

23.1
25.9
24.0

5 19.2
4 14.8
5 20.0

8
9
2

33.3
33.3
6.9

4 16.7
5 18.5
6 20.7

High

Medium

Total

Low

f

%

f

%

f

22.6
42.9
40.0

9
6
5

29.0
21.4
25.0

15
10
7

48.4
35.7
35.0

31
28
20

8
14
6

28.6
46.7
28.6

5
7
8

17.9
23.3
38.l

15
9
7

53.6
30.0
33.3

28
30
21

10
12
7

37.0
35.3
35.0

6 22.0
8 23.5
6 30.0

11

40.7
41.2
35.0

27
34
20

f

%

21
31
24

7
12

15 57.7
16 59.3
14 56.0

26
27
25

12 50.0
13 48.l
21 72.4

27
29

2l•

General Inner/
Other-Direction:
Inner-Direction
Marginal
Other-Direction

8

Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low
Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

14
7

,_.,_.

·o-,
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where the opposite tendency is present.

All of the difference

between high and low academic inner-direction in religious
·self-concept seen earlier was contributed by feamles.

There is

no association between these vad.ables for males, but there is
a definite tendency for highly academically inner-directed fe
males to be low in religious self-concept.
The major difference between high and low religious inner
direction in religious self-concept, on the other hand, was
contributed by males.

There is essentially no association be

tween the two variables among females, but a quite definite
tendency exists for males high in religious inner-direction to
be high in religious self-concept.
Creedal orthodoxy:

This refers to the extent the individual

agrees with the basic tenets of the religious body to which he
belongs.

Table 16 describes the relationships between this

religious dimension and the various direction patterns.

It

was hypothesized in Chapter One that those generally other
directed, unable to incorporate a strict body of internal doc
trines, would be low in creedal orthodoxy.

Also, it was hypoth

esized that those high in academic inner-direction would be low
in creedal orthodoxy, while those high in religious innerdirection would be high in orthodoxy.
As Table 16 shows, the hypotheses were only partially
supported by the data.

There is a tendency for those generally

inner-directed to be somewhat lower in orthodoxy than those who
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Table 16.-- Crce<lal Orthodoxy by General Inner/Other-Direction,
Academic Inner-Direction, Religious Inner-Direction,
and Academic-Religious Inner-Direction
Inner/OtherDirection

Creedal Orthodoxy
Medium

High
f

General Inner/OtherDirection:
Inner-Direction
Marginal
Other-Direction

Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

%

f

Total

Low

%

f

%

%

14 26.9
14 23.3
12 27.9

16 30.8
19 48.4
17 39.5

22 42.3
17 28.3
14 32.6

52 100.0
60 100.0
43 100.0

18 33.3
14 24.6
9 19.6

25
21

31.5
43.8
45.7

19 35.2
18 31.6
16 34.7

54 100.0
57 100.0
46 100.0

20 39.2
14 23.0
8 16.3

21 41.2
22 36.0
20 40.8

10 19.6
25 41.0
21 42.9

51
61
49

100.0
100,0
100.0

10 47.6
11 21.6
12 25.5
3 20.0

6 28.6
21 41.2
24 51.1
4 26.7

5
19
11
8

23.8
37.3
23.4
53.3

21
51
47
15

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

17

'

Academic-Religious
Inner-Direction:
Both high
Academic high
Religious high
Both low

f

are other-directed. The first hypothesis, then, was not supported.
Likewise, it seems that those high in academic inner-direction are
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slightly more likely to be high in creedal orthodoxy, contrary
to the prediction.

The hypothesis regarding religious inner

direction is supported.

Those high in religious inner-direction

are also higher in creedal orthodoxy.

The association between

creedal orthodoxy and the combined measure of academic-religious
inner-direction reflects this partial support of the hypotheses.
Those low in inner-direction on both scales are low in orthodoxy,
as they were for the previous dimensions.

Those religiously

inner-directed are only slightly more likely than those academically
inner-directed to be high in orthodoxy, though there is a greater
tendency for the academically inner-directed to be low.

As with

religious identity, those inner-directed on both scales are
quite high in creedal orthodoxy.
Table 17 shows these relationships controlled for sex.
Unlike patterns for the previous dimensions, there seems to be
more consistency between males and females on creedal orthodoxy.
The patterns are similar for general direction--those inner
directed are slightly less orthodox than the other-directed.
Also for religious inner-direction, those high in religious
inner-direction are high in orthodoxy among both males and
females, and the association for females seems about as strong
as it is for males, so the pattern of a weaker relationship
for females found for the previous dimensions is not repeated
here.

The main difference between males and females occurs

in the association with academic inner-direction.

Here females

Table 17.-- Creedal Orthodoxy by General lnner/Other-Direction,_A�ademic
Inner-Direction, and Religious Inner-Direction, Controlled···by Sex.
Inner/OtherDirection

Male

Creedal Orthodoxy

High
General Inner/
Other-Direction:

Inner-Direction
Marginal
Other-Direction

Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Female

Medium

f

%

2
7
5

9.5
22.6
20.8

9 42.9
12 38.7
9 37.5

6
5
3

23.1
18.5
12.0

6
13
12

7
5
3

29.2
18.5
10.3

11 45.8
9 33.3
11 37.9

f

%

23.1
48.2
48.0

Low

f

Total High

Creedal Orthodoxy

Low

�edium

Total

f

f

%

10 47.6
12 38.7
10 41.7

21
31
24

l2
7
7

38.7
25.0
35.0

7 22.6
16 57.1
9 45.0

12
5
4

38.7
17.9
20.0

31
28
20

14 53.8
9 33.3
10 40.0

26
27
25

12
9
6

42.8
30.0
28.6

11 39.3
12 40.0
9 42.9

5
9
·6

17.9
30.0
28.6

28
30
21

25.0
48.1
51.7

24
27
29

13
9
5

48.2
26.5
25.0

10
13
9

37.0
38.2
45.0

4
12

14.8
35.3
30.0

27
34
20

6
13
15

%

f

%

f

6

%

f

I-'
N
0
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conform to the predicted pattern of lower orthodoxy among highly
academic inner-directed.

Among males, however, high academic

inner-direction seems to lead to the extremes of orthodoxy.
Males high in academic inner-direction are higher in both high
and low orthodoxy while those low in inner-direction center
more in the medium ranges of orthodoxy.
Tables 18 and 19 show the relationships between direction
/
patterns and another aspect of orthodoxy not directly relevant
/
to the hypotheses. This aspect has been termed "Institutional
Orthodoxy'' and refers to the extent the person would like to
see certain positions changed which his church has taken.
Two questions were combined to form an institutional orthodoxy
measure:

whether the church should change its position of

opposition to artificial birth control, and its insistence in
mixed marriages of certain agreements by the non-Catholic
partner.4

It was felt that while there were similarities between

4Four days before interviewing began, sweeping changes were
announced by the church in this matter of mixed marriage agreements.
There is a question, therefore, of whether the question as asked
was actually the same as that intended. Only twelve persons made
any indication of their awareness of the change. Therefore, exclud
ing those who did indicate awareness of the change, the question was
used in this institutional orthodoxy measure. The two questions were:
1) How do you feel about the Catholic Church's opposition to
artificial birth control?; and 2) What do you think about
the Catholic Church's insistence that non-Catholic partners
in mixed marriages agree to raise their children as Catholics?
Five structured responses were provided for the respondents to indi
cate their satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
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Table 18.-- Institutional Orthodoxy by General Inner/Other-Direction,
Academic Inner-Direction, Religious Inner-Direction, and
Academic Inner-Direction
Inner/Other
Direction

General Inner/OtherDirection:
Inner-Direction
Marginal
Other-Direction
Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Institutional Orthodoxy
High
%
f

Medium
f
%

Low
f
%

14 27.5
20 38.5
12 30.0

18 35.3
14 26.9
18 45.0

19 37.2
18 34.6
10 25.0

51 100.0
52 100.0
40 100.0

18 35.3
14 26.4
13 32.5

15 29.4
22 41.5
15 37.5

18 35.3
17 32.1
12 30.0

51 100.0
53 100.0
40 100.0

22 48.9
13 21.7
12 27.9

15 33.3
24 40.0
14 32.6

8 17.8
23 38.3
17 39.5

45 100.0
60 100.0
43 100.0

Academic-Religious
Inner-Direction:
Both high
Academic high
Religious high
Both low

10

so.a

27.7
15 36.6
3 13.6
13

5
16
18
5

25.0
34.0
43.9
3�.5

5
18
8
5

25.0
38.3
19.5
38.5

Total

f

20
47
41
13

%

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

these two types of orthodoxy, institutional orthodoxy was of a sort
more relevant to the person's behavior in non-religious contexts.
As such_it may provide an even more illuminating picture of inner/
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other-directed religiosity in the sense that while an other
directed person could give "lip service" to an abstract religious
doctrine, the church's position on birth control and mixed
marriage agreements would have more direct meaning to him.
We saw earlier that those generally inner-directed were
slightly lower in creedal orthodoxy, contrary to the hypothesis.
As Table 17 shows, this tendency is also present with institutional
orthodoxy.

The only real differences between creedal and insti

tutional orthodoxy seem to occur in the relationships in Table 18.
While females high in academic inner-direction are higher in
creedal orthodoxy than those low in academic inner-direction,
they are lower in institutional orthodoxy.

Males, on the other

hand, who are high in academic inner-direction, are slightly
higher in institutional orthodoxy.

Also note that general

inner-direction males are slightly more orthodox in this aspect
of orthodoxy than they were in creedal orthodoxy.
Socio-religious communality:

This refers to the extent

the individual interacts with persons of his own religious
faith in dating and other social behavior.

It was predicted

that general other-direction would lead to low religiosity on
this dimension.
case.

As Table 20 shows, this is only partially the

General other-direction seemingly leads to medium reli

giosity on this dimension, while general inner-direction is
associated with the more extreme ranges of high and low reli
giosity.

High academic inner-direction seemingly does not

lead to low religious communality, but a slight tendency in

Table 19.-- Institutional Orthodoxy by General Inner/Other-Direction, Academic
Inner-Direction, and Religious Inner-Direction, Controlled by Sex.

-------- ·,

Inner/OtherDirection:

Male

Female

Institutional Orthodoxy
Medium

High
f

%

f

5
9
7

23.8
32.1
31.8

8
8
5

32.0
32.0
22.7

11

8
8
6

40.0
29.6
20.7

11

%

Low
f

Total High
%

%

Institutional Orthodoxy
Medium
f

f

f

23.8
42.9
27.3

21
28
22

11

5

30.0
45.8
27.8

36.0
44.0
9 40.9

8 32.0
6 24.0
8 36.4

25
25
22

10
6
8

38.5
21.4
44.4

11

9 45.0
40.8
9 31.0

3 15.0
8 29.6
12 41.3

20
27
27

14
5

56.0
15.2
37.5

%

Low

f

%

Total.
f

General Inner/
Other-Direction:
Inner-Direction
Marginal
Other-Direction
Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

52.4
7 25.0
9 40.9

11

9

5
12
6

9

6

7 23.3
7 29.2
9 50.0

14
6
4

46.7
25.0
22.2

30
24
18

6

23.1
39.3
6 33.3

10

11

4

38.5
39.3
22.2

26
28
18

6 24.0
13 39.4
5 31.3

5
15
5

20.0
45.4
31.3

25
33
16
,_.
r,..,
+:-
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Table 20.-- Socio-Religious Communality by General Inner/Other
Direction, Academic Inner-Direction, Religious Inner
Direction, and Academic-Religious Inner-Direction.
Inner/OtherDirection

Socio-Religious Communality
High

Medium

12 23.1
15 25.0
5 11.9

18 34.6
20 33.3
23 54.8

22 42.3
25 41. 7
14 33.3

52 100.0
60 100.0
42 100.0

13 24.1
12 21.4
8 17.4

20 37.0
23 41.1
19 41.3

21 38.9
21 37.5
19 41.3

54 100.0
56 100.0
46 100.0

17 33.3
10 16.7
6 12.2

15 29.4
24 40.0
25 51.0

19 37.3
26 43.3
18 36.8

51 100.0
60 100.0
49 100.0

38.1
8 15.7
9 19.1
2 13.3

5 23.8
24 47.0
21 44.7
5 33.3

8
19
17
8

21
51
47
15

f

General Inner/OtherDirection:
Inner-Direction
Marginal
Other-Direction

Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

%

f

%

Low

f

%

f

Total

%

Academic-Religious
Inner-Direction:
Both high
Academic high
Religious high
Both low

8

38.1
37.3
36.2
53.4

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

the opposite direction. High religious inner-direction is character
ized by high socio-religious involvement slightly more than low
religious inner-direction is, though they are characterized by low
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involvement at about the same rate.

The relationship between

socio-religious communality and the combined academic-religi
ous inner-direction measure again reflects limited support of
the hypotheses.

High inner-direction on both scales again is

characterized by higher communality, while low inner-direction
on both leads to low religiosity on this dimension.
very

There is

little difference between academic and religious inner

direction, however.

On the whole, the relationships between

direction patterns and socio-religious communality are less
definite than they were for the other religious dimensions
already examined.
Table 21 shows these relationships controlled for sex.
It can be seen that among males there is only slight associa
tion between general direction patterns and socio-religious in
volvement, and it is in the direction opposite to that predicted.
The bulk of the relationships between these variables seen in
Table 19, then, was contributed by females.

General inner

direction among females leads to the extremes of high and low
involvement, while general other-direction leads to medium in
volvement.

The relationship .between academic inner-direction

and socio-religious involvement is quite small, though for
females low academic inner-direction is to a degree character
ized by low involvement.

The relationship between religious

inner-direction and socio-religious involvement is in the
predicted direction among both males and females, though the
association is stronger among males.

---·-�-

Table 21.-- Socio-Religious Communality by General Inner/Other-Direction, Academic
Inner-Direction, and Religious Inner-Direction, Controlled oy Sex.
Inner/OtherDirection

Male

Female

Socio-Religious Communality
High
General Inner/
Other-Direction:

. Inner-Direction
Marginal
Other-Direction

%

f

%

4

11

5

19.0
35.5
21.7

11
11

9 42.9
35.5
47.8

8
9
7

8
8
5

30.8
30.8
20.0

9 34.6
10 38.4
13 52.0

11

45.8
23.1
13.8

25.0
42.3
16 55.2

Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

f

Low

f

Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Medium

6
4

6

11

%

Socio-Religious Communality
Total

High

%

Medium
f

%

f

f

38.l
29.0
30.4

21
31
23

8
3
1

25.8
10.7
5.0

9
12

9
8
7

34.6
30.8
28.0

26
26
25

5
4
3

17.9
13.3
14.3

11 39.3
13 43.3
6 28.6

7
9
9

29.2
34.6
31.0

24
26
29

6
4
2

22.2
11.8
10.0

9
13
9

9

29.0
32.1
60.0

33.3
38.2
45.0

f

Low

%

Total
f

45.2
57.1
35.0

31
28
20

12 42.8
13 43.3
12 57.1

28
30
21

44.4
50.0
45.0

27
34
20

14
16
7

12
17
9

!-''
N;
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Table 22.-- Ritual Religiosity by General Inner/Other-Direction,
Academic Inner-Direction, Religious Inner-Direction,
and Academic-Religious Inner-Direction
Inner/OtherDirection

General Inner/OtherDirection:
Inner-Direction
Marginal
Other-Direction

Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Academic-Religious
Inner-Direction:
Both high
Academic high
Religious high
Both low

' Ritual Religiosity
High

Medium

19 37.3
22 38.6
13 32.5

11 21.6
19 33.3
7 17.5

21 41.2
16 28.1
20 50.0

51 100.0
57 100.0
40 100.0

22 44.0
18 32.7
13 29.5

11
16
12

22.0
29.1
27.3

17 34.0
21 38.2
19 43.2

50 100.0
55 100.0
44 100.0

24 50.0
16 28.l
15 31.3

12 25.0
19 33.3
8 16.7

12 25.0
22 38.6
25 52.1

48 100.0
57 100.0
48 100.0

5
10

4 21.1
22 44.9
15 34.1
8 53.3

19 100.0
49 100.0
44 100.0
15 100.0

f

10
17
16
4

Ritual religiosity:

%

52.6
34.7
36.4
26.7

f

13

3

%

26.3
20.4
29.5
20.0

Low

f

%

Total
f

%

This refers to the persons behavioral

conformity to the devotional norms of his religion. It was
hypothesized that general other-direction would lead to high
conformity. Table 21 shows that this is not the case. The
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relationship between general direction and ritual religiosity
is quite small, but what relationship there is goes in the
opposite direction to that predicted, with general other
direction characterized by lower religiosity.
The hypothesis that ritual religiosity would be low among
those highly inner-directed in an academic sense must be re
jected, though the hypothesis regarding religious inner-direction
and religiosity again is supported.

The relationship between

ritual religiosity and the combined measure of academic-religious
inner-direction shows a pattern similar to that found for other
dimensions.

High inner-direction on both subscales leads to

high ritual behavior, while low inner-direction on both leads
to low religiosity on this dimension.

Again, the main differ

ence between academic and religious inner-direction occurs in
the proportion of these groups characterized by low religiosity-
with those academically inner-directed somewhat more likely to
be low in ritual religiosity.
Sex differences in these relationships are present.

In

Table 23 general inner-direction among males leads to lower
religiosity among females.

The hypothesis that general other

direction would lead to high religiosity is supported, therefore,
in the female group.

High academic inner-direction leads to

higher ritual behavior for both males and females, though the
relationship is stronger among females.

Also, high religious

inner-direction leads to higher ritual behavior for both males

Table 23.---Ritual Religiosity by General Inner/Other-Direction, Academic
Inner-Direction, and Religious Inner-Direction, Controlled by Sex.
Inner/OtherDirection

Male

Female

Ritual Religiosity
%

Medium
f
%

6
8
4

28.6
25.8
16.7

5 23.8
12 38.7
5 20.8

8
6
5

32.0
22.2
20.8

6 24.0
9 33.3
8 · 33.3

11

45.8
11.5
17.9

7 29.2
10 38.5
6 21.4

f
General Inner/
Other-Direction:

Inner-Direction
Marginal
Other-Direction

Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

High

Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

3
5

Ritual Religiosity

%

Total
f

High
f
%

Medium

42.9
35.5
62.5

21
31
24

13 41.9
14 56.0
9 52.9

6 19.4
7 28.0
2 11.8

12
4
6

38.7
16.0
35.3

31
25
17

11
12

44.0
44.5
11 l.�5.8

25
27
24

14 56.0
12 42.9
8 40.0

5 20.0
7 25.0
4 20.0

6
9
8

24.0
32.1
40.0

25
28
20

6 25.0
13 50.0
17 60.7

24
26
28

13
13
10

54.2
41.9
50.0

5 20.8
9 29.0
2 10.0

6
9

25.0
29.0
40.0

24
31
20

f

Low

9

11

15

f

Low
f %

%

8

Total
f

�
0
(.,,J

Table 24.-- Consequential Religiosity by Gen�ral Inner/Other
Direction, Academic Inner-Direction, Religious
Inner-Direction, and Academic-Religious Inner-Direction
Inner/ OtherDirection

Consequential Religiosity

Low

Total
.f
%

13 25.0
18 30.5
21 47.7

25 48.1
25 42.4
12 27.3

52 100.0
59 100.0
44 100.0

10 18.5
21 36.8
12 26.0

20 37.0
14 24.6
17 37.0

24 44.5
22 38.6
17 37.0

54 100.0
57 100.0
46 100.0

High
Medium
Low

19 37.3
18 29.5
6 12.2

19 37.3
18 29.5
17 34.7

13 25.4
25 41.0
26 53.1

51 100.0
61 100.0
49 100.0

Both high
Academic high
Religious high
Both low

6 28.6
8 15.7
17 36.2
2 13.3

10
14
14
7

5
29
16
6

23.8
56.9
34.0
40.0

21 100.0
51 100.0
47 100.0
15 100.0

High
f
%
,General Inner/OtherDirection:
Inner-Direction 14 26.9
16 27.1
Marginal
11 25.0
Other-Direction
Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Religious InnerDirection:

Academic-Religious
Inner-Direction:

Medium
f
%

47.6
27.5
29.8
46.7

f

%

and females, though here the relationship again is stronger among
males.
Consequential religiosity:

This refers to the extent the

individual refers to a religious agent over others in a problem

situation.

It was hypothesized that
, those generally other

directed would be low in religiosity on this dimension.

This

hypothesis is not supported by the data, as seen in Table 24.
There is little difference between general inner- and general
other-direction in the proportion highly religious, but those
generally inner-directed are more likely to be low in religi
osity on this dimension.

The hypotheses regarding the associa

tion between the specified subscales of inner-direction and
consequential religiosity are supported.

High inner-direction

in an academic sense leads to lower religiosity, while those
highly inner-directed in a religious sense are high on con
sequential religiosity.

The relationship between consequential

religiosity and the combined measure of academic-religious
inner-direction also clearly supports the hypotheses.
Sex differences in these relationships are present, as
seen in Table 25, though they are not as extreme as they were
for some dimensions.

Male and female groups are similar in the

relationship between general direction pattern and religiosity.
The trend toward lower consequential religiosity among those
high in academic inner-direction is much more evident among
males, as the relationship almost disappears among females.
Male and female groups are very similar in the relationship
between religious inner-direction and consequential religiosity.
Religious scale types:

The last major hypotheses to be

tested were those formed from the property-space typology of
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Table 25.-- Consequential Religiosity by General Inner/Other-Direction, Academic
Inner-Direction, and Religious Inner-Direction, Controlled by Sex.
Inner/OtherDirection

Male

Female
Consequential Religiosity

Consequential Religiosity
High
General Inner/
Other-Direction:

Inner-Direction
Marginal
Other-Direction

Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Medium

f

%

5
7
7

23.8
22.6
29.2

6 28.6
11 35.5
9 37.5

3
9
8

11.5
33.3
32.0

11 42.3
7 25.9
8 32.0

10
5

41.7
18.5
17.2

9 37.5
9 33.3
9 31.0

5

f

%

f

Low

%

Total

High

Medium

f

f

%

10 47.6
13 41.9
8 33.3

21
31
24

9
9
4

29.0
32.1
20.0

7 22.6
7 25.0
12 60.0

12 46.2
11 40.7
9 36.0

26
27
25

7
12
4

25.0
40.0
19.0

20.8
48.2
51. 7

24
27
29

9 33.3
13 38.2
5.0
1

'

5

13
15

f

I

%

f

Low

%

Total
f

48.4
42.9
20.0

31
28
20

9 32.1
7 23.3
9 42.9

12 42.9
11 36.7
8 38.l

28
30
21

10 37.0
9 26.5
8 40.0

8 29.6
12 35.3
11 55.0

27
34
20

15
12
4

I-'

w
w
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Table 26.-- Meana Inner/Other-Direction Scores in
Religious Behavior Scale Types
Religious Behavior Pattern

Hlgh
Religiosity
on all
Dimensions

-X Rel I-D

Mixed
Religiosity

X

f

I/0-D

Low
Religiosity
on a ll
Dimensions

-X Ac I-D

f

Ideal Type

12

2.5

1

3.8

11

4.2

One Deviation

18

3.1

13

3.9

21

4.2

Two Devia tions

37

3.0

48

4.0

30

4.3

Three Deviations

24

3.4

42

4.0

24

4.1

Four Deviations

30

3.7

40

4.0

37

4.3

Five Devia tions

21

3.6

8

4.2

18

4.3

Six Deviations

11

3.7

1

3.7

12

4.3

aA higher mean score represents, first, low inner-direction
on the specific subscales of religious and academic inner-direction,
a nd, second, higher other-direction on the general sca le.

religious behavior. These were essentially derived from the hypoth
eses rega rding direction patterns and the six separate religious
dimensions.

Hypotheses were formed for three ideal types of

religious behavior--high religiosity on
religiosity on all,
a nd

and

a ll

dimensions, low

high religiosity on religious identity

ritua l behavior, but low on religious self-concept, creeda l

orthodoxy, socio-religious communality and consequential reli-
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giosity on all, and high religiosity on religious identity and
ritual behavior, but low on religious self-concept, creedal
orthodoxy, socio-religious communality and consequential
religiosity.

It was hypothesized that the first type would be

characterized by persons high in religious inner-direction, the
second by persons high in academic inner-direction, and the
third by persons generally other-directed.

Religious types

-1with progressive deviations from these ideal scale types, it
was predicted, would be characterized to a lesser degree by
1 these direction patterns.
Table 26 shows the result of this scale analysis.

The

findings, generally, reflect the only practical support for
the hypotheses seen earlier.

The only set of types in which

the hypotheses are supported is that with the ideal type of high
religiosity on all dimensions--which should, by the hypotheses,
be characterized by high religious inner-direction.

From the

table it can be seen that the ideal type of high religiosity is
characterized by high religious inner-direction, and religious
inner-direction declines as deviations for this ideal model increase.
The hypotheses regarding the other scale types were not
supported.

There is essentially no difference in academic

inner-direction mean scores between the ideal type of low religi
osity on all dimensions and the progressive deviation types from
the ideal

Differences in general inner/other-direction are also
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small between the mixed religiosity ideal type and the deviation
types--and what differences there are indicate to a degree that
other-direction increases rather than decreases as deviations
from the ideal types increase.
Summary
Data has been presented reflecting the hypotheses developed
in Chapter One.

It was shown that there were varying degrees

of association between the six dimensions of religiosity used
in the study.

Of the six, creedal orthodoxy was most highly

related to a combined index of religiosity.

Socio-religious

communality was the least highly related to this index.

The

clearest clustering of dimensions, using a rather crude tech
nique, was formed by creedal orthodoxy, religious identity,
and ritual behavior.
The analysis of relationships between control variables
and the research variables of religiosity and direction patterns
indicated that sex status was the control variable most con
sistently and highly related.

While differences in the several

dimensions of religiosity and in inner/other-direction patterns
were found for the different categories of social status back
ground, rural-urban background and school class level, only
sex differences were consistent for the religious dimensions,
and sex was most clearly related to inner/other-direction.
Females were high on all dimensions of religiosity except
socio-religious communality, and they also were slightly more
likely to be inner-directed.
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Only limited support was found for the specific research
hypotheses.

By way of summarization of the findings, it may

be helpful to look at the different direction patterns and their
relationship to the six religious dimensions separately.

Regard

ing general inner/other-direction it was hypothesized that gen
eral other-direction would lead to higher religiosity on two
dimensions:

religious identity and ritual religiosity.

For

religious identification there was very slight support for the
hypothesis in the group as a whole.

When sex differences in

the relationship were introduced, it was found that the hypoth
esis was supported among females--that is, other-directed fe

males tended to be higher in religious identity.

Among males,

however, there was some evidence that high religious identity
occurred more often among the generally inner-directed,
rather than the generally other-directed.

The hypothesis that

general other-direction would lead to high ritual religiosity
was not supported for the group as a whole.

For the total

sample, there was a slight tendency for the generally inner
directed to be higher on ritual behavior.
fairly strong for males.

This pattern was

Among females, however, the reverse

was true, as other-directed females were higher in ritual be
havior.
It was hypothesized, on the other hand, that general other
direction would lead to low religiosity on religious self-concept,
creedal orthodoxy, socio-religious communality, and consequential
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religiosity.

Very limited support was found for the hypothesis

regarding religious self-con�ept, as the other-directed were
only slightly more likely to be low in religious self-concept

for the total sample.

Among males, however, the predicted

pattern was quite evident.

Evidence for the relationship among

females was opposite to that predicted, as other-direction
seemed to lead to high religious self-concept.
I

For the sample as a whole, contrary to the hypothesis, there

/was a very slight tendency for the generally inner-directed to
'be lower in creedal orthodoxy.
both males and females.

This tendency was the same for

The hypothesis regarding general direc

tion pattern and socio-religious communality was not supported.
Among the total sample general inner-direction led to both high
and low communality while general other-direction was associated
with the middle ranges of this dimension.

Among males, general

inner-direction seemed to lead to slightly lower communality,
though the differences were mainly between medium and lower
ranges.

The pattern seen for the total sample was repeated

among females.
Also contrary to the hypotheses, those generally inner

directed were lower in consequential religiosity than the gen
erally other-directed.

This pattern was present both among

males and females, though for females there seemed to be a
tendency for general inner-direction to settle more in the
extremes of high and low consequential religiosity, while the
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generally other-directed females centered in the medium range
on this religious dimension.
The second major set of hypotheses to be tested were con
cerned with relations between the religiosity dimensions and
inner-direction with the value content of academic success.
It was hypothesized that those persons high in academic inner
direction would be low on all religious dimensions.
hypotheses generally were not supported.

These

For the total sample

there was essentially no relationship between academic inner
direction and religious identity.

This lack of relationship

was present among females, but among males there was a slight
association in the predicted direction.

For the sanple as a

whole, there was a very slight tendency for those high in
academic inner-direction to be lower in religious self-concept.
This tendency disappeared for males, but was present among
females.
Contrary to the prediction, there was a slight tendency
for those high in academic inner-direction to be high in creedal
orthodoxy.

This association was stronger for females than it

was for males.

Again, there was a very slight patterning of

high academic inner-direction and high socio-religious commun
ality.

This association was similar for both males and females,

though among males those high in academic inner-direction tended
to settle more in the extremes of religiosity.

The hypothesis

regarding ritual religiosity was contradicted by the data, as
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there was a definite tendency for those high in academic inner
direction to be high on this dimension.

This association was

stronger among females than among males.
The hypothesis regarding academic inner-direction and con
sequential religiosity was supported by the data--as those high
in academic inner-direction were somewhat lower in religiosity.
This association was especially true among males, but was quite
weak among females where those high in academic inner-direction
tended to be both high and low in consequential religiosity,
while those low in academic inner-direction tended to center
in the medium ranges of religiosity.
The third set of hypotheses, those between religious inner
direction and the religiosity dimensions, were all supported.
Here, of course, it was predicted that those high in religious
inner-direction would be high in religiosity on all of the di
mensions.

The investigation of these relationships by sex

showed that while the patterns were consistent for both males
and females, they tended to be stronger among males than among
females.
The final hypotheses tested were those reflecting the theory
as a whole, taking into account all of the dimensions at the same
time as they were manifested in patterns suggested by the separ
ate hypotheses.

Here it was predicted that those high in religi

osity on all dimensions would be the highest group in religious
inner-direction and the lowest in academic inner-direction.
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Those low on all dimensions were predicted to be the highest
in academic inner-direction and the lowest in religious inner
direction.

Finally, those high in religious identity and ritual

behavior, but low in all others, were predicted to be the highest
in general other-direction, with progressive deviations from
this ideal type becoming lower in general other-direction.
Only the hypothesis regarding religious inner-direction was
supported, with essentially no patterns emerging in the other
two cases.

CHAPTER IV
Re-interpretation of Theoretical Framework
in Light of Research Findings
The concluding section in this study will be the discussion
of the theoretical framework in light of the support or non
support of the hypotheses derived from it.
Summary of Theoretical Framework
In Chapter One, the nature of what was termed religiosity
was discussed.

It was concluded there that religiosity con

sisted of a number of separate types or dimensions, and that
high religiosity on one dimension did not necessarily mean a
correspondingly high religiosity in others.

six such dimensions were defined:

For this study,

Religious identity, or a

feeling that religion has been important in the person's develop
ment; religious self-concept, the tendency to define one's self
in terms of some religious referrent; creedal orthodoxy, the
person's belief in the principal doctrines of his religion;
socio-religious co��unality, or the tendency to center social
interaction among members of one's religious faith; ritual
religiosity, the observance of the church's expectations regard
ing devotional behavior; and consequential religiosity, or the
referral to church or pastor in problem situations.
The trend in American society toward increased religious
identification, church membership and observance was also noted
142
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in Chapter One.

Of various explanations forwarded for this trend,

a persistent one has been the hypothesized shift from inner-direction
to other-direction in our society.

The nature of these direction

constructs is such that observers feel that other-direction would
motivate persons to turn to religion.

They would identify with

religion, and would attend services more often than others.

On

the other hand i it is felt that other-direction would not lead to
a corresponding increase in other types of religiosity.

For ex

ample, other-directed persons seemingly would not accept a religi
ous doctrine which sets them off from a world in which they des
perately want to be a part.

Likewise, it has been reasoned that

other-direction would not be conducive to the conception of religion
or the church as a referrent in problem situations, where seemingly
more relevant sources are available, such as experts or simply a
person's peers.

The other-directed person, hoping to be accepted

by all, also would not seem comfortable in choosing his friends
and companions totally or mainly from a closed system formed by
his religious peers.

Finally, it does not seem that this type

of person would come to saliently define himself in terms of a
religious status.
Predicted religiosity patterns for inner-directed persons are
not as clear, for there is the complicating factor of the content
of the goals or values internalized in an inner-directed sense-
though this complexity has not been noted previously in theories
dealing with inner-direction.

In this study three types of inner

direction were discussed, general inner-direction, academic inner-
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direction, and religious inner-direction.

General inner-direction

was used mainly as a designation for those not other-directed.
Academic inner-direction is a type where the internalized goal is
one of academic success, a secular or non-religious goal.

Religious

inner-direction refers to the inner-directed type with the internali
zation of a religious goal.

From discussions of the historical de

velopment of inner-directed patterns, primarily with a goal of
secular success, and its relation to religiosity, it was predicted
that high secular inner-direction would lead to low religiosity on
all of the dimensions defined in the study.

This prediction was

based on the somewhat tentative assumption that a goal of secular
success would at times call for behavior contradictory to religious
orientations.

A direct association was predicted between religious

inner-direction and all of the dimensions of religiosity.
Summary of Results
The hypotheses regarding general direction pattern, and
academic inner-direction which were derived from this theoretical
framework, on the whole, received only slight support or were con
tradicted by the findings.
direction were supported.

Hypotheses regarding religious inner
Table 27 shows the relationships be

tween the direction patterns and a summary index of the six religi
ous dimensions.

A high score on this index indicates high religi

osity on four or more dimensions, when these dimensions are dichot
omized into high and low religiosity.

A low score indicates high

religiosity on less than three of the dimensions.
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Table 27.-- Index of Dimensional Religiosity by General Inner/Other
Direction, Academic Inner-Direction, Religious Inner
Direction, and Academic-Religious Inner-Direction.
Inner/OtherDirection

Index of Dimensional Religiosity
High
f

I
General lnner/Othe Direction:
Inner-Direction
Marginal
Other-Direction

%

Low

Medium
f

%

f

Total
%

f

%

20 39.2
29 51.8
14 35.0

8 15.7
9 16.1
7 17.5

23 45.1
18 32.1
19 47.5

51 100.u
56 100.0
40 100.0

21 42.0
25 46.3
20 45.5

9 18.0
9 16.7
5 11.4

20 40.0
20 37.0
19 43.2

50 100.0
54 100.0
44 100.0

32 66.7
26 46.4
8 16.7

6 12.5
6 10.7
12 25.0

10 20.8
24 42.9
28 58.3

48 100.0
56 100.0
48 100.0

13
13
27
2

3 15.8
10 20.4
9.1
4
3 20.0

3 1�.8
26 53.1
13 29.5
10 66.7

19
49
44
15

Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Academic-Religious
Inner-Direction:
Both high
Academic high
Religious high
Both low

68.4
26.5
61.4
13.3

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

As can be seen, there is essentially no relationship between
general direction pattern and the dimensional index of religiosity.
This finding is not surprising, since it was predicted that general
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other-direction would lead to high religiosity on certain dimensions,
but low religiosity on others.

There is also no relationship between

partial support found earlier.

The relationships between the summary

measure of religiosity and religious inner-direction, and the com
bined measure of academic-religious inner-direction, lend support
to the hypotheses regarding these concepts.

Note that the combined

measure of academic-religious inner-direction conforms to the hypoth
esized pattern to a greater extent with the summary index than it
did with the dimensions separately.
Table 28 describes the relationships between direction patterns
and the summary index of religiosity controlled for sex.

Again, it

can be seen in these relationships that females, generally, are
more religious than males.

Looking at general inner/other-direction,

it seems that there is little difference between inner-directed males
and females in the proportion high in religiosity.

Note, however,

that other-directed males tend to be lower in religiosity slightly
more often than those who are inner-directed.
pattern is reversed.

Among females this

There is only a slight difference between

males and females in the relationship between academic inner-dir
ection and religiosity.

The relationship between religious inner

direction and the surmnary index of religiosity is consistent be
tween the sexes, though as was true for the dimensions individually�
the relationship is not as strong for females as it is for males.
Principal Trends in the Data
Focusing on the relationships between religiosity and the in
dividual direction patterns, certain trends will be noted.

Table 28.-- Index of Dimensional Religiosity by General Inner/Other-Direction,
Academic Inner-Direction and Religious Inner-Direction, Controlled by Sex.
Inner/OtherDirection

Female

Male
Index of Dimensional Religiosity
High
f
%

f

%

30.0
41.9
26.1

3

15.0
16.2
8.7

8
10
9

32.0
38.5
37.5

16
9
2

66.7
36.0
7.1

General Inner/
Other-Direction:

6
Inner-Direction
Marginal
13
Other-Direction
6

Academic InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Religious InnerDirection:
High
Medium
Low

Medium

f

Low

%

Total
f

Index of Dimensional Religiosity
High
f

%

55.0
41.9
65.2

20
31
23

14 45.2
16 64.0
8 47.1

3 12.0
4 15.4
3 12.5

14 56.0
12 46.2
12 50.0

25
26
24

13
15

3 12.5
8.0
2
5 17.9

14
21

20.8
56.0
75.0

24
25
28

16
17
6

5

2

11

13
15

5

Medium
f

%

f

f

31
25
17

8

7

24.0
28.6
35.0

25
28
20

5
10
7

20.8
32.3
35.0

24
31
20

12

52.0
53.6
11 55.0

66 24.0
5 17.9
22 10.0

6

66.7
54.8
30.0

33 12.5
4 12.9
7 35.0

5

%

Total

38.7
20.0
23.5

16.1
16.0
29.4

5

4.

Low

5

4

....

,l:-

......
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General Inner/Other-Direction:

1)

The finding of no relation

ship between general inner/other-direction and the summary index of
religiosity reflects the inconsistencies found in the relationships
between this direction pattern and the individual religious dimen
sions.

The relationship between these two variables controlled for

sex also points out a trend seen in the individual relationships.
This is the tendency for inner-directed males to be slightly
higher in religiosity than other-directed males, and the opposite
tendency for inner-directed females to be lower in religiosity
than other-directed females.

This pattern was very apparent for

some dimensions of religiosity, weaker in some, and lacking in
another.
Dimensions where the pattern was present were religious
identity, religious self-concept, and to some degree in ritual
religiosity.

On all of these religious dimensions, inner-directed

males were more religious than other-directed males, while inner
directed females were less religious than females who were other
directed.

Inner-directed males were somewhat lower in socio

religious communality than other-directed males.

Inner-directed

females settled in the extremes of high and low communality.
The male pattern of high inner-directed religiosity was not
repeated in the creedal orthodoxy dimension.
males were lower in religiosity.

Here inner-directed

The pattern of low religiosity

for inner-directed females was present in creedal orthodoxy, where
inner-direction led to lm1er religiosity.

The differences be-
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tween inner-direction and other-direction in creedal orthodoxy were
also larger for females than they were for males.

This could

perhaps indicate that while the pattern of high religiosity among
inner�directed males was not present, and that inner-direction
operated in the same manner for both males and females on this
dimension, there was some counter-pressure toward higher creedal
orthodoxy among inner-directed males.

The second aspect of

orthodoxy discussed briefly in Chapter Three also sheds light on
this matter.

Institutional orthodoxy was the term given to a

concept referring to the satisfaction or dissatisfaction with
certain positions taken by the church in matters not specifically
doctrinal.

The positions taken by the church used in this study

were those on artificial birth control and the new changed posi
tion on mixed marriage agreements.

Respondents were asked whether

they thought their church should or should not change its positions
on these matters.

It was found here that among males there was

essentially no difference between those inner- and other-dlrected
in institutional orthodoxy, indicating that inner-directed males
were slightly more religious on this aspect of orthodoxy than
they were for creedal orthodoxy.

Patterns among females, however,

were almost identical for creedal and institutional orthodoxy.
If, as suggested, institutional orthodoxy is more relevant to the
person's "everyday" behavior, it seems that inner-directed males
are more orthodox in their beliefs toward practical moral matters
than they are toward the more abstract doctrinal issues.

This

difference is not repeated among inner-directed females, who are
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equally unorthodox in belief toward both types of issues.
It was found that inner-direction among both males and re
males led to low consequential religiosity.

This tendency was

slightly more evident for females than for males, indicating
somewhat the continuance of the different religiosity patterns
for inner/other-direction between the sexes.
Summarizing the only apparent pattern in findings regarding
general inner/other-direction and the dimensions of religiosity,
inner-directed females are lower in religiosity than other
directed females on all dimensions except socio-religious commu
nility, where they center in the extremes of religiosity.
Inner-directed males, on the other hand, are clearly higher in
religiosity than other-directed males on three dimensions:
religious identity, religious self-concept, and ritual religiosity.
They are lower in religiosity than other-directed males on the
dimensions of creedal orthodoxy, socio-religious communality, and
consequential religiosity, though comparison with females shows
that the differences between inner- and other-directed males are
slightly less than the female differences on the orthodoxy and
consequential dimensions--giving slight but additional indication
that the pattern was present in five of the six dimensions studied.
Interpretation:

The only dimension where there is no

evidence of the pattern's effect is socio-religious communality.
The pattern's absence for this dimension provides a clue to its
possible explanation.

All previous evidence, both anecdotal and
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empirical, have indicated that females are more religious than
males.

Indeed, evidence from this study has shown that they are

on most dimensions.

This pattern of female religiosity has been

observed and demonstrated with such consistency that one might
say that it is one of the few general "laws" in the sociology of
religion.

Accepting this general "law" as validly demonstrated,

then, one assumption together with the findings of this study
provides a partial explanation for the patterns observed.
This assumption concerns other-direction, and consists mainly
in the position that "others" of the same general status groups
are the principal agents of direction for the other-directed.
Assuming this proposition, it follows then that male behavior
patterns, or their "discernable modal actions" will be followed
by other-directed males before they will follow the "modal
actions" of females.

Females, of course, by this assumption,

would follow the "modal actions" characteristic of females.
With this proposition, and with the knowledge we have regard
ing male and female religiosity, it follows that other-directed
males, following the male "modal action'' of low religiosity,
would themselves be low in religiosity.

Other-directed females,

on the other hand, following the female "modal action" of high
religiosity would in turn be high in religiosity themselves.
Inner-directed males and females, however, do not follow these
"modal actions."

It is possible from this framework, then to

predict that other-directed males would be lower in religiosity
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than inner-directed males, and that inner-directed females would
be lower in religiosity than females who were other-directed.
The prediction of these patterns from the list of assumptions is
not direct, however, since inner-directed males, while different
in religiosity than other-directed males, could have been differ
ent in the direction of even lower religiosity.

By the same

reasoning, inner-directed females could have been even higher in
religiosity than other-directed females.

The evidence suggests,

however, that inner-directed males are indeed higher in religiosity
than other-directed males for most dimensions, while inner-directed
females are lower in religiosity than the other-directed females.
The only definite exception for both males and females was socio
religious communality.

This exception lends support to the inter

pretation of conformity or non-conformity to modal actions in that
inner-directed males, lower in communality than the other-directed,
do not conform to the male modal action of high socio-religious
communality, the only dimension on which males demonstrated higher
religiosity than females.
The interpretation above must be qualified somewhat, because
there are again sex differences.

Inner-direction among females

does seem to lead to the non-ac·ceptance of "modal actions" for
all religious dimensions--that is, they are lower in religiosity
than other-directed femdes for all but socio-religious communality.
Inner-directed males, on the other hand, are clearly higher in
religiosity than other-directed males on only three dimensions:
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Religious identity, religious self-concept, and ritual religiosity.
The question is whether there is some common element in the content
of these dimensions which would influence these findings.

In the

author's judgment the possibility that these dimensions could be
tapping a non-institutionalized, more individual type of religiosity
seems plausible.

Religious identity, for example, as it was

beasured, might not refer to the importance of the Catholic Church
1
to the individual, but perhaps rather his Catholic faith in general.
/
Likewise, religious self-concept seems to be a clearly individualized
1 religious dimension, and ritual religiosity does not necessarily
constitute conformity to specifically institutional norms, but
perhaps to individualized religious norms.
The dimensions on which inner-directed males were lower in
religiosity seem to be oriented more toward religion as an actual
organization.

Inner-directed males were lower in communality,

indicating that they do not regard their church or religion as a
community of which they should be a part.

Likewise, their lower

scores in consequential religiosity indicate that they do not
regard the church or the pastor as useful guides in problem
situations--though this says nothing of the place they assign to
religion in general in these situations.

One other dimension on

which inner-directed males were less religi.ous was creedal ortho
doxy.

A possible explanation for this would be that an individual

ized religious orientation might lead to

a

less definite position

of agreement with the main religious doctrines of the church.
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This, of course, may not indicate outright rejection of these
doctrines, but rather the unwillingness to be quite as definite
in agreement with them.

The fact that inner-directed males are

not as "unorthodox" in institutional orthodoxy as they are in
creedal orthodoxy indicates that while other-directed males may be
more highly definite about their agreement wit;h abstract doctrines,
they are not any more willing to put these doctrines into effect
in concrete behavior than are inner-directed males.
It may be, then, that inner-directed males manifest a type
of religiosity which is less institutionally oriented, but more
individualized--and they are thus more religious on the types of
religious dimensions calling for an individualized response.
With their individualized orientation, they do not regard the
church as a real community or society of which they are a part,
and they do not see the church or her ministers as useful guides
for behavior.

They also seem to question the basic doctrines of

their faith more than other-directed males do, though they do not
question the implementation of these doctrines any more than,

those who are other-directed.

Inner-direction among females,

however, seems to lead to a general dissatisfaction with religion,
in both an institutional and an individualized sense.
Much of the above, of course, is conjecture, and hindsight
indicates that religious dimensions reflecting a non-institutional
orientation per� should have been included.

There are also

methodological limitations in this discussion.

These will be

taken up later in this chapter.
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2)

Academic Inner-Direction: · As noted before, the hypothe

sized relationships between this variable and the dimensions of
religiosity received only limited support.

As a whole, the only

religious dimensions on which persons high in academic inner
direction were low, were religious self-concept and consequential
religiosity.

Even here the support was slight and would not have

been statistically significant.

Those high in academic inner

direction, on the other hand, were clearly higher in ritual
religiosity and were somewhat higher in creedal orthodoxy and
socio-religious communality.

There was little difference, how

ever, in religious identity between those high and low in academic
inner-direction.
As seen in Table 27 there are only slight differences between
males and females in the relationship of academic inner-direction
and the summary index of dimensional religiosity.

Highly inner

directed females are slightly more religious than those low in
academic inner-direction.

This tendency is reversed for males,

though the differences are so small that conclusions are dangerous.
On the basis of these findings, then, it must be concluded
that the hypotheses regarding academic inner-direction and the
dimensions of religiosity were not supported.

This reflects back

to the somewhat tentative assumption that the internalization of
a secular success goal was contradictory to religious orientations.
Seemingly this is not the case, at least for the secular goal of
academic success.
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Interpretation:

Aside from the lack of support for the

assumption that academic inner-direction was in conflict with
religious orientations, the findings are consistent with those
which would be expected from the conceptual definition of the

concept without this assumption.

It will be remembered that the

position was stated that persons who were inner-directed in con
texts where their internalized goals and values were relevant,
would probably have a tendency to "follow the crowd" in contexts where their goals were not relevant.

In the latter situations

they would have a tendency to follow the "modal action."

This

conformity to the modal action, however, would not be as strong
as it is for those actually other-directed.

Assuming, then,

that there is a relatively weaker tendency toward the modal
action for those high in academic inner-direction in a clearly
religious context, it would seem that any differences between
them and persons low in academic inner-direction would be smaller
than differences between the generally inner-directed and generally
other-directed, and between those high and low in the more situa
tionally relevant religious inner-direction.

As Table 27 shows,

academically inner-directed males and females do tend to follow
the "modal action" of low and high religiosity, though the dif
ferences are very small.

Also, the differences in religiosity

on the individual dimensions for those high and low in academic
inner-direction are smaller than those for general inner/other
direction and religious inner-direction.

The mean C' value for

relationships between the six religious dimensions and academic
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inner-direction was .155, for general inner/other-direction it
was .225, and it was .313 for religious inner-direction.
3)

Religious Inner-Direction:

The findings supporting

hypotheses regarding religious inner-direction and the religious
dimensions were expected.

There is no reason to expect anything

but high religiosity with high religious inner-direction.

The

only unexpected finding was that the relationships were slightly
stronger for males than they were for females. We saw previously
that females who were inner-directed in a general sense were less
religious than other-directed females.

This pattern was not re

peated in academic inner-direction, so there is no logical reason
to expect it here.

Another explanation could simply be that high

and low religious inner-direction is not religiously discriminatory among a group generally high in religiosity.

That is, fe

males low in religious inner-direction, while still less religious
than the religiously inner-directed, tend to be religious from the
motivation of sources other than inner-direction, presumably the
female other-directed tendency to conform to the female ''modal
action'' of high religiosity.

Males low in religious inner-direction,

however, tending in various degrees to follow the "modal action'' of
low male religiosity, are much lower in religiosity than the males
high in religious inner-direction.
Major Limitations in the Study
There are various weaknesses in the conceptualization, design,
and methodology of the study which have hindered the formulation
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of definite conclusions regarding direction pattern and religiosity.
1)

Limitations in conceptual model:

A� noted in Chapter One,

this study was primarily concerned with organized religion, and

with behavior in organized religious bodies.

For this reason

religious dimensions were conceptualized and measured in such a
way that non-institutionalized types of religious response were
only indirectly taken into account.

As this chapter has shown,

however, non-institutionalized religious patterns do seem to be
present for certain groups, especially inner-directed males.
Due to the lack of specific non-institutionalized referrents in
the study, any interpretations and conclusions regarding it have
had to be indirect and tentative.
Another limitation in both the conceptual model and the re
search design was the study of only one religious group--Catholic
students at a non-sectarian University.

As stated in Chapter Two,

it was felt that the gains in facility of analysis and interpre
tation would outweigh the obviously limited generalizing power
of the study.

With this limitation, then, it must be kept in

mind that the tindings and any conclusions drawn from them refer
most specifically to the actual Catholic students used in the
sample, perhaps to other Catholic students at this University,
and finally perhaps to Catholic students in state supported
universities.

Generalization of these findings to students with

different religious faiths, or to persons who are not students,
is not justified.
groups is needed.

Replication of the study among these different
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2)

Methodological Limitations:

The main weakness in

methodology stems from the sampling design.

There was a self

selection factor of fifty per cent in the sample and while the
obtained sample seemed similar to the drawn sample in certain
demographic variables, nothing can be said about their similar
ities in the main research variables of religiosity and inner/
other-direction patterns.

Since the sample does not conform

to a strictly random model, therefore, generalization power is
/questionable, and for this reason inferential statistics were
; not used in the study.
A second weakness in the sampling design was the relatively
small number of respondents obtained.

Much of the analysis was

controlled by sex, and the main conclusions are drawn on the basis
of this sex controlled analysis.

The author realizes that conclu

sions based on the frequencies obtained in the tables would be
questionable.

For this reason, what the author considered

adequate caution was exercised.

Statements about obviously small

percentage differences were avoided, for example.
Still, it is recognized that the possibility that any single
relationship, based on the percentage breakdowns, could have
occurred by chance was quite large in most cases.

The main con

clusions, therefore, are not based on any single relationship,
but rather on the trends that were evident in a number of these
relationships.

While little could be said about any single re

lationship, in combination they_assume greater reliability and
become mutually supportive.
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A third weakness is the lack of information on the reliability
and validity of the instruments used to measure the concepts in
the model.

In all cases the instruments used to measure religio

sity were evaluated solely on face validity; on an intuitive

basis they seemed to measure what they were designed to measure.
Whether this face validity was enough for reliable and valid test
�f the hypotheses could legitimately be argued in some cases.
As noted in Chapter Two, there were several existing measures
designed for general inner/other-direction.

The author utilized

. the one which seemed most reliable and valid, one based on a
I

factor analysis of existing measures.

The measures for specified

academic and religious inner-direction were based on items from
the general inner/other-direction scale, reworded to specify
the content of the goals internalized.
these specified scales seem adequate.

Again, on face validity,
Arguments against sole

reliance on face validity are well taken by the author.

If the

scope of the study was larger, other estimates of reliability
and validity would have been in order.
feels that face validity is sufficient.

As it is, the author
It should be noted, how

ever, that the conclusions to follow are based essentially on the
assumption that the instruments used did indeed measure what they
were designed to measure.
Summary and Conclusions
Unlike most previous studies of religiosity which focused
on only one or two dimensions, an examination of six religious
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dimensions was carried out in this study.

These dimensions were:

Religious identity, religious self-concept, ideological religiosity,
socio-religious communality, ritual religiosity, and consequential
religiosity.
The relations between these dimensions and the value patterns
of inner- and other-direction were examined. The aim of the study
was to provide a test of a theory of religiosity which was centered
on the hypothesized shift from inner-direction to other-direction
in our society, and which was formed to explain the "religious
revival" observed over the last decades. This theory is summarized
briefly in the following quotation:

1

Whereas men once identified themselves with commerce and
industry--with its power, its abstractions, its achieve
ments--and forced women to remain identified with domesti
city--save for those women who broke through the barrier
and became man-imitating career girls--now, as many observers
have pointed out, a growing homogenization of roles is occur
ring • • • • Rather than delegating religion to their women
folk, men go to church in increasing numbers, occasionally
as in an earlier day to be respectable or to climb socially,
and occasionally out of a genuine religious call, but more
typically because the church, like the high school, and the
country club, has become a center for the family as a social
unit.
Based on these views, a theory of other-directed religious be
havior was formulated. It was felt that other-directed persons
would identify with their religion very highly, and would conform
to the devotional expectations connected with it. They would be
1oavid Riesman, "The Suburban Dislocation," in Abundance for
What? and Other Essays (Anchor Books Edition; Garden City, New York:
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1964), p. 225.
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low in other aspects of religiosity, such as religious self
concept, socio-religious communality, creedal orthodoxy, and what
The religiosity of inner

was termed consequential religiosity.

directed persons, on the other hand, was felt to depend on the
nature of their internalized goals.

Persons inner-directed wi�h

an internalized goal of success in some secular area would be low
in religiosity, while those inner-directed with an internalized
goal of religiousness would be high in religiosity for all dimensions.
Data reflecting these hypotheses generally did not lend support
to the theory.
A)

These data are summarized below:

General Inner/Other-Direction:

1)

Religious Identity --

No relationship between identity
and direction pattern; hypothesis
not supported.

2)

Ritual Religiosity --

Inner-Directed higher in ritual
religiosity; hypothesis not
supported.

3)

Religious Self-Concept --

Inner-Directed higher in reli
gious self-concept; hypothesis
supported.

4)

Ideological Religiosity --

Other-Directed higher in ortho
doxy; hypothesis not supported.

5)

Socio-Religious Communality--Inner-Directed both high and low
in communality; hypothesis not
supported.

6)

Consequential Religiosity -- Other-Directed higher in conse
quential religiosity; hypothesis
not supported.
Data reflecting the hypothesized relationships between academic

inner-direction and religious dimensions were inconclusive:
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B)

Academic Inner-Direction:

1)

Religious Identity --

No relationship between identity
and academic inner-direction;
hypothesis not supported.

2)

Religious Self-Concept --

High academic inner-direction lower
in religious self-concept; hypo
thesis supported.

3)

Ideological Religiosity --

High academic inner-direction
higher in orthodoxy; hypothesis
not supported.

4)

Socio-Religious Communality--High academic inner-direction
higher in communality; hypothesis
not supported.

5)

Ritual Religiosity --

6)

Consequential Religiosity -- High academic inner-direction
lower in consequential religio
sity; hypothesis supported.
C)

Religious Inner-Direction:

High academic inner-direction
higher in ritual religiosity;
hypothesis not supported.

In all cases the hypothesized

relationships between religious inner-direction and the dimensions
of religiosity were supported.
On the basis of these findings certain aspects of the theory
of inner/other-directed religiosity were not supported.

There may

be various reasons why this was the case:
1)

Conceptual and operational definitions of concepts may
have been incorrect.

2)

The population studied, Catholic college students, may
have been atypical, either because of their student
status, or because of their Catholic status.

3)

The theory itself may not be valid.

The first two possibilities have been discussed before, and they
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must remain conjecture until the study has been replicated.

The

third possibility cannot be definitely accepted until there is
replication of the study.

On the basis of the information we have,

however, certain elements of the theory do, indeed, seem to be in
error.
1)

The implicit assumption that inner/other-direction exercises

a direct causal influence on religiosity is not supported.

In the

theory inner/other-direction is connected to certain patterns of
religiosity��-

The dimensions of religious identity and ritual

religiosity, for example, seem to be consonant with other-directed
values, while other dimensions are contradictory to them.

Data in

this study indicate that the only connection between other-direction
and religiosity is indirect.

Other-direction does influence a

person to refer to and conform to the modal action, or the most
numerically frequent pattern of religiosity, of the people around
him.

But whether the other-directed person will be high or low

in religiosity on any dimension depends not on the specific values
of other-direction, or the specific nature of the religious dimen

sion, but on the nature of this religious "modal action."
Also, the other-directed person does not refer to a general
"modal action ! ' of a general "other," but to a somewhat <!llore restric

tive "other."

Thus, it was found that other-directed males conform

to the male modal action of low religiosity, while other-directed
females conform to a female modal action of high religiosity.
2)

The view that the nature of the internalized values would
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determine the pattern of religiosity among the inner-directed was
not supported by the data.
a)

Rather, two patterns were observed:

Inner-direction with the internalization of values not

directly pertinent in a religious situation leads to a limited
tendency to refer to the "modal action11 of religiosity.
b)

There seems to be some evidence of the presence of a

generalized inner-directed effect, irrespective of internalized
alues, toward higher religiosity.

Those academically inner-

f:irected were slightly higher in religiosity generally.

Those

nner-directed in a religious sense were definitely higher in
religiosity.

Also, the persons inner-directed in both an academic

and religious sense were probably the most highly religiou_s observed
in the study.
Suggestions for Further Research:
1)

Replication of the Study -- The need for replication has

been repeatedly stressed, and does not warrant elaboration here.
2)

The Reference and Context of Other-Directed Conformity -

It was observed that sex status provided a grouping in which per
sons who were other-directed conformed to a modal action within
their own sex group or status, but not to the modal action of the
opposite sex.

Whether this pattern of religious conformity would

be repeated for other status breakdowns, such as social class,
cannot be answered.

It is also not known whether a similar pattern

would be observed in contexts other than religion.
3)

The Clarity of the Modal Action -- In this study the

presence of clear modal actions of low religiosity among males
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and high religiosity among females greatly aided interpretation.
The degree to which a clear modal action is necessary for other
directed conformity is not known, however.
Conclusion:
Four patterns stand out in the findings presented in this
study:
1)

There does not seem to be a direct connection between
other-direction and religiosity per�-

2)

There is slight evidence of a generalized inner-direction
effect leading to higher religiosity, irrespective of
internalized values.

3)

The influence of other-direction on religiosity is in
direct.

Other-direction influences a person to seek out

and conform to the modal action of religiosity of the
persons he normally refers to.
4)

There is not a generalized

11

other" for the other-directed

person, but rather a generalized "status reference" with
which he conforms.
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Appendix I
Research Instrument

STUDENT ATTITUDE STUDY
Center for Sociological Research
Western Michigan University

This is not a test. Therefore there are no specific right or
wrong answers, only your own ideas on the questions that are
asked. Nevertheless, in order for the study to be valid, it is
very important that you indicate your ideas as completely as
possible in a way that reflects your real feelings. Since there
is no need to write your name on the schedule, no one but you
will know what you have written. When the study is completed
the total results will be made public, so you will have the
opportunity to see the end result.

Date

---------------

(DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL INSTRUCTED)
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-2-

There are twenty numbered blanks on the page below. Please write
twenty answers to the simple question "Who am I?" in the blanks.
Just give twenty different answers to this question. Answer as if
you were giving the answers to yourself, not to somebody else.
Write the answers in the order that they occur to you. Don't worry
about logic or "importance." Go along fairly fast, for time is
limited.
1.

11.

2.

12.

3.

13.

4.

14.

5.

15.

6.

16.

7.

17.

8.

18.

9.

19.

10.

20.

(DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL INSTRUCTED)
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Please check or complete the following information:
Sex:

---

Male
Female

Marital Status:

Residence:

Fraternity ___ Age:
Residence Hall
With parents
Home or apartment ____

Married ____
Single

-----

School Class:

Curriculum:
Father's Place of Work (or former place of work):
Father's Occupation (or former occupation):
Years of School Completed by Father:
(IF MARRIED) Occupation of Mate:
Home Town:

City

Religious Preference:

State or Country
(If Protestant, what denomination?)

(IF MARRIED) Mate's Religious Preference:
Are you a member of any organizations?

---

Freshman
Sophomore_· __
Junior
Senior
Graduate ___
Unclassified_

Yes ___
No

If yes, what are these organizations?

What type of work do you hope to be doing ten years from now?

-4-
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In dealing with people all of us run up against situations and prob
lems where some decision has to be made. In coming to a decision,
most people take into consideration what various people would think
or say about what they decided. Below are five problems, or areas
where people sometimes have problems in which they have to make a
decision.

Imagine that you had problems of this type, and that you had to make
a decision. Read each one and indicate by its letter what you think
would be � important for you in coming to ·a decision, and what would
be the� most important.
1)

If you had a problem in dating, or in your marriage if you are
married, what would be important for you in coming to a decision?
what your family would say
Most Important:
b
what a counselor might say
what your church or pastor would say
C
Next Most Important:
what your friends would say
d
e -- someone else; Specify

a

2)

Suppose you were enrolled in a course, and near the end of the
term you either had to use a term paper someone else had done or
fail the course. What would me important for you in coming to
a decision?
a
what your family would say
Most Important:
what an instructor would say
b
C
what your church or pastor would say
what your friends would say
d
Next Most Important:
e -- someone else; Specify

3)

If you were involved in a serious accident in which you were at
fault and for which you could be prosecuted, and you could either
leave the scene of the accident without being seen, or stay and
help an injured person, what do you think would be important in
your decision?
a -- what your family would say
Most Important:
b
what a lawyer might say
what your church or pastor would say
c
d
what your friends would say
Next Most Important:
e -- someone else; Specify

4)

--------------

A person is sometimes put in the situation where he must choose
between following some of his close friends, and losing others.
What do you think would be important in your decision of what to
do if this happened to you?
a
what your family would say
Most Important:
what
a
counselor
might
$ay
b
c
what your church or pastor would say
what your friends would say
d
Next Most Important:
e -- someone else; Specify

-------------

5)
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-5If a club you belonged to decided to do something that you did
not agree with, and you had to decide whether to go along with
the group or drop out, what do you think would be important in
influencing your decision?
what your family would say
a
Most Important:
b
what your group leader would say
what your church or pastor would say
c
Next Most Important:
d
what your friends would say
e -- someone else; Specify

-----------

Below are a series of statements which we have all heard people make.
Read these statements and circle the� number which most closely
·approximates your agreement or disagreement with the statement.
1
2
3
4

1)
2)

Very Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided

5
6
7

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Very Strongly Disagree

The most valuable talent a person can have 1
is the ability to get along with others.

2

3 4 5

6

7

1

2

3 4 5 6

7

3)

Studying all the time, anc�. getting good
grades really isn't important if you want
to get the most out of college.

One should hold on to his opinions even
though they may be radically different
from those of others.

1

2

3 4 5

6

7

4)

Academic achievement is not as important
as being a truly religious person.

1

2

3 4 5

6

7

1

2

3 4 5

6 7

1

2

3 4 5

6

7

I am perfectly happy when I am left alone. 1

2

3

4 5

6

7

1

2

3 4 5

6

7

I think our government is the law of the 1
land, and should be supported without reservation in these times of trouble.

2

3 4 5 6

7

3 4 5

7

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

I dislike anyone who doesn't take work
seriously.

I would rather be cut off from other people than to moderate my religious views.

Dedicating yourself to school work is all 1
right, but I don't want to be too different
from other students around me.
You should always stand up for what you
think is right.

2

1 2
Strict religious views are all right for
some, but I wouldn't want to be too different
in this respect from the people around me.

3 4 5

6

6

7
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5
Disagree
Very Strongly Agree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Agree
6
Very Strongly Disagree
Agree
7
Undecided
I would feel conspicuous if I were not
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
dressed the way most of my friends are dressed.

1
2
3
4

12)
13)

It's better to object to something your
religion doesn't allow, and be ridiculed
for it, than to keep quiet about it.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

14)

If I had more time, I'd rather spend more
evenings out with my friends than staying
at home doing things I enjoy.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

15)

As I see it, as a student I should study,
1
and religious beliefs and activities should
not be stressed to the degree that they
interfere with this study.

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

I think that right now it's better to make 1 2
good grades than to make friends or be popular.

3

4

5

6

7

16)

To me it is very important what one is and
does regardless of what others think.

1

It is all right to be an individual but I
wouldn't want to be very different from
those around me.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I think religious duties must be fulfilled
no matter what other responsibilities you
have to pass over.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

One should be concerned more about one's
achievements than about making friends.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

21)

I would rather be rejected by other people
than have them stop me from doing what I
think I should do religiously.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

22)

1 2
I have more respect for the person who
lives up to his ideals and principles
regardless of what others think than for
the person whose prime consideration is to
be considerate of others and be well thought of.

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

17)
18)
19)
20)

23)

If you are trying to study and some others
are bothering you, the best thing to do is
simply to tell them to be quiet.

1

2
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2
3
4

Very Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided

5

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Very Strongly Disagree

6
7

24)

I like to wear clothes which stress my
individuality and are not those which
everybody else is wearing.

2

3

4

5

6

7

25)

To me academic achievement is more important
1 2
than being a very religious person.

3

4

5

6

7

26)

I believe that being able to make friends 1
is a great accomplishment in and of itself..

2

3

4

5

6

7

If my religious views are going to cause 1
trouble with the people around me, I would
rather moderate them.

2

3

4

5

6

7

28)

What matters is what one can accomplish.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

29)

I think it is more important to have
1
friends and be sociable than to sacrifice
these things completely for high grades.

2

3

4

5

6

7

30)

I'd rather be with a group of friends in 1
my free time than to read an interesting.
book.

2

3

4

5

6

7

I cannot respect the person who does not 1
put his studies above all other considerations.
The persons I admire most are those who
1
have pleasing personalities.

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

I don't think it is right to sacrifice
friends and companionship just to follow
some religious viewpoint.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

34)

I dislike anyone who is loud and noisy.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

35)

As leisure-time activity I would rather
1 2
choose something you do alone such as
painting or photography rather than something you do with people such as play cards
or talk.
Events that come up at school, like dances 1 2
or games, should be passed up for high grades.

3. 4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

3 4

5

6

7

27)

31)
32)
33)

36)
37)

It is more desireable to be popular and
well-liked by everybody than to become
famous in the field of one's choice.

1

1

2
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Below are several propositions about religion, followed by a series of
numbers which represent agreement or disagreement. Read these proposi
tions and circle the� number which most closely approximates your
agreement or disagreement with the proposition.
1
2

3
4

1)

/'

' 3)

4)
5)

6)

7)
8)

9)
10)

Very Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided

5

6
7

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Very Strongly Disagree

There is an immensely wise, omnipotent, 1
three-person God Who created the universe
and Who maintains an active concern for
human affairs.

2

3

4

5

6

7

Correct ethical principles are grounded 1 2
on religious belief and a genuine knowledge of man's moral obligation necessarily·
involves a belief in God.

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

I believe in a God about Whom nothing
1 2
definite can be affirmed except that I
sometimes sense Him as a mighty "Spiritual Presence'' permeating all mankind and
nature.
There is a Natural Law of God which de- 1 2
fines the purpose of sexual relations,
and which forbids artificial birth control.
Christ should be regarded as divine; that
is, the Word made flesh, the absolutely 1
unique incarnation of the Godhead.

2

There is a vast, impersonal principle
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
of order or natural uniformity working
throughout the universe and which,
though not conscious of mere hum�n life,
I choose to call "God."
The Church is the infallible interpreter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
of God's word, and should therefore be
listened to and obeyed.
I believe that every human being inevi- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
tably becomes involved in sin and cannot attain salvation without God's intercession, even though man does not
merit it.
I believe that there is a life after
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
death in which some people will be
punished and others rewarded by God.
Christ should be regarded only as a
great prophet or teacher, much as
Mohammedans accept Mohammed, or as the
Confucians accept Confucius.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

-9-

11)
12)
13)
14)

1)

2)

3)
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1
Very Strongly Agree
5
Disagree
2
Strongly Agree
6
Strongly Disagree
3
Agree
Very Strongly Disagree
7
Undecided
4
Marriage is a religious act and the
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Church has ultimate responsibility for
its regulation.
I believe that God will sometimes alter
what would otherwise be the natural
l 2 3 4 5 6 7
course of events to answer a prayer.
In all probability Christ never lived l 2 3 4 5 6 7
at all, but is purely a mythical figure.
I believe that undeserved suffering
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
sometimes does occur in the world.
Choose the� response that most
closely represents your opinion
on these questions.

How do you feel about the Catholic Church's opposition to artificial
birth control?
___ The Church should definitely change its stand, and permit
artificial birth control;
___ The Church should seriously reconsider its position;
___ The Church has traditionally taken such a strong position
that I don't think it should change now, but maybe later;
___ Although the Church's position presents difficulties, I
don't think the position should be changed;
___ The Church should definitely not change its opposition to
artificial birth control.
What do you think about the Catholic Church's insistence that non
Catholic partners in mixed marriages agree to raise their children
as Catholics?

___ The Church should definitely change its position, and not
require these agreements;
The Church should seriously reconsider its position;
The Church has taken such a strong stand on it, that I
--- don't think the position should be changed;
___ The Church should definitely� change its insistence on
these agreements.
How do you feel about the Catholic Church's position that parochial
schools should receive tax support from the government?
The Church should definitely change its position;
The Church should seriously reconsider its position;
The Church should not change its position now, but maybe
later;
Alth�ugh some may disagree with the Church's stand, I
--- ·don't think the position should be changed;
___ The Church should definite1y not change its position on
tax support for parochial schools.

-----
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The following are questions about your religious behavior. Read the
questions and check the� answer that comes closest to your behavior.
1)

2)

3)

4)

About how often do you attend religious services at your church
or synagogue?
more than once a week
once a week
twice monthly
monthly

Where do you usually attend religious services when you are at
school?
___ on campus
in your hometown
in Kalamazoo
do not attend
About how often, outside of religious services, do you pray to
God to help you?
several times a day
only at specific crises
at least once a day
not at all
several times a week

About how often, and about what percentage of income, do you
think it is sufficient to contribute to your church?
How Often?

5)

6)

7)

What Percentage?

Do you participate in a college religious fellowship such as the
Newman Club or the Hillel?

---

do not belong
inactive member
moderately active member

active member
--- club
officer
---

Do you participate in a church related group outside of college?

-

___ do not belong
inactive member
___ moderately active member

member
--- active
club officer

About how often did your parents attend church or synagogue
services when you were younger--for example, when you were
in grade school?
monthly
more than once a week
--- weekly
several times a year
twice monthly
less than twice a year
not at all

---

8)

---

several times a year
twice a year or less
not at all

-----

Did you attend Sunday School, or a Parochial School when you
were younger? If yes, for how long?

not at all
less than two years
2 years to 3 years
___ 4 years to 5 years

6 years to 7 years
8 years _to 9 years
10 years or more
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10)

11)

12)

Of the persons you have dated, about how many of them have had
the same religious preference as you?

-----

all of them
most of them
about half of them

---

all of them
most of them
about half of them

some of them
few or none of them
___ other

How many of your close friends have the same religious preference
as you?
some of them
few or none of them

Do you feel that religion has been an important influence in
your development?
very important
___ not too important
not important at all
important
undecided

---

---

What importance, or what stress, do you think your friends place
on religion?
great stress
some stress
undecided

not much stress
no stress at all

· -- ----�

-- ·

. . -·
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Letters

.

WESTEflN MICHIGAr--il UNIVERSITY
SCH-OOL OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
- CENTER FOR SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH

-

KALAMAZOO,

MICHIGAN

\

0001

March 15, 1966

Dear Student:
Over the past several years, students at Western Michigan University

�ave been asked to cooperate in a series of research projects deal-

1ing with various aspects of student attitude and student experie�ce.
This semester students are again being a.;ked to contribute some of
/ their time for another such project, carried out through the auspices
of the Departmer.t of Sociology & Anthropology. It is hoped that two
things will result from this study: 1) an increase in the scientific
1
knowledge of the effects of student life, and 2) from this, an opportunity to make University life more meaningful and satisfying for you
and other students.
Since it would be impossible to study the attitudes of all the students
at Western, only a relatively small group has been s·elected. These
students were chosen randomly to represent as closely as possible a
cross-section of the student population. Your name was included in
this sample of students. Since this is only a small cross-section,
your presence in the study is very important. This is the only way
the results of the study can be valid.
This letter is a request for your cooperation in the project. You
are being asked to attend one of the interviewing sessions listed
on the enclosed sheet and fill out a short questionnaire. Since
your particular questionnaire will in no way be identifiable, you
can be assured of the complete_confidentiality of your responses.
Filling out the questionnaire should not require more·than about
30 minutes of your time, and I think you will find the questionnaire
quite interesting to complete. If you wish, you may receive a sum
mary of the research findings shortly after the end of the present
semester.
Once again, your cooperation is absolutely· necessary if the study is
to be valid, so I hope you will make every effort to attend one of
the interviewing sessions listed on the enclosure. If there are any
questions, please call Mr. Edward McKenna at 383-1759. Mr. McKenna
will be analyzing this data as part of his thesis requirements.
· Sincerely yours,

�;;tJ�

Chester L. Hunt
Professor of Sociology
ENCLOSURE
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Center for Sociological Research
Western Michigan University
March 28, 1966

everal days ago you received a letter requesting your help
in a study of student attitudes at Western Michigan University.
This letter is simply a reminder, to insure that your opinions
are included in the study. Your name was selected as a represen
tative member of Western's student body. In order for the
findings to be accurate, it is very important that your ideas
be included.
If you were unable to attend one of the interviewing sessions
last week, interviews will be taken during this week of
March 28 to April 2. The questionnaire takes about 30 minutes
to complete.
Please look at the schedule of hours on the reverse of this
.page. You may come in at any time during these hours. If
you find you are unable to come in at any of these times,
please contact me at the Center for Sociological Research,
either at my office (2512F Sangren Hall), or by phone
(383-1759) so some other arrangement can be.worked out.
Sincerely,
Edward E. McKenna
Research Assistant for
Dr. Chester L. Hunt
Professor of Sociology
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APPENDIX III
Comparison of Respondents and Non-Respondents
Table I. -- Residence of Respondents and Non-Respondents
Respondent
Status

I

I

I

Residence
Off Campus

Campus
Respondent
Non-Respondent
Total

f

%

f

%

121

56.8

56

92

43.2

213 100.0

Total
f

%

37.8

177

49.0

92

62.2

184

51.0

148

100.0

361

100.0

Table II. -- Sex of Respondents and Non-Respondents
Respondent
Status

Sex
Male
f
%

Female
f
%

Total
f
%

87

42.6

90

57.3

177

49.0

Non-Respondent 117

57.4

67

42.7

184

51.0

204

100.0

157

100.0

361

100.0

Respondent
Total

182

Table III. -- School Classification of Respondents and Non-Respondents

School
Classification

Respondent Status
Respondent

Non-Respondent
f

%

f

Freshmen

67

54.4

54

44.6

121

100.0

Sophomore

47

58.8

33

41.2

80

100.0

Junior

33

47.1

37

52.9

70

100.0

Senior

22

37.9

36

62.1

58

100.0

7

24.1

22

75.9

29

100.0

176

49.0

182

51.0

358

100.0

f

Graduate
Total

%

Total

%

Table IV. -- Academic School of Respondents and Non-Respondents

Academic
School

Respondent Status
Respondent

Applied Arts
& Sciences

Total

Non-Respondent

%

f

%

f

%

f

16

48.4

17

51.6

33

100.0

27

42.9

36

57.1

63

100.0

11

36.7

19

63.3

30

100.0

General &
Pre-Professional 38

53.5

33

46.5

71

100.0

168

49.7

170

50.3

338

100.0

Business

Liberal Arts
& Sciences

Total

183
Table V. -- Marital Status of Respondents and Non-Respondents

Respondent
Status

Marital Status
Single

Married

Total

f

%

f

51.1

13

32.5

176

49.0

156

48.9

27

67.5

183

51.0

319

100.0

40

100.0

359

100.0

f

%

Respondent

163

Non-Respondent
Total

%
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